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Ce mémoire se propose d'analyser la circularité dans les nouvelles de Leslie M m o n Silko en se
concentrant sur le récit narratif mythique et le conte en tant qu'6léments centraux de son recueil,
Storyteller (198 1). Dans son oeuvre, et dans la littérature amérindienne en général, le cercle est
une figure dominante et symbolique aussi bien dans la forme que dans le contenu. L'analyse de

ces formes circulaires explicites et implicites révèle l'aspect figutai, stnichiral, et symbolique du

mythe et du conte dans les nouvelles de Silko. Les pouvoirs associatifs, syncrétiques, et
mythiques du conte structurent son recueil de nouvelles sous la forme d'une toile, avec au mtre
la figure traditionneile de la vieille Grand-mère araignée. Dans les sept nouvelles étudiées, Silko

propose le conte comme stratégie de survie, de guérison, d'identification, et de subversion, en

clamant l'éternel retour du passé et du mythe, au sein d'une zone de contact entre indiens et
Blancs d'Amérique.
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ABSTRACT

This thesis proposes to study circular structure and meaning in Leslie M m o n Silko's short
fiction by recognizing myth and storyteuing-the rihial t e l h g and retelling of foikiore-as the
pivotal elements of her short stories collected in StoyteIZer (1981). The figure of the circle in

Silko's fiction, as in Native-Arnerican literarine at large, is a dominant figure¶a common symbol
of both form and content. An examination of these explicit and implicit circular patterns reveals
the figural, structural, and symbolic aspect of mythic narrative and storytelîing in Silko's short

fiction. The associative, syncronistic, and mythic powers of Silko's storytelling structure
StovtefZer in the f o m of a web, with the Grandmother Spider storytelling figure at its center. In

the seven stones analyzed here, Silko posits storytelling as a strategy for survival, healing,

identification, and subversion, in the etemal recurrence of the past and rnyth, within the contact
zone of Native and h g l o - Amexka.
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1.

Introduction

This thesis will consider the presence and significance of circular, mythic, and narrative
patterns in the short stories of Leslie M m o n Silko, collected in her book Storytelier (198 1).
The circle, or hoop, in Silko's short fiction, as in Native American culture at large, is a

dominant figure, a common symbol of both form and content. An examination of these
explicit and implicit circular patterns reveals the subtle relationships between the stones'

context, content, and fonn. The circular narrative stmcture of the short stories is intricately
linked to the ritual telling and retelling of folklore, and to the re-enactment of myth. Myth and
circularity stmcture Silko's art of storytelling and infom her ability to depict people and

values that the dominant American culture has traditionaily neglected. By constructing her
writing around these elements, Silko attempts to preserve and affim cultural knowledge,

cultural memory, and cultural difference. Silko writes not only for Native Amencans, but for a
larger audience as well, to which she hopes to communkate the sense of continuing, of 'the

trlling which continues and through which [the storytellers] al1 live and we with them"
(Dedication of Sroryteih). The narrative can be seen then as a catalyst for cultural and social
transformation, afirming a Native American identity, and "de-cente~g" the consciousness of

her non-Native readers.' In analyzing the circular mythic nature of Leslie Marmon Silko's
short stones, both in tcrms of meaning and stnicnire, this thesis will focus on mythic narrative
and storytelling as fipral, structural, and symbolic. This shidy will thus attempt to argue that

I

On the notion of de-centering, set Helen Joskoski, Leslie Mannon Sifku, A Sm& ofthe Short Fiction: "the book
calls into question whole categoria of 'center' and 'margin,' prodding the reader to rethink the means by which
such positioning is itself accomplished" (6); and "The short stories ofSto~teflerde-ccnter the non-indian reader
rhrough Ianguage and point of view" (12). See also Kenneth Roemer, 'The Heuristic Powers of Indian
Litenhires: What Yative Authorship Does to Mainstrcam Textn'' (8-12).

themes and stnicnires of circularity, myth, and storytelling are teiescoped, and that they infom

the content and forrn of Silko's wn'ting.

A.

Circle, rnyth, and story

1.

The symbol of the circle in Native American culture and tradition

ln al1 world mythologies, the circte or center is a key symbol, of which the most

cornmon manifestations are the world navel, the embryo, the womb, cities, temples, the sacred

rnountain, etc. Ralph Waldo Emerson refers to the circle as "the highest emblem":
The eye is the first circle; the horizon which it foms is the second; and throughout
nature this pnrnary figure is repeated without end. It is the highest emblem in the
cipher of the world. St. Augustine described the nature of God as a circle whose
centre was everywhere, and its circumference nowhere.

We are al1 our lifetime

reading the copious sense of this first of foms. . . . Our Iife is an apprenticeship to the

tmth, that around every circle another cm be drawn; that there is no end in nature, but
every end is a begiming; that there is always another dawn nsen on mid-noon, and
under every deep a lower deep opens. (167)

The circle is a sacred, key symbol in Native Amencan spirituality and everyday life. Tyon, a

professional Oglala Lakota storyteller, explains the importance of the circle as dl-inclusive in
Native h e r i c a n culture:

The sun and the sky, the earth and the moon, are round . . . Everything that breathes is
round like the body of a man. Everything that grows from the ground is round like
the stem of a plant. Since the Great Spirit has caused everything to be round mankind
should look upon the circle as sacred, for it is the symbol of al1 things in nature except

stone. It is dso the symbol of the year. The day, the night, and the rnoon go in a

circle above the sky. Therefore the circle is a symbol of these divisions of time and
hence the symbol of al1 time. (203)
Joseph Campbell, in The Hero with a T h o w n d Faces, describes the importance of the circle
for the Pawnees of northem Kansas and southern Nebraska. Campbell cites a Pawnee pnest
drawing a circle with his toe during the ceremonial of the Hako:
The circle represents a nest, and it is drawn by the toe because the eagle builds its nest

with its claws. Although we are imitating the bird making its nest, there is another
meaning to the action; we are thinking of Tirawa making the world for the people to
live in. If you go on a high hi11 and look around, you will see the sky touching the
earth on every side, and within this circular enclosure the people live. So the circles
we have made are not only nests, but they also represent the circle Tirawa-atius has

made for the dwelling place of a11 the people. The circles also stand for the kinship

group, the clan, and the tribe. (41-42)
Campbell extends the symbolical suggestion of the circle to a universal mythology, refemng to
the dorne of heaven resting on the four corners of the earth, the hearth in the home, the altar in

the temple, as the hub of the wheel of the earth, the womb of the Universal Mother, al1
containing the secret of the transformation of heavenly into earthly forms. The Plains Indians'
concept of circularity is also worth noting here, and it has been explained in Black Elk Speaks:

. . . everything an Indian does is in a circle, and that is because the Power of the
World always works in circles, and everything tries to be round. In the old days when

we were a strong and happy people, al1 our power came to us fiom the sacred hoop of
the nation, and so long as the hoop was unbroken, the people flounshed. The
flowering tree was the living center of the hoop, and the circle of the four quarters
nourished it. The east gave peace and Iight, the south gave warmth, the West gave
rain, and the north and its cold and rnighty wind gave strength and endurance. This
knowledge came to us fiom the outer world with our religion. Everything the Power
of the World does is done in a circle. The sky is round, and I have heard that the e a .
is round like a bail, and so are al1 the stars. The wind, in its greatest power, whirls.
Birds make their nests in circles, for thein is the sarne religion as ours. The Sun
cornes forth and goes d o m again in a circle. The moon does the same, and both are

round. Even the seasons form a great circle in their changing, and always corne back
again to where tiey were. The life of man is in a circle from childhood to childhood.
(qtd. in Larson 115- 16)
We may then understand thai such a symbol inherent to the culture permeates Native
Amencan wnting.

2.

The circle in contemporary Native American literature: narrative
and mythic structures

Linda Palmer, in "Heding Cerernonies: Native Amencan Stones of Cultural Survival,"
claims that the circular stniciure appean frequently in Native Arnerican literature: N. Scott

Mornaday 's House Made of Dawn opens with its conclusion; Silko's Ceremony (1 986) opens
with the affirmation that the contemporary story that is being told is a retelling of the old story,
and the Prologue ends in the same way the novel begins-with

the word " S u ~ s e . " This

circular stnicnire, with the 'solution' appearing before the 'problem' unfolds, reflects not only
the traditional belief in circularity but also the certainty that 'appropriate' behavior, as

Momaday calls it, or ceremony, can rnend the kagmented web (103). Such ceremony and
ntual--(re-) enactments of myth-which

participate in the circulanty of the story, are formal

elements in many contemporary Native American narratives. In The Sacred Hoop (79), Paula

GUM Allen claims that contemporary Native h e r i c a n narratives "derive many of their

structural and symbolic elements fiom certain rihials and the rnyths that are allied with those
rituals."

Circular patterns literdly abound in the content of Leslie Marmon Silko's shon

stories, and their thematic considerationosuch as renewal, continuing processes, physical,

mental, and spirihial health or healing, comrnunity and intercomectedness, patterns of drought
and fertility, the cycle of the seasons, the sunwise cycle, and mythic patterns of questing,
ceremony, and ritual-al1

involve circular concepts. Such patterns of circularity retlect the

srories' recurrent central themes, and must be considered while exarnining the narrative and

mythic structures of Silko's short fiction.

3.

Cùcularity in Leslie Marmon Silko's writing: narrative and mythic
structures

By employing the circular strategy of traditional storytelling in her nanative technique,
Silko follows a "perfectl y traditional circular pattern" (Pellérin 122). Cntics have mentioned

the "circular h m e " (Wilson 70) in which Silko writes, the "web-like structure which reflects
the interrelatedness of the tribe's universe" (Moss ii). Edith Swan claims that in Silko's work

''we have circles laid upon circles echoing and repeating a single symbolic image" (317).
Silko's own image for the oral tradition is a web: strong, flexible, resilient, ever-changing,
interconnected, and in a dynarnic relationship with the rest of the world.

In an essay,

"Language and Literature from a Pueblo Indian Perspective," Silko explains her use of the

spider web motif to refer ro the oral tradition:
1 want you to heur and to experience English in a structure that follows patterns From

the oral tradition. . . . Pueblo expression resembles something like a spider's webwith rnany little threads radiating fiorn the center, ~ s s c r o s s i n gone another. As with
the web, the structure emerges as it is made, and you rnust sirnply listen and trust, as
the Pueblo people do, that meaning will be made. (48-49)
Native Amencan literature takes its symbols, literary expression, and stmcture fiom the oral

tradition, which does not function through cause and effect, but is non-linear and nonsequential. Silko's short stories are nonchronological prose narratives told in segments with
many flashbacks, in a hgmented stream-of-consciousness. The narrative thus follows a

circling or spiraling strategy; it does not tell the story directly but says a little, digresses a little,
and circles back. Paula Gunn Allen terms this narrative technique "acaetive," and likens it to

storytelling in the oral tradition: "accretive structuring to build toward comprehensive
sigiticanse . . . as do traditional storytellers" (Sacred Hoop 95). Such circling, spiraling, and
digressive narrative patterns run parallel to folk narratives, which are built on repetition and
rely on the gradua1 accretion of meanhg evolving fkom overlapping repetition. This type of

narrative structure could then be likened to a spider web, woven together by Silko, the self-

proclaimed storyteller. Furthemiore, the oral tradition consists of re-telling mythic events,
calling upon the "mythopoeic imagination" (Moss 12) of both the storyteller and the
listenedreader.

Myth critickm is therefore called for here in order to grasp fully the

correspondences, circularity, and sirnultaneity of the specific events of the stories and their
structure.

1 will therefore be considering in detail Siiko's powerfil act of communal

storytelling as regards circular and mythic pattern.

B.

A review of Siiko criticism

Leslie M m o n Silko's short fiction played an important part in the Arnerican Indian
literary renaissance, which took place in the 1960s and 1970s. This literary movement

coincided with scholarly and academic interest in multiethnic and women's studies. For a

shon time, Leslie Marmon Silko was the only Native Arnerican woman publishing fiction in
national venues. Silko's well-estabiished and prized literary talent has placed her among the
world's one hundred and thirty five most important women wrîters, appearing in Frank

Northen Magill's Grear Women Writers: The Lives and Works of 135 of the Wot-ld's Most
Important Women Mriiers, j o m Antiquity to the Present (1 994). The State of New Mexico

designated her as a living cultural treasure, and she was the recipient of a National Endowment
for the . h s Fellowship and a MacArthur "genius" award. Her novel Ceremony, as Frank

MacShane claimed, and whom many agree with, established her 'Mthout question as the most
accomplished Indian writer of her generation" (Per Seyersted 42). Seven of her short stones
were published in 1974 in the first anthology of short fiction by contemporary Arnencan
Indian authors, K e ~ e t hRosen's collection titled The Man to Send Rain Clouds (1974). From
the time of these early publications, Silko's short fiction has drain particular attention in
literary circles, and has been the focus of numerous, significant studies.

Although most of the dissertations and criticai articles on Silko's writing have focused
on the novels (particularly her fint novel Ceremony), the four books thus far published on her
work centm on her short fiction. Helen laskoski's work, L d e Mamon Silko: A Study of the
Sliorr Fiction (1998), consists of extensive readings of each of Silko's collected as well as

uncollected short stories, an overview of the critics, and information about the author through

a selection of interviews. Her work also offers useful bibliographical and contextualizing
information. Per Seyersted's pamphlet in Boise State University's Western Wnters series,
Leslie hiamon Silko (1980), was elaborated before the publication of Ceremony (1986)' and

gives most critical attention to her short fiction; it also contains useful information collected
through interviews with Silko, a valuable bibliography of early publications, and elaborate
contextual information. Silko's writing is dso studied in the Twayne's United States Authoo
Senes by Gregory Salyer (1 997).
:L!armon

Melody Graulich's casebook "Yeflow Woman." Leslie

Silko (1993), in the Rutgers senes on short fiction by women, reprints i n t e ~ e w and
s

articles that emphasize women's issues. The latest book which appeared on Silko's writing is a
coilection of critical essays edited by Louise Barnett and James Thorson, Leslie Mannon Silko:
.4 Collection of Criticai Essays published in 1999.

The earliest criticism of Silko's short fiction focused on explicating her work in the
light of the culture, history, mythology, and custorns of the Marmon family and the Laguna
Pueblo community she grew up in. Articles by LaVome Ruoff and Lawrence Evers set a

standard for this approach and both remain essential reading. RuofT establishes some of the
details of the traditional ~ e r e s a nphilosophy
~
that infoms Silko's work and focuses on its

contextualizing function. Other studies that employ similar approaches to Silko's short fiction
include articles by Edith Blicksilver and Joan Thompson. The Laguna cntic Lee Francis offen
a personal penpective on Laguna philosophy in general, and his reflections are a particularly

valuable addition to Silko criticism. The approach initiated by Robert Nelson is also worth
mentioning here, as he considers Amencan Indian literature in the dl-important context of
physical and cultural geography; Paula Gunn Allen and Patricia Clark Smith employ a similar
perspective in their comrnentary. Such contextuai/cultural studies are indispensable for any
reading of Leslie Marmon Silko's short fiction, although they cannot exhaust the cntical
possibilities her work entails.

- Keres refers to the seven New ~Mexicanpueblos whose Ianguagt is identified as Keresan; it is spoken at Acoma,
Laguna. Santa Ana, Zia, San Feiipe, Santo Domingo, and Cochiti. The othet linguistic families of the Pueblo are
Zuni, Hopi, and Tanoan.

Few critiques of the reader-response type have centered on Silko's short stories. Two
exceptions are Arnbrose Lucero's cornmentary-one of the earliest essays responding to
Storyteller-and a later piece by A l m a Brown. A few studies have attempted to see Silko's
work in the context of world literaîure. Kate Shanley Vangen's and Dean Rader's essayn draw

respective1y on Foucault and Kafka to postulate perspectives that can be achieved regardless of
initiation into cultural particulm. Arnold Krupat has taken up si~nriilarissues in The Voice in
the ~Lfarginand discusses Silko with other writers whom he describes as "cosmopolitain."
S han1ey 's essay further contributes to the growing discourse on post-colonial theory. Other

critics, such as Jacqueline Shea Murphy or Patricia Jones, have engaged in issues of gender

representation and women's issues; and Lee Schweninger has studied Cerernony in the light of
an innovative ecofeminist approach, which also proves usefûl in considering Silko's work as a

whole.

The mixed-genre fabnc and experimental structure of Siorytefler have intrigued critics,
and several studies have concentrated on finding thematic or structural principles that uni@ the
text into a coherent whole. Bernard A. Hirsch and Linda Danielson both find thematic motifs

that weave the seemingly disparate elements of Storyteller into a unified text. Hinch reads
Srotyreller as a simulation of the dynarnic interaction of stones in the oral tradition, while

Danielson describes it as a feminist work, a continuation of a Laguna matdineal storytelling

tradition. Subsequent studies, such as Linda Krumholz's. have drawn on their groundbreaking
work. Stoyiefler will be described in this thesis as a "short story cycle" in Rocio Davis'
terms, that is, a collection of interconnected short stories. In E~hnicityand the American Shor~
Sroc ( 1997), Julie Brown argues that this hybnd, sometimes marginalized, subversive genre is
"an appropriate f o d f o n i r n for writers of African-American, Native American, and Asian

.%mericmcultures" (xvii).'

Rccio Davis funher explains her views on the shon story cycle in the following ternis: "The bctween-world
writer's situation is the intense reworking of questions that ultimately refer to issues such as oppositionaiity,
marginality, boundaries, displacement, and authenticity:a process rather than a strucnire, requiring constant
variation and review. This process is not different fkom that iDvoIved in the appreciation of a story cycle, in
which the evohtion and gradua1 unfolding of the thmies, and a discovery of a new kind of unity in disunity,
integrate the essence of the fom" (qtd. in Julie Brown xix). Julie Brown distinguishes four motifs which were
found in many short stories by minority writers in the United States: ( 1 ) The oral nature of ethnic short stones; (2)
The challenge of writing in a Ianguage bat you do not consider to be your own,and that may be the Ianguage of

The circular structure of Silko's writing has been discussed by many critics such as

Robert Bell, Linda Palmer, Simone Pellérin, Maria Moss, Paula Gunn Allen, Linda Danielson,
and Linda Kmrnholz. Bell devotes an article to circular design in Ceremony. Danielson

describes Storyteller as a work smictured like a web in its circulaity and intricate connections.
Knimholz evokes the cyclical role of the stories in recounting and generating meuiing for
individuals, comunities, and nations. Her essay "'To Undentand this World Differently':

Reading and Subversion in Leslie Marmon Silko's 'Storyteller"' focuses on the "rnirror

circular structure" (104) of Storyteller, which, she writes, "moves b o t . progressively towards a
vision and in a circle, suggesting cyclical and balanced relations rather than a sense of closure"
(96). Therefore, the theme and structure of circularity in Silko's short fiction has indeed been

notcd by a number of critics. However, an exhaustive study that fully concentrates on the
question of circulanty and its relationship to storytelling and myth is still lacking in the body
of critical works on Silko's short stories-a

C.

gap which this thesis will attempt to fill.

A dual-pronged methodology of narrative analysis and myth
critr'cism

This thesis proposes to study the presence of circular structure and meaning in Leslie
M m o n Silko's short fiction by recognizing myth and narration (storytelling) as the pivotal
elements of the stories. Myth and folklore constitute an important critical matnx in Silko's use
of narrative. Inasmuch as myth is the most significant facet of Silko's narratives, this thesis
will attmpt to show how Silko's rnythic method operates through storytelling to infom h a

writing with the rneaning and structure of circular patterns. In order to carry out this dualpronged methodology of narrative analysis and myth criticism, I will draw on models by the
major theorists.

your oppressor. (3) The importance of writing about communicy rather than the individual; (4) The difficulties
chat writers of color face when writing for white editors, publishers, and readers (xix).

1.

The oral tradition: accretive, organic, and circular narrative

Robert Scholes and Robert Kellogg define narrative as a literary work disthguished by

the presence of a story and a storyteller. Narrative is a complex process involving four
interconnected elements: (1) the story/text; (2) the storyteller/narrator; (3) the audiencdreadeq
(4) and the act of telling the storylnarrating. These four elements are interco~ected,

interactive, and interdependent; or, as Gerard Genette argues, they are interrelated in narrative
discourse. Therefore, storytelling is an active and circular process comecting the tale wvith the
teller, the teller with the audience, and the audience with the tale. Recent poststructuralist
critics therefore recomend that we approach the story "holistically."

The tellerlnmator,

storyitext, and listenedreader are subject to various transformations during the storytelling
event, as is the case in "Storyteiler," the first shon story in Silko's collection, which sets a

standard for the act of storytelling throughout the rest of the work. The namîtive, then, as
Evans has suggested, is not just a literary form or mode, but an 'epistemological category,' that
is. reality itseif may be found in the fonn of the stories. We traditiondly think of narrative as a

storytelling event in which a narrator simply recounts a set of happening. Peter Brooks,
however, reminds us that narrative as storytelling is "remembering, repeating and working
through" (iii). Furthemore, Roy Schafer's essay on the psychoanalytic dialogue informs us
that what is recounted is not a static record but the "present version of the past" in which
clarification cornes "through the circular and coordinated study of past and present" (32-33).
The oral tradition Silko employs is likened to a learning or accretive process in Hirsch's ternis:
Successive narrative episodes cast long shadows both forward and back, lending
different or cornplementary shades of meaning to those preceding thern and offering
perspectives fiom which to consider those that follow. Such perspectives are then
themselves often expanded or in some way altered as die new material reflets back
upon them. This kind of learning process is part of the dynarnic of oral tradition.
(bbbThe
Telling Which Continues"' 3)

Such tirnelessness, accretion, and circularity (evoked by Silko in her Dedication of Sto~yteller)
relate to a sense of being for Native Amencans.

Thus the narrative as story is always

accretive, transfomed, organic, and, 1 will argue, circular in Silko's short stories.

2.

Structuralism: Sükoysmythic method

Silko's "mythic method," to borrow Eliot's texm, encompasses, but is in no case
limited to allusions to classical myth, folklore, and the supematural. The rnyth-Propp's
"unitY'-, which has a privileged place in Stnichiralist activities, is defined by Structuralists as
a body of rnaterials, mainly narrative, which deal with a particular aspect of a given culture.

Silko incorporates myth as the "shifting reality" that Claude Lévi-Strauss and J. J. Bachofen
remind us it is. The use of ritual cames Indian f o m s of representation into the Europeanderived form of the novel. The convergence of ritual and written narrative brings into the

novel-by

implication, structure, or artistic effect-more

of the physical, spiritual, and

communal aspects of ritual, which tend to be de-emphasized in the individual, intellechial, and
often secular experience of reading novels. Silko, therefore, gives Storyteller ritual properties:
the sense of a community of voices, a spiritual vision, a visual, physical relationship to the

text, and "a structure that moves both progressively iowards a vision and in a circle, suggesting
cyclical and balmced relations rather than a sense of closure" (Kiumholz "Reading and
Subversion" 96).

Silko attempts to make narrative a dynarnic vehicle for preserving, transmitting, and
reshaping the culture in affirmative ways that celebrate the past, give continuity to the present,
and offer faith in human potential. This process invohes Silko's use of mythopoesis-which

Toni iMorrison descnbes as "dusting off the myth" for narrative use. But rather than mere
mythical allusion, it involves accommodating mythic archetypes to modem realities and using
myth as a "fully accredited mode of ordering human experience" (Chase 107, 13 1). Silko uses
myth precisely in these terms in her best-known story "Yellow Wornan," in which the main

character is caught up in a lirninal world between reality and myth,confusing hm identity with
that of the archetypal mode1 of the traditional Keres figure of Yellow Woman. Such bluning

of boundaries is also present in "Tony's Story," in which Tony confises the police officer with
the witch of traditional cultural belief. In shtdying the mythc content of Silko's stones, we

will then focus on the blming of boundaries between present and past, natural and
pretematural, male and fernaie, etc. In Marilyn Sanden Mobley's views (9),such bluning of
boundaries is linked to circularity, %hich dominates women's stories" and "blurs boundaries

between male-constnicted oppositions of past and present, old and Young, city and country,
self and other." "Storyteller"-one of Silko's own "favorites" arnong her works-reenacts

the

Inuit myth of a hunter's daughter who fell into the sea. Humaweepi's initiation ritual, in ')î-orn
Hurnaweepi, Wamior Priest," and Ayah's circular and ceremonial joumey, in "Lullaby,"
further reveal the mythic resonances of Siko's stories.

The stories' mythic patterns of

questing, ceremony, and ritual dispute the assumption that the past cannot coexist with the
present, that cultural discontinuity is inevitable, and that the past must be discarded to favour
progress. Silko's use of myth therefore consolidates her notion of space-time as circular, not
linear, thereby paralleling Mircea Eliade's notions of poIiticalihistoricaI/profane tirne as
opposed to what he terms "Sacred-," "Great-" or again "Mythic time" (Cosmos and History
18).

D.

The circulur structure of Storvteiler: a web of stories

in order to describe the structural movements of Stoiyteller, thematic categones have
bern devised by Hirsch, Danielson, and Knimholz. The thernatic division 1 will adopt in this

thesis is that of Linda Knimholz, which, influenced by Hirsch, designates the first two sections

of Storyteller as the " S u ~ v a l "section (1-53), and the "Yellow Wornan" section (54-99).
Knimholz then follows Danielson's division of the text into four subsequent sections: the
"Drought" section (1 00- 157), the "Raid' section (1 58-186), the "Spirits" section ( 187-2 1O),
and finaily the "Coyote*' section (2 1 1-265). The firçt chapter of this thesis will analyze what

Hirsch has dubbed the "Sunival" section, which indudes what are said to be Silko's favorite

or better-known stories, "Storyteller," and "Lullaby." My second chapter will, for the purpose

of the thesis, combine the "Yellow Woman" section, and the "Cycle From Drought to Rain"
(Knirnholz "Reading and Subversion" 1 0 0 b a compound of the "Drought" and "Rain"
sections-and

will analyze three short stories: bbYellowWoman," 'Tony's Story," and "The

Man to send Rain Clouds." Finally, the last chapter, the "Coyote" section, will focus on "A
Geronimo Story" and "Coyote Holds a Full House in his Hands." Because 1 will lirnit the

thesis to a study of the short stories as understood in traditional litemy terms, "Uncle Tony's

Goat" in the "Rain" section, and the "Spirits" section will be omitted. Silko's poems,
poedstories, farnily stoties and pictures, however, as well as some uncollected short stories
will be drawn upon as h e s of reference to illustrate certain points and will therefore not be
completely and unjustly put aside. Al1 of Silko's works complement one another in their
portrayal of her world view, and are therefore best studied as a whole. Ceremony and Almanac
of the Dead are thus hermeneuticaily useful in any exploration of Silko's work, and will also

be drawn upon as h e s of reference.

Although this study will focus mainly on the short stories included in Sforyteller, and
will attempt to break down this selection of stories into categones, it is important to view the

book in its entirety, inasmuch as the structure of Storyteller as a whole mirrors the structure of
the "cycle" of stories themse~ves." Linda Danielson explains this dual structure of the book as
consisting of thematic "clusten" contained within the "web" as a whole: "In Stmyte&ler,
thematic clusters constitute the radiating strands of the web. While the radial strands provide
the organizational pattern of the book, the web's lateral threads connect one thematic strand to
another, suggesting a whole and woven fabric.

. . . Grandmother Spider of course Iives at the

center of the web, giving Smyteller its authority" ("The Storytellm in Sto~teller"202).

Despite these divisions, my approach will try to remain, as Salyer recommends, "labyrinthine

and associativein agreement with Silko's own image of the spider web-rather

than linear

and categorical" (63). Bemard Hirsch calls the reader's attention to the "cyclic design'' of
Sfovteiler, which "derives primarily from the episodic stnicture of Srorytefler and the

accretive process of teaching inherent in it" (153). Hirsch goes on to cite Walter J. Ong, who
daims that storytelIing "'normally and naturaily operated in episodic patterning . . . episodic
stmcture was the natural way to talk out a Iengthy story line if only because the expenence of
rea1 life is more like a string of episodes than it is like a Freytag pj-ramid"' (1 54). Knimholz

' By structure, 1 mean, as Toelken's definition

expresses, "the formal hamework, the lineal [circular. in the case
of Silko's narratives] or organized form of a traditionai text In narrative, it is that particufar sequence of events
that makes up the story line and plot; structure is, then, the rational design o f the story. Whi!e in actual artistic
practice. texture and smcrure are tightly inteneIated, one can separate for purposes of discussion what is being
said from how it is being said. It is usually on the bais of smcture tbat definitions of genre are founded in
literature" [Todken 234).

regards the web-like structure of Storyteller as a reflection of Native Arnerican thought: ' n i e
'web' of interrelated stories is a rnetonym for the 'web' of interrelationships that define life in

a Native American comology" ("Native Designs" 71). Swan employs the metaphor of the
backbone to suggest a structural analogy of f o m with Laguna storytelling-an

appropriate

image as well insofar as the storyteller often closes with a phrase like "So long is the backbone
of our aunt" (Parsons, A Pueblo Indian Journal 3 1 ) .

Krumholz views the structure of

Slqvteller in its entirety as "a ritual of initiation for the readei' ("Reading and Subversion"
97). The reader, according to Knimholz, is progressively initiated into the Laguna Pueblo
language and systerns of belief and representation. This process of initiation that Storyteller as

a whole enacts runs parallel to another structure which she describes as "mirror or circular":
"The Rain section conesponds to the Drought section, the Spirits section deepens the
dynamics of change treated in the Yellow Woman section, and the Coyote stories reconsider
the Survival section" (104). Elsewhere Krumholz expands her view of the "mirror or circular"
structure of Stotyteller:
the Survival and Coyote (first and 1st) sections treat the relations of storytelling and

survival, the Yellow Woman and Spirits (second and fiflh) sections focus on changes
and the role of stones in change, and the Drought and Rain sections (in the center of

the book) create a ritual within a rihial that demonstrates the fragile balances needed
to maintain productive relations with and in the world. The progressive and reflective

structures support each other. ('Native Designs" 72)
Inspired fiom Krumholz's view, cited above, the design in Figure 1 below may prove useful in
envisioning the structure of Storytefler as a whole, and the development of this thesis based on
that stmcture. With the intention, thmefore, of doing justice to Storytefler, and of further
dernonstrating the circular structure of the book and of the cycle of stories it contains, the
structure of this thesis will follow a similar "initiative," "accretive," and "circular" procedure

to that suggested by the nitics aforementioned.

cctions 1 and kl: Survivcil section and Coyote section: "relations of storytellin~and s u n r v d . "

1-1
1
1

bctions I I and V: Yellow Wormn section and Spirits section : b.shcingés and the rok of srories in

1
1

sections I I I and IV: Drought section and Rain section: ..a ritual xithin a ritual that dernonstmres
t h e fragilc balances nreded to mintain productive relations ~ i t l and
:
in the uorld."

FIGL.RE 1 : THE CIRCLiLAR OR >f iRROR STRC:CTLIREOF STORYTEUER

1
1

1

II.

The "Sumival" section: storytelling as survival strategy in
"Storyteller" and ''L~llaby'~

The srotyeller keeps the storim
ail the escape stories
she s q s 'JYirh these srorïes of ours
we can escape almosr anything
rvith these stories we will survive. ' . . .
Sh e keeps the ston*afor those rvho rertrrn
but more important
for the dear ones who do not corne back
so that rve may remember them
I stories
und cry for [hem I W ~ the
'In th& way
rve hdd them
and keep them with us forever
and in rhis way
we continue. '
(The Stoytellcr's Esc3pe."Stor).reller 247)

.4nd as fhe oldpeople say, 'Ifyou tan remember the stories, you will be al1 right. Jusr remember the
stories. '
I h l i e M m o n Silko. "hgurigc and Litmture Fmm a Pucbto Indim Perspective" 58)

If we consider Storyteller as a web of stories, as certain critics aforementioned suggest
we do, the

Survival section is the first filament of this web. This

h

t

filament presents two

çrandmothers, embodiments of the primordial figure of Grandmother Spider, who has a centrai
place in the web of stories: "the first sources instead of the last consulted, as in so much work
by (primarily male) anthropologists" (Danielson, "The Storytellen" 203).

As Danielson

daims, "By placing them first, Silko suggests that these stories and these women's voices have
mattered to her and to the suMval of the culture" (Ibid.). This section presents ''the

grmdparent generation [as] a source of power, and storytelling [as] a way of being, of creating
oneself and the world" (204). 90th "Storytellef' and "Lullaby" tell of the suMval in the face

of colonialism, of the tellers' spirits with t h e ù stories, and of the power of the stories, and the
word, to shape reality.

A.

Storytelling os a survival strategy and heuling process: mending
the broken web

1.

Ceremony, rnemory, story in traditional Pueblo beiief and
contemporary Native American literature

In American Indian traditional cultures, stories (along with Song, ceremony, memory)
foster the sunrivai of the people and their culture. As Danielson explains, "The verbal arts

sustain cosmic relationships, testi& to sources of creative energy, teach young people, heal the
sick, bring lovers together, or reprirnand the socially irresponsible. Leslie Silko's Storyteller is
an heir of such tradition and a testimony to verbal art as a s u ~ v a lstrategy" ("The

Storytellers" 701).

According to Keresan mythological traditions, Thought Woman or

Grandmother Spider are the female creative figures who sustain this storytelling tradition by
thinking or telling the world into existence. As Silko writes in the prefatory poern to her novel
Cerernony, 'Ts'its'tsi'nako, Thought Woman, / is sitting in her room / and whatever she thinks
about / appears. / (...) She is sitting in her room / thinking of a story now / I'm telling you the
story i she is thinking" (1). By telling stories, these female mythic figures continuously create

and protect the people and their world. In a ~ o ~creation
i '
story, Spider Grandmother warns

her people as she leaves them: "Compose songs to sing in your ceremonies that will rmind
you how the sun and moon were made.

. . . Only those who forget why they came to this world

will [ose their way. They will disappear in the wildemess and be forgotteny' (Courlander The
Fotirtli World of the Hopi, qtd. in Palmer 98). Paula Gum Allen and Simon ûrtiz write of

Spider Woman or Thought Woman as a matrix of life and being in Arnerican Indian society, a
creator of li fe and preserver of the culture:

In the begiming was thought, and her name was Woman. The Mother, the
Grandmother, ... is celebrated in social structures . . . and the oral tradition. To her we
owe our lives, and from her cornes our ability to endure

... She is the old woman who

The Hopi Indians are an ethnic group (Iike the Zuni and Pueblo) of the Pueblo Lndians who [ive on the far
ivestem plateau in the north-east of Arizona.

tends the fires of life. She is the old woman-spider who weaves us together in a fabnc
of interconnection. She is the eldest God, the one who remernbers and re-members. . .

. Native Americans seek-through song, ceremony, legend, myths, and tales-to
articulate and share reality, to bring private self into harmony and balance with their
Native Amencan reality, to verbalize the sense of the rnajesty and reverent mystery of
al1 things, and to actualize, in langage, those tniths that give hurnanity its greatest
significance and dignity. (qtd. in Evans 18 1)
Spider Grandmother's words establish the primordial notions of ceremony, song, and memory

as necessary to survival. The struggle for survival is to be understood here as a struggle
against oblivion. According to Navajo belief, "the life and power of their rnythology depends
upon its being retained in the memory of the people" (Gill Sacred Words: A Study of Navajo
Religion and Prayer, qtd. in Hirsch 18 1). In Palmer's words, 'Wative Amencan literature,

from creation myths to contemporary fiction, sings with the urgency of ceremony, song, and

rnemory as means of survival. Song, ceremony, and memory blend for cultural survival, and
forgetting results in desmiction of the fragile web of existence" (98). Contemporary Native
Amencan miters seem to have taken Grandmother's advice, for "cultural survival through
memory, story, and ceremony shape both the theme and structure of Native Amencan short
story and fiction" (Palmer 99).

Cultural survival through the traditional creative storytelling act as initiated by Spider
Grandmother indeed informs Silko's writing, the structure of which replicates the sunwise
cycle invented by Spider Woman. Spider Wornan in her guise as "Thought Woman made the
Sun

corne out at the North, the West, then the South, and finally the East," (Boas,qtd. in Swan

3 1 7)6 tracing the circular pattern represented in Swan's table reproduced in Figure 2 below.
The storytelling act of Spider Wornan follows a generative or creative circular pattem (similar,
as we shall see, to that of Silko), a ritual process af survival, involving notions of continuity,
identification of the self through the community, and healing. Storyteller, then, is "a self-

h

Parsons' explanation differs somewhat fiom Boas', however, as she notes that the usual ritual circuit moves mtisumvise. "beginning with the east and turning north, West and south" (Parsonsi Pueblo Indian Journal 20).

reflexive text that examines the cyclical role of stories in recounting and generating meaning
for individuals, communities and nations" (KNmholz "Reading and Subversion" 89).
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F I G U E 2:"THE LAGUN-4 SYMBOLIC LNVERSE: HORIZONTAL ASPECTS OF SPACE AhD TIME"
(SWAN 3 15)

2.

The story as ritual and continual process

Song, ceremony, memory, and story are ritudistic elements which influence Native
Amencan literature and storytelling events. Pellérin, who notes a similar ntual, powerful act
in the founciing oral texts of western culture, describes the ritualistic element of the oral
tradition-&'the formula he spoke and said":
-its

variations serve the same function of ntualizing the telling. This, together with

repetitions, digressions, and the similar stories in expanded or reduced forms,
manifests that the telling is a grave and meaningfüi act, in substance very close to a
ritual because of the powers attached to it. From this it logically follows that the
uttering of words, in a certain order, in conformity with a certain pattern, consisting,
arnong other features, in repetitions, and obeying precise forma1 laws, is in itself a

powerful act. (1 2 1)
Salyer too suggests that we "see the story as sacred and the teller's motivation as a ritual
attitude. Just as ntual aeates sacred time and space that are ineffable, so does a story" (63).

Rinial is central to Native American fiction, or, as Allen emphasizes, "Conflict is as
basic to contemporary white fiction as ntual is to tribal Indian narrative" (The Sacred Hoop
75). Moreover, Allen defines ritual as "a procedure whose purposr is to transform someone or

something fiorn one condition or state to another" (79-80). Krumholz further defines ritual in
the context of Native Arnerican literature when she wites:
Rituals are formai events in which syrnbolic representations such as dance, Song,

story, and other activities are spiritually and communally endowed with the power to
shape real relations in the worid. Ritual is an indigenous idiom for many Native
Amencans, and it is a formal element in many contemporary Native American
narratives. . . . The anthropologist Mary Douglas describes ritual as a form of
communication that , like laquage, organizes and gives meaning to experience.
Ritual communicates tradition, and thus it serves as transmitta and conservator of
culture and the past. But while rituai conserves, it also changes; . . . Ritual unites past
and present, tradition and contemporary Iife, continuity and change.

Designs" 68)

("Native

Just as ritual can be defined as a re-enactment of myth, so are the stories, in Native
Amencan tradition, part of an "ongoing process" of repetitions or retelhgs of eariier stones

which identiQ a people and culture ("Language and Literature from a Pueblo Indian
Perspective" 53). The stories are htercomected to one another, hence again the image of the
spider's web, the web of stories, "each strand dependent on the other for existence" (Palmer

10 1). Palmer (xx) daims that "the story is in fact never completed, it continues, repeating

itself in different manifestations again and again."

Palmer further states that "to listen to

Siiko's 'Lullaby' is to listen to her Ceremony is to listen to Momaday's House Made of Dawn
is to listen to Erdrich's 'Amencan Hone' is to listen to Ortiz's 'SuMval This Way' is to listen

. . . . It never ends, of course. That is precisely the point" (101). Simon Ortiz makes this point
as well when he states, in his poetry collection Woven 9one, that the story must be, and is, told

over and over, that "there is dways one more story" (qtd. in Palmer 99). One of Silko's

protagonists, the grandmother, in the final pages of Ceremony (260) also reveals the continual
return of the story when she says "It seems like 1 already heard these stones before...only thing
is, the names sound different." These same notions of storytelling as a continual survival
strategy with ritualistic properties unquestionably shape the theme and structure of Silko's
writing in general, and her shon stories in particular.

3.

Storyteliing as a means of identification for the comrnunity, famiiy,
and individual

Silko, having completed the manuscript of Storyteller, said: "1 see StmyteIIet as a
statement about storytelling and the relationship of the people, my family and my background
to the storytelling-a

personal statement done in the style of the storytelling tradition, i.e.,

using stories ihemselves to explain the dimensions of the process" (qtd. in Per Seyersted 35).
Hirsch refers to the first section of Storyteller as the "Survival" sectio-which

includes the

hvo short stories entitled "Storyteller" and "Lullaby"-and describes it as a "self-renewing act

of imaginatiodmemory designed to keep storytellers as well as stories from so tragic a fate" as

to be lost to memory (155). Danielson writes that this section of the "cycle" is "verbal art as a

survival strategy" ("The Storytellen" 201). in the opening pages ofstoryteller, Silko explains

that an entire culture, history, an entire identity of a people, and an entire vision of the world
"depended upon memory 1 and retelling by subsequent generations" (6). Thus storytelling
establishes one's place within the family and the community, and the individual self is
're(-)membered' through the stories. Silko emphasizes that:
At Laguna, it's a way of interacting . . . a whole way of seeing yourself, the people
around you, your life, the place of your life in the bigger context, not just in terms of
nature and location but in terms of what has gone on before, what's happened to other
people. It's a whole way of being. . . . [Tlhat's how you know you belong, if the
stories incorporate you into them. There have to be stories. It's stones that make this a
comrnunity. People tell those stories about you and your family or about others and

they begin to create your identity. In a sense, you are told who you are or you know
who you are by the stories that are told about you. (Barnes 49)
In her essay "Language and Literature h m a Pueblo Indian Perspective," Silko further
explains the relationship between the individual, the family, the community, and storytelling:

"Basically, the origin story constructs our identity-with

this story we know who we are. We

are the Lagunas. . . . an individual's identity will extend from the identity consmcted around
the famiiy" (50-52). Storytelling thus establishes one's place within tribal culture and history.

Speaking to students at Laguna-Acoma High School, Silko referred to stories and storytelling
as "our greatest nahird resource" (qtd. in Hirsch 181). It is not a surprise therefore to discover

that the word "story" is the most recumng word in Silko's work, because it is on the stories
that cultural survival and communal identity depend. The loss of the stories is thus the cause
of the brealüng of the web, and its mending depends on the retrieval or remernbrance of the

stories. In the opening section of her book, therefore, Silko establishes storytelling as a vital
cultural force, a means of survival, and the greatest repository of a culture's i d e ~ ~ t i t y . ~
This expfains why so many critics have referred toStoryteller as being an autobiography; but some would argue
in the individual-centered, Euro-American sense of the genre; 1 prefw the distinction
Arnold Ehpat makes, when he calfs it a "Native Amencan autobiogmphy of the dialogic type" ("The Dialogic of
Silko's Ston.teiler**63-64).
that it is not autobiography

4.

Süko's role as storyteller

In "The Indian with a Camera," the foreword Silko wrote to Gamiso's A CircZe of
Nations, she again insists on the necessity of storytelling for the author's and cornmunity's

very survival:

What is essential to al1 Pueblo people is that generation after generation will continue
to remernber and to tell one another who they are, who they have been, and who they
may have become.

Pueblo narratives are not rnere bedtime stories or light entertainment. Through the
narratives Pueblo people have for thousands of years maintained and transmitted their

entire culture; al1 the strategies and beliefs necessary to Pueblo s u ~ v a lare not
written, but they are remembered and repeated generation afler generation. (7)
Silko is then a disseminator of her culture. In the oprning pages of Ceremony, she proclaims

herself the spokeswoman of Thought Woman, and similarly she retells her Aunt Susie's stories
in the opening pages of Storyteller. Silko pays tribute to the oral tradition in the dedication of
Sloqqteller: "to the storytellers as far back as memory goes and to the telling which continues

and through which we dl live and we with hem." In the opening pages she locates herself

within the tradition she upholds, by placing herself in the continuation of the lineage of Laguna
storytellers (along with Great-aunt Susie Marmon, Great-grandmother Maria Anaya Marmon,

Grandma Lillie and Grandpa Hank M m o n , Lee Marrnon, and Simon Ortiz, who are also
counted arnong the living embodiments of Grandmother Spider) and assuming the

responsibility for passing on her Aunt Susie's stories:
What she is ieaving with us-

the stories and rernembered account*

is pnmarily what she was able to tell
and what we are able to rernember.

As with any generation

the oral tradition depends upon each person
listening and remembering a portion
and it is together-

al1 of us remembering what we have heard together-

that creates the whole story
the long story of the people.

1 remember only a small part.

But this is what 1 remember. (6-7)
The stories are passed on fiom generation to generation through cultural transmission, as
shown by the arrangement of the photographs in Sturyteller. These pictures, as Silko and her
citics assert, inform her stories and are inseparable from them. In the sarne way, designs and

patterns are also integral to Silko's art, as she does not distinguish between the visual and the
word. This thesis will therefore include certain figures and illustrations which will serve to
inform her witing. As Silko remarks on the first page of the book, "It wasn't until I began this
book that 1 realized that the photographs in the Hopi basket have a special relationship to the
stories as 1 remember ihem.

The photographs are there because they are part of many of the

srories and oecause many of the stories can be traced in the photographs" (1). Silko therefore

visually establishes a sense of the continuity of the storytelling lineage in the photographs,
which according to Hirsch, "are arranged to suggest the circular design of Sfotyteller, a design
characteristic of oral tradition":
The opening photograph, for instance, is of Robert G. Marmon and Marie Anaya
Mamon, Silko's great-grandparents, "holding mer] grandpa Hank." The second
picture, three pages later, is of Aunt Susie-of whom Silko is the "self-

acknowledged, self-appointed heif-and

Leslie Silko henelf as a child. These

photographs do not merely locate Silko within a genedogical context or even that of

an extended farnily, but within a continuous generational line of Laguna storytellers
as well. The last three photographs in the book bring us full circle. The first of these

cornes at the end of the book's written text; it is of the adult Silko and was taken
among the Tucson Mountains where she now lives. The second is of Grandpa Hank
as a young man afier his retum fiorn Sherman institute, and the third is of three
eenerations preceding her, including her father as a boy, Grandpa Hank's brother, and
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her great-grandfather. Though there is clearly an autobiographical dimension to

Storyteller, Silko's arrangement of photographs at the beginning and end of the book
subordinates the individual to the communal and cultural. Her life and art compels us,

as does the Iiterature itself, to acknowledge the ongoing power of Laguna oral
tradition in her writing. (1 53)
However, as Gregory Salyer explains in his book on Silko and her work, Siko does not
consider herself a storyteller in the ûaditional sense. Some may perceive a contradiction here
between Silko as a short story writer and Silko as promoter of the storytelling tradition. In her

interview with Kim Barnes, Silko States that: "When 1 Say 'storytelling,' I don? just mean
sitting down and telling a once-upon-a-time kind of story. I mean a whole way of seeing

yourself. the people around you, your life, the place of life in the bigger context, not just in
tcrms of nature and location, but in terms of what has gone on before, what's happened to
othrr people" (49-50). By assuming the role of storyteller, Silko is perpetrating the cultural
identi ty of her community, thereby positing the survival of that community.

In taking up the dual role of contemporary shon story writer and traditional storyteller,
Silko rein forces the creaiive power of hm verbal act. In her essay 'The Indian with a Carnera,"
she comments on the Euro-Amencan perception of conflict between Nauve American

photographers and traditional Native artists:
Traditional artists reassure the Euro-Americans

that, while not extinct, Native

Amencans are not truly part of Amencan society. The Indian with a camera is
fnghtening for a nurnber of reasons. Euro-Americans desperately need to believe that
the indigenous people and cultures which were destroyed were somehow less than

human; Indian photographen are proof to the contrary. . . . Euro-Arnericans distract

themselves with whether a 'red' or 'traditional' or 'authentic' Indian wouid, shouId,
or could work with a camera. . . . The Indian with a camera announces the twilight of
Eurocentric Arnerica. (6-7)
If we extend this notion of the 'Indian with a camera' to that of the 'Indian with a short story,'
we rnay then understand how Silko, the 'traditional storyteller,' empowers her art by

transposing it into a 'Euro-Arnerican medium,' in this case the short story genre. In the light

of this comment, Siko's short stories would indeed take their place in the suMval strategy of
the Native Amencan storytelling tradition.

S.

Storytelling as healing process: mending the tom web

Central to this notion of the story as means for s u ~ v a isl the concept of what Sethe,
Toni Morrison's protagonist in Beloved, calls 'rernem~ry.'~By continuing the storytelling
tradition, the tom web can be mended and the community and individual, pieced together, 'remembered. ' The ceremonyktory thus 're-rnembers' the community , in Paula Gunn Allen's

words. Linda Evans also evokes this parallel between Sethe's 'rememoiy' and Silko's art.
Chickasaw poet, essayist, and novelist Linda Hogan explains both the importance of story to

the healing process and the contemporary wtiter's place in it: "1 know this telling is the first
part of the ceremony, rny part in it. It is story, really, that finds its way into language, and story

is at the very cmx of healing, at the heart of every ceremony and ritual in the older Arnerica"
(qtd. in Palmer 100).

Silko reiates that this sustaining oral tradition, her image of which is the web, had been
tom, irrevocably altered by the European intntsior+pnncipally the practice of removing the

children away from the tellers to boarding schools, which Silko has denounced as "a calculated
act of cultural genocide" ( ' n i e Indian with a Camera" 7). The loss of traditions and people is
caused by the Ioss of the stories, precisely because the culture, identity, and history of the

people are perpetrated by the oral tradition, by mernory and retelling, that is, by storytelling.

Most of the short stones in Soryteiler deal with traumatic cultural encounters berneen the
dominant Anglo and traditional Native cultures, which oîten end in tragedy or spirituai defeat,

or even death. The two stories in the Sunival section carry a sense of Ioss and displacement
caused by the European intrusion described above. n i e Yupik protagonist in "Storyteller" is
imprisoned and branded as criminal or crazy by the Euro-Arnerican authorities. In "Lullaby,"
-

R

E-xtensivecornparisons benvecn both authors have been drawn by many critics.

people who live by h m ,of the perpetration of the stories and the oral tradition. The Survivd
section of StoryteUer ùierefore "explores fiom various angles the dynamics and meaning of

survival both personai and cultural, for tribal people in contemporary America" (Hirsch 155).
The remainder of this chapter will anaiyze the two short stories of this section in the light of
the questions of survival as described above; that is, the perpetration, or continuation, and

interconnectedness of the stories, and the story or word as generative and transformative ritual
in "Storytellei'; and the tearing of the web and the joumey toward m i v a l in "Lullaby."

B.

The generative and transformative po wer of word and story
paralieled in the transformative process of ritual in 'cStoryteller"

1.

The associative, synchronistic, and circular stmchire of
5toryteilerY':the stories witbin the story

Salyer calls "Storyteller" Silko's "signature story," as it "deds dramatically and in a
highly condensed form with almost al1 the issues addressed in her other work" (72). The

book's titie story is indeed at the hub not only of the Survival section, but of Smryteller as a
whole. It explains the "dimensions of the process" of storytelling (Silko, qtd. in Per Seyented

38)-ihc important notions of which have been described above. This story thus establishes
the theme and structure of the subsequent stories in the book. As Jaskoski writes, "Storyteller"
is "a tale driven by centripetal energy that k a p e n t s and devours the many stories that leave

only traces in the text" (Leslie Mormon Silko 66).
In her witing, Silko adopts the "associative, synchronistic, eventcentered" narrative
structure of the taies of "older, more circular, and tribal times" (Pauia GUM Allen,

"Kochimenako in Academe: Thee Approaches to Interpreting a Keres Indian Tale" 11 1).
Today's taies, according to Paula GUM Allen, have been altered away fkom this circular
structure to a "Iinear, foreground-centered" narrative sûucttue by education in western schools,

exposure to mass media, and the need to function in a white-dominated world. Silko's
storytelling art follows the older circular and tribal tales, as she constmcts associative and
synchronistic narratives, telling many stories within a story, as exemplified in "Storyteller."
Silko, like Spider Grandmother, weaves a web of stories, "narratives within narratives within
narratives" (Barnes 6 ) . "Within one story there are many stories corning together again," Silko
has said of the cultural traditions of her cornrnunity, and goes on to explain that ''There is

always, ahvays, this dynarnic of bringing things togeiher, of interrelating things" (Bames 3,
i O). The elaborate structure of stories within stories, she wyi tes,

infoms contemporary Pueblo writing and storytelling as well as the traditional
narratives. This perspective on narrative-of story within story, the idea that one story
is only the beginning of many stories and the sense that stories never tnily end-

represents an important contribution of Native American cultures to the English
language. ("Langage and Literature f b m a Pueblo Indian Perspective" 50)
The interrelatedness of the stories in a 'circle of storytelling,' the continuity of the stories, and
their generative relationship to language are notions we shall attempt to discuss in the
following section on "Storyteller."

The short story indeed contains many other stones within, a "circle of storytelling," in
fiagmentary form (Jaskoski, LMS 16). For Silko, "the fiagmented narrative and multiplicity of
voices represent an accretive, communal, and dialogic creation of meaning and tnith in which
meaning and truth are conscious and negotiable constnicts, neither fixed nor indeterminate, but
restncted by moral limits conveyed in stones" (Knimholz, "Native Designs" 69). At the heart
of the piot lies the story of a young, nameless Y upik girl accused of homicide who waits in jail
to appear before a judge. From here the narration disniptedly follows the girl's consciousness,
as she remembers the events that have brought her to her prison cell: her life at the edge of the

village with her grandmother and the old man, her experience at an Indian boarding school, the
death of her parents, the death of her grandmother, her days alone with the old man, her

encounten with the Gussuck men in the village, the drowning of the Gussuck storekeeper, the
oId man's death. and finally her arrest. Her thoughts and reminiscences take the reader back
and forth through time, in a series of flashbacks separated fkom the rest of the text by white

spacing. The central confiict of the plot brings the reader to a gradua1 understanding of how
the protagonist's parents died. This story is told to the girl by her grandmother, who tells it "as
it rnust be told," that is, that her parents were poisoned by drinking the canned heat the

storekeeper had traded them for a rifle, pretending it was safe to drink. When the grandmother
tried to convey the truth to the white authorities, they disrnissed her, and accepted the

storekeeper's version, who lied that they killeù themselves. The girl, however, "could feel the
silence the story lefi, and she wanted to have the old woman go on" (25). She senses that her
grandmother's story is not complete, and continues to search for "something red lying on the
ground" (27)-her

only memory, along with sounds of singing, of her parents' death-and

"when she found it, she would know what the old woman had never told her" (27).
Also pervading the text, and fragmentarily woven into it, is the story the old man tells
about a hunter being stalked by a giant polar bear on the ice, covenng the Bering Sea. As

primary village storyteller, the old man's Arctic myth unfolds slowly and in great detail, as he

tends the story, "repeating the words again and again like gentle strokes" (27). Running
parailel to the old man's story are the prophetic wamings which he utters with more and more
urgency throughout the narrative about the coming of a final winter bringing the end of things
in the village: "It is approaching. As it cornes, ice will push across the sky" (22). Interspersed
within the text are many other wamings which the protagonist only heeds later, such as the old

man's warnings about the Gussuck school, the grandmother's warning in the way she hugged
the girl before Ietting her Ieave for the boarding school, or the priest's warning for the village

women not to look through the door to the back room of the store (23). As the old man's
continuous narration develops throughout the yean, it connimes him, and coinciding with the
end of his story is his death and the reaiization of the prophecy, as the sun fieezes in the center

of the sky.

h o t h e r story included within the text tells of the storekeeper's death. Here again there
are cornpeting accounts: the girl's attorney advises her to Say it was an accident, that the

storekeeper was pursuing h m onto the river and fell through the ice, but the 'counter-story' the
girl insists on telling, following her grandmother's advice that the "story must be told as it is,"

(3 1) is the tnie account of how she lured him onto the ice having planned his death to avenge

her parents' murder. At the end of the shoa stoy, the viltagers corne to hear the girl who has
replaced the old man in his role as village storyteller, and listen to ber tell the beginning of the
story we have just read, thereby b ~ g i n git full circle. Running parallel to these four main
stories are several other more marginal accounts: the old man's waming of what will happen to
her if she goes to boarding school; the story of what wili happen to her if she goes into his
bed-a

story she eventually discovers is a lie; and the girl's own story about the red-haired

Gussuck who copulated with her while looking at a picture he pinned to the wall above the
bed. of a woman being mounted by a dog-a

story which she tells to the oid man: "She had a

story now, about the red-haired Gussuck" (24).

The three storytellers in the short story are therefore the old man (the village
storyteller), the grandmother, and the girl. To these we may add Silko's own authorid
narïative voice as storyteller. The three stories within the short stoq-i.e.

(1) the old man's

story of the hunter and the bear, (2) the grandmother's story of how the girl's parents died, and
(3) the girl's story of how she killed the storekeeper-follow

what Momaday calls the three

distinct narrative voices, (1) the mythical, (2) the historical, and (3) the immediate.
Conceming his use of these three voices in The Way

to

Rainy Muuntain, Momaday writes:

"Together. they serve, hopefully, to validate the oral tradition to an extent that might not
othenvise be possible" (qtd. in Hirsch 156). Per Seyersted also writes of 'Vie three parts of the
Indian experience-the

mythical, historical, and current elernents" (41). Each one of these

stories is circula in itself, and concentric in relation with the other stories, following the
pattern of Figure 3 below:

u t h i c voicç OId man's story

.

.

&toncal vaicç Gmdmottta's story

Irnrn&tc

.

v o i c ~Girl's story

.

,U.thonal voicç Silko's short story

FIGLRE 3: THE C I R C W AND CONCENTRlC STRUCTüRE OF "STORYTELLER

Al1 four stones run full circle. The Arctic myth s t m with the old man announcing the

coming of the final winter, and ends with the realization of the prophecy, the coming of the

final winter at the endhegiming of the story. The "historical" story of the death of the girl's
parents Stans with the girl vaguely remembering the color red and the singing in the yard the
day of their death, and she pieces togedier the story of her grandmother's brief telling, which

allows her to acknowledge the significance of the red tin, which, she learns, was part of the
container of the liquid that poisoned her parents. The third story, the girl's "immediate" story,
continues the grandmother's account, and moves toward a more final ending or continuation of
the girl's irnmediate story with the death of the storekeeper, and the telling 'without any lies. '
According to Hinch, hers is "the voice that carries the old stories into the present and locates

the present within the cycie of mythic time" (1 57). Silko's narrative voice cm also be said to
c a q the old stories into the present, locating them within the cycle of rnythic tirne. This

circular design which each s t o q draws is therefore replicated in the final stmcture of the short
story i tself. which starts wi th the jail, and the presence of the Sun, rnoves on toward the past,

and returns to the jail, and the presence of the nin again, executing what Pellérin calls "a

perfectly traditional circular pattern" (122). ï h e story is never-ending, as the end brings us
back to the beginning. The different tellers and tales within the story continue, the three

storytellers finally merging into the one main protagonist. The repeated mention of the four
cardinal directions, the seasonal cycle, and the traditional Indian colors of the four windsyellow, blue, red, and white-furthet

adds to the circular dimension of the story.

These circular stories are intercomected insofar as they follow a generational pattern of
inheritance or continuation. With the old man's death, and the end of his story, cornes the
begiming of the girl's telling to the community, who cornes to listen to her, as she takes over
the old man's role of village storyteller. The old man's prophecy is fulfilled at the end with

the girl's recognition of the prophecy as complete. Near the end of the story, she awaits the

corning of the prophecy, watching the northwest horizon so "she would see it corne" (27). The
repetition toward the end of the story again of "it was time" (28-29), links the coming of the
old man's prophecy with the coming of her time to complete the story and bnng the Gussuck
storekeepcr out onto the river ice. Furthemore. not only is the dénouement of the old man's
and the girl's story simultaneous, but the old man's story of the hunter and the bear mirrors the

girl's immediate and the grandmother's family stories, and reproduces the same ambiguity: the
girl is at the same time hunter and hunted, mming away from the storekeeper's lust and

C

simultaneously bnnging him to his death; she is p u m e d across the ice by the storekeeper as
the hunter in the old man's story is pursued by the bear, and at the same time, she is like the

bear herself, for she kills him. The last words of the old man's story, uttered as he dies-"and
the blue glacier bear tumed slowly to face him"-prefigures,

in Paul Beekman Taylor's words,

"the confrontation of Eskirno with white, and figures the hunted's tum to face the hunter. The
girl enters this story henelf to reinforce it with her own experience" (42). The old man's story
is thus a rneta-~toty,~
in the same way that the mythc stones that recur in the novel Ceremony

are also meta-stories-that

is, condensed variations of the larger pattern of the story. The girl

learns the marner, reason, and need for telling the story fiom the oId man, telling h a own
story "as the old man had done, without l a p e or silence" (32). She then assumes her position
within the community, thereby ensuring the survival of the story, of a way of life and
worldview. As Hinch explains, "the story, in the intensely beautifid precision of the old

man's telling, becornes the girl's legacy, a powerful vision by which she c m uni@ the

'

The terni is also used by Jude Todd ( 156).

disparate aspects of her experience to create herself anew in profoundly signifiant cultural

terms" (156). Peuple corne to the girl tu bnng her a dried salmon, in the sarne way the people

came fiom the village '70 take care of the old man and his stories" (24). This generational
pattern of inheritance and continuity is also present when the girl dresses herself with her

grandmother's wolfskin parka.

The girl learns the subject of her own story from her

grandmother, the beginning of her own story which she completes in her grandmother's 'skin.'
Therefore, with her version and her telling of the story, the girl pieces together her own story

and thus her own identity, as the story places her within her family line and tradition, and
within the cornrnunity. This generational pattern of inheritance enforces the issue of 'the old

people as source of suMval information, and storytelling as a way of being, of creating oneself
and the world" (Danielson, "Stutyteller: Grandrnodier Spider's Web" 334). Storjtelling c m
thus be said to anchor or identify the people within their mythical, historical past and
immediate present, as the stories do for the main protagonist in "Storyteller."

The rnerging of the three stones included within the shon story is rnirrored in the
rnerging of boundaries of the land. The reader is repeatedly reminded of the blumng of
boundaries between human and land, and behveen the different elements. such as the sky and

water or ice, for example. This merging of boundaries, which is ever-present within the story,
can either serve to emphasize the notion of inclusiveness or whoieness, as we shall suggest
here or, on the contrary, can be considered a 'bad omen.' When the girl looks at the sky, "she

told nerself it wasn't a good sign for the sky to be indistinguishable fi-om the river ice, frozen
solid and white against the earth" (17) (echoing the dramatic change Silko encountered in

terms of landscape when writing the story in Alaska). According to Salyer's interpretation of
the story, '"Telling the difference' seems to be what is at stake in the story" (74). For Salyer,

danger lies in the obliteration of boundaries, of difference, as "boundaries are what form
identity" (75). Merging can indeed be seen as negahve in the inability of the girl's parents to

distinguish between liquor and poison, the storekeeper's inability to distinguish between solid
ice and thin ice; also worth mentioning is the red-haired Gussuck's blumng of boundaries

between his own humanity and his bestiality, which his zoophiliac tendencies demonstrate.
Salyer interprets this loss of boundaries as the encroachment of the uniformity of white

culture, and iays emphasis on the girl's awareness of this uniformity: she "felt a chi11 when she
saw how the sky and land were aiready losing their boundaries, already becoming loçt in each
other. But the red tin penetrated the thick white color of earth and sky; it defined the
boundaries like a wound revealing the ribs and heart of caribou about to bolt and be lost to the
hunter forever" (28). However, the loss of boudaries, as we shall later suggest in subsequent
chapters, also points to the achievement of wholeness, and ice coming to merge everything
could be a sign of the girl's destiny coming to a cornplete circle, her life coming full circle
though it will destroy her to this life (as the end of the short story suggests she will lose her

fieedom and be locked up either in a prison or in an asylum). Such merging of boundaries
may point to the wholeness which nature enacts by reclaiming the land (with ice), mirrored in
the wholeness the protagonist will achieve by completing the story, and becoming whole

again. Coming to a complete knowledge of her story-the

mean coming to a knowledge of her own identity.

story of her parents' death-will

In the end, she henelf enacts the

completion of the story her grandmother had told her in fragments, then tums to recount her
expenence, her own story, establishing herself

in the storyteller's place left vacant by the death

of the old man. The story will both fulfill and consume her as it did the old man; and her

story, which the red tin could be a symbol of, is also her wound, "like a wound revealing the
ribs and heart of caribou about to bolt and be lost to the hunter forever" (28). By telling her
story to the villagers who have corne to hear it, there ensues, in the manner more f d l y
descnbed above, continuity and regeneration. Landscape merges, the human and the natural

merge, just as the three stones merge, to becorne a picnire of wholeness, completeness. As
Silko herself says of this merging while commenting on her story, human and land merge
because land seeks reunification with man: 'The Yupik woman knows the appetite of the

fiozen river. She reaiizes that the ice and the hg, the tundra and the snow seek constantly to
be reunited with the living beings that skitter across it" ("htenor and Exterior Landscapes"
46). This contrasts with the Gussucks, who incessantly and unsuccessfully try to separate oil

and uranium fiom the land, to "suck it out of the earth, cut it fiom the mountains" (29).

The riarrative structure of "Storytellei' therefore relies on the pattern of the 'story
within a story,' an intertextual pattern in which three stories are linked to or rnirror each other,

composing a 'circle of stories' in which each story cornes full circle, thereby dernonstrating the
continuity and suMval of storytelling and the storyteller line. This three-fold circular motion
of the narrative is also linked to the rhree-fold process of the myth which results in renewal
and continuation, a generative and transfomative process initialized by language.

2.

"Storyteller" and the cycle of the monomyth: myth as structural
element in the story

a.

"Storyteiler"as myth and rituai

As mentioned above, myth and ritual are formal or stmcniral elements in "Storyteller,"

as in many contemporary Native Amencan narratives. Knimholz, in her explanation of how
StonteUer acts as a ritual of initiation for the reader, argues that this use of nhid is

' a u t o e t h n ~ g r a ~ h ~Le.,
' ; ' ~a way of carrying Indian foms of representation into the Europeanderived form of the novel, which we can also adapt to the fonn of the short story: "the

convergence of ritual and written narrative brings into the novel-by
artistic effect-more

implication, stmcture, or

of the physical, spirinial, and communal aspects of ritual (that tend to be

de-ernphasized in the individual, intellectual, and often secular expenence of reading novels)"
(96). Knimholz describes the ntud properties of StorytelZer when she evokes "the sense of a

cornmunity of voices, a spiriniai vision, a visual, physical relationship to the text, and a
structure that moves both progressively towards a vision and in a circle, suggesting cyclical
and balanced relations rather than a sense of closure" (96). "Storyteller," according to Hirsch,
is "an expression of sacred natural processes, ancient and unending" (156). He hrther notes,

more particularly on the ritual aspect of "Storyteller," that "given the irnrnediate context in
which the title story is placed in Storyteller, it is, like al1 stones in the oral tradition. a ritual.

The girl's role as a culture-bearer, for example, receives signifiant emphasis fiom the
10

Knrmholz descnlxs Storyreller as an 'autoethnopphic text' in Mary Louise Pratt's sense of the word. Pratt
defines the 'auto-ethnographie' text as a text created by the colonîzed or conquered. by those made 'other' by the
dorninating social group, and "in which peopIe undertakc to desmie themselvcs in ways that engage with
representations others have made of them" (qtd. in Knunholz 90).

surrounding material" (1 57). Kenneth Lincoln finds a speafic mythc connection for Silko's

story in the Greenland Eskimo myth of the Mistress of the Sea as related by Knud Rasmussen.
Jaskoski's words M e r serve to point out the mythc aspect of "Storyteller":
A11 this ambiguity about chronology and sequence contributes to the mythic,

allegoricd texture of 'Storyteller.' The characters-the

grandmother, the old man,the

storeman (or men), the jailer, the domitory matron, the village people, and the
protagonist girWwoman-ail

have the archetypai anonymity of mythical personages.

The girl, her grandmother, and the old man, like the supematural of the old stones,
live at a distance frorn ordinary human interaction. They are marginalized and isolated
at the edge of the village, treated with suspicion but respected by the villagers as

central in some mysterious way to the comrnunity's continuing life. The old man 'had
not fished or hunted with the other men for many years, although he was not crippled
or sick' (19); this is strange othmorldly behavior in a precarious subsistence
economy. The Mllagen corne to visit him, as if approaching an oracle or a healer, to
listen to his siories and leave their offerings in exchange. (LMS 19)

b.

The three stages of the rnonomyth

The main protagonist in "Storytellei' enacts a cycle of deprivation, re-appropriation,

and regeneration, the cyclical unit of the world-wide monomyth, the formula of separution initiation - rehmm, which Joseph Campbell refers to as "the standard path of the mythological

adventve of the hero" and which he describes as a "magnification of the formula represented

in the rites of passage" (30). The anthropologist Victor Turner calls this three-fold ritual
process a cycle of separation - fimen or margin

- reaggregation or integration ("Are there

Universals of Performance in Myth, Ritual, and Drarna?" 8- 18). Campbell explains that "the
adventure of the hero normally follows the pattern of the nuclear unit . . . : a separation fiom
the world, a penetration to some source of power, and a life-enhancing retum" whereby he is

"made great and filled with creative power" (35-36). In Campbell's view, this mythic pattern
of separation, initiation, and retum-the continuous "recurrence of birth" (palingenesia) (30),
following the patterns of crucifixion and resurrection, or dismembement and rebirtk-traces

the figura1 design of a circle in which beginning and end merge, which is crossed by a

horizontal line rnarking the limit between the three stages of separation, initiation and rehim,
as shown in Figure 4 below:

z

X
(separation)

(remrn)

Y
(initiation)

FIGURE 4: "THE STANDARD PATH OF THE MYTHOLOGICAL ADVENTURE OF THE HERO"
(CAMPBELL 30)

If we apply this figurai design to the story, 'X' here would mark the girl's experience of her
parents' death, of which she only remembers the red tin iying in the gras; 'Y' would represent
the piecing together of the story through her grandrnother's and the old man's tellings; and

finally, '2' would mark the fulfilling of the girl's own story and her assuming and continuing
the role of storyteller, completing the grandrnother's fiagmentary account.

The young Yupik girl in the story is deprived first of her language, which in White
institutions such as the boarding school and the jail she is forbidden to speak. The main
protagonist is also deprived of ber parents who die prematurely because of the storekeeper.

Deprivation in a larger sense, however, is also present in the shortage of game on the land, as
the seals and other means of sustenance for the native inhabitants gradually disappear, dong

with the comrnunity's traditions and values. The children who are sent off to boarding school
exempli@ this loss of traditional values, as they quickly take on a 'White' way of living,
speaking oniy English, even among themselves, eating 'Gussuck' food, and adopting other

White ways. Restoration and renewal, finally, are apparent in the face of nich trials in the

dénouement of the story, as the Yupik girl recovers her own irnmediate storyteller7s voice,
bringing the mythic and historical pst together in the present. It is the story's W v a i that
enables renewal, restoration, thereby fulfilling the final stage of the monomyth. Storytelling in

Silko's short fiction, as well as in Native American oral tradition as a whole, is a healing art
form which bnngs about restoration and renewal. The girl's storytelling is thus a means of

survival in the face of a coloniling culture that would deny her nght to her own heritage, her
own language, and her own humanity. As Danielson writes, "The teller's spirit survives with

her story in îhe face of colonidism" ("The Storytellers" 205).

In Jungian terms, the Yupik girl's quest for identity is sirnilar to the ancient quest for

the Grail? Faustus' audacious descent into Hell, or Oedipus' quest: "1 must find out who I am
and where 1 came from. " The character's quest for the "myth of mer] past is crucial," in Rollo

May's words, "to having a present identity" (48). He; quest follows the mythic structure in the
pair of actants involved. What Greimas refers to as Subject (Propp's "hero" and Souriau's
"lion" or b\vill'') and Object (Propp's "sought-for-person" and Sounau's "sud' or "desired
object"), are found here as, respectively, the young Yupik girl, and the relation between the red
tin and her parents' death. The Yupik girl is the subject, or hero, and the significance of the
red (in, its relationship with her parents7death, is what she is afier. This idea may be extended,

placing the storekeeper in the position of Villain, the girl's grandmother and the Old Man in
the positions of Helpers, and possibly Earth as the Dispatcher, the ultimate beneficiary

(absorbing the storekeeper through the river ice). Accordhg to Robert Scholes, "this pair of
actants is the

most hndamental and leads to the mythic structure of a quest" (104-105). The

mythic structure of the Yupik girl's adventure is important here, for "by the myth the
individual finds [her] sense of identity" (May 26,30).

c.

The tramfornative power of myth paralleled Ni the
nansjormntive po wer of language

As Krumholz suggests, we c m comect the creative and transfomative properties of

ritual here to the creative and transfomative power of the story, and of language in a larger
sense. Storytelling, she informs us, is a central element in Native Amencan rituals, and she
suggests linking storytelling to ritual in order to emphasize the transfomative potential of this
book (94). Knimholz writes of rituai as a discoune, as it
implies an unmediated relationship between language and the world. In many

Western narrative theories, language acts are potentially transformative because they

intervene in the cultural and ideologicd exchange of meaning production, but in
Native Amencan concepts of language, the word itself has a material redity that gives
it direct power to transform the world.

. . . Thus the creative and transformative power

of language connects linguistic acts to the transformative processes of ritual. (''Native

Designs" 70)

Brian Swann describes the generative power of language as a "sacrament," and explains that "a
tmly sacramental sense of language means that object and word are so fused that their creation,
the 'event,' is itself creative, bringing into this time and place the enduring powers which tnily
affect that which the event daims, and such action cannot be undone" (xii).

Stones can be said then to function as cunng rites, which "reenact the creation of the
world through rnyth, Song, prayer, and drarna, and place the patient within this recreated world
identifiing him with the good and power of various deities" (Witherspoon qtd. in Swan 3 14).
As Werner Berthoff has said,

We do not know myth as a making, only as a telling; and there is, with myth, an
element of unchangeability in the stmcture of the telling, the basic terms of which, as

spoken, heard, repeated, have the authority of the ntually stabilized. . . . Myths, in
fact, are not to be k n o w or encountered directly but only through the performance of
tellers: only. that is, in fictive versions, retellings. (276)

The 'healing' rihial which the girl enacts by avenging her parents' death and bringing the story
full circle is guided by the Arctic Iegend the old man tells of the bear and the hunter." Curing
fites, with Song and chant, capture the inherent verbal potency of words which make thought a
verbal reality.

3.

The generative, transformative, and empowering function of
Ianguage

Jaskoski understands language in Silko's writing in two senses: "the language of
individual and communal self-creation that is storytelling and the language-and

silence-that

creates boundary, identity, and personal power within a multidimensional, polyglot contact

zone"" (LMS 14). Alicia Ostnker stresses the link between language and identity (whether
personal, sexual, or cultural), when she affirms thai reclairning identity involves "a vigorous
and varied invasion of the sanctuaries of existing language" (qtd. in Danielson "Grandmother

Spider's Web" 325). Silko uses only the two terxns 'story' and 'word' to refer to the whole
field of language, writing, and communication. She further distinguishes between words and

lies, particularly in "Storyteller." The most important basic function of the word is to create,
io shape a vision of the world, as in the Pueblo creation story of how life began with Thought

Wornan, Tse'itsi'nako- who, by thinking of her sisters, and together with her sisters, thought of
everything that is, and by thinking it, created the world ("Language and Lirerature fiom a
Pueblo Indian Perspective" 49). The New Testament speaks of the word as presence: "In the

beginning was the Word." Selden insists on the importance of the generating word as spoken,

II

Swan explains that the bear is the prirnary agent for healing in the system of beIiefs of Indians of the southwest
(326).
Linda Krumholz reads Storyroller as a text that hnctions in what Mary Louise Pratt ha termed 'contact zone'
and which she describes as "social spaces where cuItures meet, cfash, and grapple with cach other, often in
contexts of highty asymmetrical relations of power, such as coloniafism, sfavery, or their aftermaths as they are
lived out in many parts of the world today" (qtd. in KrumhoIz 89).

''

as he writes: "Being the origin of al1 things, the 'Word' underwrites the full presence of the

world; everything is the effect of this one cause. Even though the Bible is written, God's word
is essentially spoken. A spoken word, emitted fkom a living body appears to be closer to an
originating thought than a written word" (88). The 'word,' for Silko, evokes hurnan speech in
general, written or oral (Pellérin 1 19-121).

Silko uses the terni 'story' to refer to the narrative, whether traditional or not, in prose

or verse. In viewing the story as dl-important in t e m s of language, Silko is refemng to a
Pueblo theory of language: "the particular language being spoken isn't as important as what a
speaker is trying to Say, and this emphasis on the story itself seems, 1 believe, from a view of
narrative particular to the Pueblo and other Native Amencan peopies-that

is, that language is

story" ("Language and Literature f?om a Pueblo Indian Perspective" 49-50). Pellérin interprets
the protagonist in "Storyteller" as emblematic of the Indian at one with the cold, in touch with
"the land and the stones and their respective or associated powers," precisely because she has
chosrn to speak her own language, thus demonstrating the intirnate link Silko draws between

language and land. Pellérin goes on to write that those who choose to speak only English (the
jailer, the school matron) have lost that power, and "are outside the circle of the power of
story(tel1ing) and land" (121). Traditional lore, therefore, accounts for the link between the
word and land, as Thought Woman, by uttering words, makes things and beings corne to life.

Moreover, Pellérin explains that 'kords derive power fiom the land, and those who betray
their language lose access to this power of words" (121). In "Storyteller," therefore, the story
and nature work together as an ally for the protagonist, her weapon against the 'Gussucks,'
who would have nature subdued and rnined, the aboriginal culture snuffed out, and the story

distorted into a lie. The 'Gussucks' in the short story are utterly defenseless against the cold,
and the protagonist, well aware of this fact, t e m s with nature to kill the storekeeper. The
protagonist's refusa1 to speak English is therefore an act of cultural- (or linguistic-) resistance:
"She understood that much of what he was saying, but the rest she did not hem. The whine of
the big generators at the construction camp sucked away the sound of his words. But English
was of no concem to her anyrnore" (23).

By continuing to speak the language of her

community, the protagonist continues the story, establishes her place in the community by
becoming village storyteller, and consequently maintains her link with the land.
Words in the short story acquire concrete existence. The old man, for example,
"caressed the story, repeating the words again and again like gentle strokes" (27). The stories,
according to Salyer, "invoke the realities that they describe. Stories are generative, and they
may generare death as well as survival" (74). Narrative, therefore, is "not just a literary f o m

or mode but an essential 'epistemological category'; reality presents itself to the human mind
only in the form of stories" (Selden 13). This creative, transfomative force of language in
Native American oral traditions is what Kenneth Lincoln terms ''tribal poetics," the generative
aspect of the word, that makes things happen and that is at the source of the world itself. The
word, as a vital verbal force, becomes what it symbolizes, closing the gap between signifier
and signified, between the object and the word. The main protagonist in the story listens to

stories told by her grandmother and the old man, and in tum creates as she goes on to tell a
story herself. By becoming storyteller in her turn, like Thought Woman-an

mode1 for female creativity" (Bames 6)-she

"empowering

thinks the story into being, directs her own

creative power as storyteller and links, in the ways we have explained eariier, the mythological
and historical past to the present. In other words, "through the story, and through her fidelity
to it, the girl recreates herself from the fragments of her own history" (Hinch 157). ï h e young

Yupik girl becomes Spider Wornan the creahu; a storyteller empowered by the word, by

language, by the story: "Laguna ideology presumes that thought gives form and substance to
ideas which in Nm become manifest through speech. Therefore words actualize what is-they
determine reality by bringing order to chaos, generating life and well-being, and restoring

h m o n y as a counter to disorder and disease" (Swan 3 17).
There is also a particular relation between the story and the listener, who attains a sense
of hisher own identity by Iistening to the story being told. The protagonist in "Storyteller"
cornes to a knowledge of her identity by listening to the stones told by the old man and her
grandmother. Silko reveals this particular relation between the listener and the story when she
writes: "The storytelling always includes the audience, the listeners. In fact, a great deal of the

story is believed to be inside the listener; the storyteller's role is to draw the story out of the

1isteners.

The storytelling continues from generation to generation" ("Language and

Literature" 50). This justifies the girl's sentiment that her grandmother's story is incomplete
and her wish for the story to go on. Hearing the story thus comrnands the Iistener to continue
its telling, as the girl continues with the telling: "It will take a long time, but the story must be

told" (26). The word, or story, therefore, is defining and empowering according to traditional

lore and Silko's aesthetics; Silko feels it is a duty that must be carried on, for as the short
stories that will be studied here imply, storytelling is often the only power lefl to the Natives

against the Whites. As Silko h t e s in the prefatory poem of Ceremony,

I will tell you something about stories,
[he said]

They aren't just entertainment.
Don't be fooled.

They are al1 we have, you see,
al1 we have to fight off

illness and death.
You don't have anything
if you don? have the stories. (2)

b.

The word as desmrcrive or coluniringforce

"rhose words and whar they describe were intended to m i us u p t o rie our rongues-as

women,

:Varives, or Blacks "
(Nourbcse Philip 127)

On the one hand, if language is in such ways '?he origin and guardian of the self'

(Jaskoski "To Tell a Good Story" 88) and is indeed generative of nwival, on the other hand,
language as an instrument of colonial domination can bring on cultural destruction in the

'polyglot contact zone' depicted in most of Silko's stories. Ayah, in "Lullaby," l e m s ro sign
her name in the language of the oppressor, but far fkom being empowered by this, instead

unwittingly signs her children off to White authorities. Communication with her own children

is fiorn then on compromised, as they no longer remember their own language. Ayah thinks of
how "the old ones always told her about leaming their language or any of their ways: it
endangered you" (47); and "She hated Chato, not because he let the policeman and doctors put
the screaming children in the govemment car, but because he had taught her to sign her name"

(17).

The violent confrontation at the end of "Yellow Wornan" portrays the failure of

communication between two Ianguages, which contrasts with the woman's native language
cornmunity which offers protection and certitude. In "Storyteller," as we have mentioned
earlier, the young Yupik girl is whipped by the matrons at her boarding school for refusing to
speak English (19)' and the Yupik jailer pretends not to h e u the prisoners address him in his
own native tonye. This assault on her language is replicated in the assault on her body, in the

marner she is considered a sexual comrnodity by the 'Gussuck' men in the village. The
language of the White oppressor is always linked to violence, insofar as the oniy English
words the girl can remember from her time with Whites are swear words: "She yelled again,
this time some English words which came randornly into her mouth, probably swear words

she'd heard 60m the oil drilling crews 1st winter" (18). Ayah, in "Lullaby," simply daims
that '"The whites lie"' (46). Words, then, can empower but also oppress, in the same
ambivalent way that words can lie or tell the tmth. The storekeeper's lie about the death of the
girl's parents becomes the 'legal' version, just as the girl's attorney would have her lie about
her so-called 'accident' with the storekeeper. This has prompted Kenneth Lincoln to remark
that "In Silko's story, English is a pend language" (226). Words are, in the fint step toward

colonization, mistranslateci by people into lies, vilification, false promise, for, as Edmund
Carpenter observes, "Before we begin tc destroy a culture, we mistranslate if' (qtd. in Lincoln
226).

Words and the stones woven from them empower, confer identity, and provide a sense
of self, cornmunity, and continuity. The story is, for the protagonist in "Storyteller," more
important than her freedom itself, or rather, it is her freedom, her identity, for she chooses to
jeopardize her freedom in order to rell the story 'without any lies.' This notion of verbal

potency is repeated in other stones in Sto~teller.In "Lutlaby," as we shall see, Song is Ayah's

only consolation in the face of death, and her only means of overcoming loss. The capacity of

words again appean in 'Yellow Woman," where the protagonist is powerless in relation to the
traditional story that provides a matrix for ha own, and blurs her sense of time and identity.

Words, there fore, are more pwerful than li fe ("S torytellef'), reality ("Yellow Woman"), and
death ("Lullaby").

C.

The tearing of the web and Ayah 's journey toward survival: Old
Grundrnother Spider and the fabric of interconnectedness in
' Lullaby "

"Lullaby" has oîten been referred to as Silko's most poignant story. Martha Foley
included it in The Besr Arnerican Short Stories of 1975. Like "Storyteller," "Lullaby," the
second of the short stones in Storyteller, also tells of the encounter with a hostile and

colonizing culture; and Iike the Yupik girl in "Storyteller," the Navajo wornan in "Lullaby"
also survives by recreating the story. In structure and theme, "Lullaby" illustrates, in similar
ways to "Storyteller," the struggle for survival and transcendence, "of everyday afnonts and
ancient patterns of survival" (Palmer 99).

1.

The circular structure of "Lullaby": Grandmother Spider's web

In "Lullaby," the stnicture again follows the "associative, synchronistic, eventcentered"
narratives of the "older, more circular, and tribal tirnes" mentioned earlier (Paula GUM Allen

"Kochimenako in Academe" 11 1). Circularity and return are recuning concepts in Navajo
thought and iconography, and they inform the text in structure as well as rneaning. "Lullaby"
is stnictured in a similar way to "Storyteller," in that it contains diffkrent 'stories within the

story.' and evolves in a circular motion, as beginning and endhg rnerge. It opens with Ayah as
an old woman waiting, then searching, for her husband Chato at Cebolleta-where he is

presumably spending their monthly govemment check drinking at M e ' s Bar. She finds him
walking along the road, and after joining him on the road toward their home, she suggests they
rest a while; and, wrapped in their dead son Jimmie's army blanket, they find shelter arnong
the bouiders, awaiting death. Ayah's memories of her own childhood and motherhood are
interspened within the narrative, and are the catalyst for the other stones that principally
compose Ayah's 'rememories,' and which are the substance of the story. Arnong these are

memories of her mother's weaving; of Jimmie's birth, which ''merged into the births of the
other children and to her it becarne a11 the same birth" (44); of the announcernent of Jimmie's
death (44-45); and of the taking away of Ayah's two other s u ~ v i n children,
g
Danny and Ella,
by govemment authorities. The narrative weaves in and out of these memories, moving fiorn

the present (Ayah's barren life with Chato) to the past (the more sustaining memories of her
childhood and motherhood, but particularly the loss of her children), and circling back again.

In its circularity, rhen, "Lullaby" moves structurally between the "conflicting discourses" of
A y ah 's encounter wi th white society and the "process of reconstniction, of sel f-discovery, and

cultural recovery" through memory, themes comrnon to much of Native Arnencan fiction

(Owens 5).

"Lullaby" begins with reference to Spider Grandmother' gifts: the art of weaving as

well as the position of the sun is mentioned (and as explained earlier, it is Grandmother Spider
who initiated the sunwise cycle in Pueblo mythology). The story begins: "The sun had gonr

down, but the snow in the wind gave off its own light. It came in thick tu& like new wool-

washed before the weaver spins it" (43). There is again a marked similarîty here with

"Storyteller," which also begins with the position of Sun: "Everyday the sun came up a little
lower on the horizon" (1 7). Therefore, "LuIlaby" follows, as does "Storyteller," the stnicture

of the web spun by the dominating traditional figure in the story, Spider Grandmother, who

thought and spun the world into existence, according to Navajo and other southwestern

creation myths.

Spider Grandmother teaches the people to weave,I3 as Ayah's own

gandrnother and mother had taught Ayah to weave, and "to sing the o d y Song she knew to
IJ

Giadys Reichard notes that Spider Woman "is a syrnbol of the textile arts. having taught man weaving"

!.\lhidro Religion: ri Sri& oj-S'mbol~m 468).

sing for babies" (51). This "life-sustaining act of creation" (Palmer 101) suggests harmony,
continuity, and intercomectedness. Ayah can be seen here, in Campbell's tems, as the
'heroine' of the story, benefiting fiom the 'supematural aici' of Spider Grandmother, under the
protection of the 'Cosrnic Mother.' (71) Campbell likens Spider Grandmother to the fairy
godmother, a familiar feature of European fa*

lore, or to the Virgin in Christian saints'

legends. Campbell explains how the hero(-ine), in passing the threshold of adventure under

the protection of these benevolent figures, is able to transcend danger and loss:

What such a figure represents is the benign, protecting power of destiny. The fantasy is
a reassurance-a promise that the peace of Paradise, which was known first within the

rnother womb, is not to be lost; that it supports the present and stands in the future as
well as in the past (is omega as well as alpha); that though omnipotence may seem to
be endangered by the threshold passages and life awakenings, protective power is
always and ever present within the sanctuary of the heart and even immanent within, or

just behind, the unfamiiiar features of the world. One has only to know and trust, and
the ageless guardians will appear. (7 1-72)
Ayah's grandmother personifies Spider Woman, "spinning the silve?y strand of yam
around the srnooth cedar spindle. Her mother worked at the loom with yams dyed bright
yellow and red and goid" (emphasis added) (43). This passage in which we see Grandmother

Spider spinning a siivery thread resembles Paula GUM Allen's poem titled "Grandmother":

"Out of her own body she pushed / silver thread, light, air / and camed it carefblly on the dark,
tlying / where nothing moved. / Out of her body she extruded / shining wire, life, and wove the

Iight ! on the void" (Bruchac 3). Eventuaily, Ayah herself cornes to personify this m y h c

figure; the customen in the bar fear her mythic power, and "looked at her like she was a spider
crawling slowly across the room" (48). When she assumes this d e , she understands that she
must care for Chato and lead him on through death, must capture him in her web and shelter
him with it, as she does with the blanket: "There would be no place for him except with her
and the blanket in the old adobe bam near the arroyo" (49). Danielson observes that:
When she puts the army blanket around Chato, knowing that he will freeze to deathand most likely she will t o e s h e becomes like the Grandmother Spider,

appropriating the foreign web, using it as the mythic Spider so often does to cany
someone away from a bad situation and to protect one who needs it. Both Ayah as
memory maker and Silko as image maker create this protective web. ("Grandmother
Spider's Web" 336)

Ayah's encounter with white society is what causes the tearing of the web. As the old
medicine man Ku'oosh explains to Tayo in Silko's novel Ceremony, the web is intricate and
fragile, in the image of the world, and it is the people's responsibility to maintain its balance
and thrreby sustain the cornmunity, for when one strand of the web is tom, the whole structure
cm be easily unraveled:

The word he chose to express "fragile" was filled with the intricacies of a continuing
process, and with a strength inherent in spider webs woven across paths through sand
hills where early in the moming the sun cornes up entangled in each filament of web.
It took a long time to explain the fragility and intricacy because no word exists alone,

and the reason for choosing each word had to be explained with a story about why it
must be said this certain way. That was the responsibility that went with being human,
old Ku'oosh said, the story behind each word must be told so there could be no

mistake in the meaning of what had been said; and this demanded great patience and
love. (35-36)
Xyah's web h a been tom severely. She loses her children to sickness, wat, and the

eovemment. and loses Chato to the bars of the town; the resulting imbalance and

CI

discontinuity-the

tears-must

be rnended with the nght stories and words, through song,

memory, and ceremony. Through memory,Ayah is bringing her shattered life back together
again, while at the sarne tirne 're-membering' or repainng the tom web. The memory of

Jimmie's birth appropnately "merge[s] into the births of the other children and to her

@ecomes] al1 the same birth" (44). Sustained by the memory of creation and birth, Ayah then
becomes the Grandmother Spider, the mythic creator in her life-@king gifls, associated with

moming,

Sun,

birth, and the on-going circle of existence that begins with the creating woman.

In "Lullaby~" as Palmer writes, "the story's movement fiom despair to continual healing is
made possible in part by Ayah's wamor woman determination and strength" (109).

Although there is a certain merging or inclusiveness of two culhires+vident

in the

image of Ayah sitting under Jirnrnie's army blanket while thinking of her mother's Navajo
blankets and rugs; and in Chato's ability to speak Spanish, English, and Navajo-the

clash of

cultures p r i m d y brings chaos. Chato's knowledge of several languages does him no good,
apart from gaining him acceptance at the local bar: "The bar owner didn't like Indians in there,

especially Navajos, but he let Chato corne in because he could talk Spanish like he was one of

them" (18). As Ayah herself understands, "Al1 of Chato's fine-sounding Enplish didn't
change things" (47): when he is too weakened fiom his wounds fiom his accident working in

the fields, the rancher refuses to pay hirn; when he is too old, the rancher replaces him and

evicts the elderly couple fiom their home because they are no longer cost-effective; and
ironically, Chato's teaching Ayah to sign her name in English merely results in her signing
over her children to govemment authorities. The contact zone is therefore depicted here as

utteriy destructive, with the govemment again forcing the children away from their homes and
land, an act that Silko vimlently denounces. The imagery used by the protagonist in "Lullaby"
to refer to the uprooting of children is that of forced weaning: "she knew they were already

being weaned fiom these lava hills and from this sky" (49). This establishes the notion of the
land as primordial 'mother's miik,' necessary to existence.

Cultural chaos thus fills much of the story, as it fills much of Ayah's Me. As Palmer
claims when writing about the story, ' n i e perfectly balanced web is the natural order of the

universe, but man pulls it askew, threatening the stability of its center" (104). "Lullaby" is
thus structured like a web in its circularity and intricate connections with the Spider
Grandmother figure. The web imagay reinforces and infoms the structural movernent in the
story, as well as the pattern, as revealed in the subsequent paragraphs, of Ayah's heroic
joumey fiom chaos to cosmos or center, a rite of passage fkom the profane to the sacred.

2.

Ayah's circular healing journey toward survival

The circula healing journey enacted by Ayah here is a cornmon theme in Native
American contemporary writing. In Momaday's House Mode of D a m , for example, Abel,

like Tayo in Ceremony, must heai his fragmented life by retuming to the sacred earth; so must
Ayah and Chato, as we shall further explain. As depicted in the documentary entitled Hopi:

Sorzgs of rhe Fourth Worid (Ferrero), life's joumey, for the Hopi, follows the circular pattem
reflected in the world; life is part of an infinite pattern, a continuum of cycles within cycles;

the s p i ~ i n gof the planets reflecting the cycles of the seasons and the circular joumey of
human life mirroring this larger pattern. As Reichard explains, "Man's life cycle is called a

'walk' through time. He travels a 'trail' repeatedly symbolized in sandpainting and ritual. A
major purpose of the rituai is to c a n y him safely and pleasantly along this road fiom birth to
dissolution" (37). In "Storyteller," telling the story is cornpared to the arduous task of walking
in deep snow: 'Telling the story was like laboring to walk through deep snow" (25). Ayah's

joumey, then, as we shall see here, is circular, mirroring the circular narrative strucnire of the

story.

The story opens with Ayah as an old woman sitting with her back against a cottonwood
tree, facing east, the direction of sumise and rebirth, wrapped in Jimmie's army blanket,

waiting for Chato to join her aiong the road to their home (43). This passage recurs later when
we circle within the story backward to a similar moment with Ayah leaning back on the black

lava boulder with Ella and D m y , in the hills, waiting for Chato again to corne home: "'We

will stay up here until your father cornes"' (46); and finally, Ayah resumes this same position,
this time united with Chato as they sit arnong the boulders, wrapped once again in Jimmie's

army blanket, '%th their backs against the rock" (51). The recurrence of song also links the

beginning and end of the story; at the beginning of the story, Ayah listens to "the wind and
snow sing a hi&-pitched Yeibichei song" (43); at the end of the story, Ayah herself sings "the

only song she knew to sing for babies" (5 1). By using similar recuning images, Silko blends
these three moments of her narrative into one. Linda Palmer refers to these similar recming
moments as "healing moments,"and daims that "As [these] moments of contact uith the earth

blur and are lifted by non-chronology out of time, the reader and Ayah are both reminded of
continual healings on the land" (106).

In these three healing moments, Ayah is brought back through her memories to
sustaining moments in the past, which hlly participate in a healing ritual. In al1 three
instances, she circles back to that which regenerates, and is in direct contact with the natural
elements: "the rough bark" of the cottonwood tree (43), "the rock" and "the sky" (46), the
wind (43), the "creek" and "snow" (43). Nature also participates in mirroring a circular
pattern, as Ayah carefully notes the motions and positions of the winds, the stars, the Sun, the
moon. Furthermore, the pebbles and Stones D m y plays with at one point during their healing
moment in the boulders are round; and Ayah watches a hawk "as he circled al1 aftemoon
before he disappeared around the high volcanic peak" (46). Ayah's joumey starts in the east-

"she faced east" (43)-and

ends in the north-"She

walked north down the road, searching for

the old man" (49). Ayah, then, moves in the direction of the quadrant, drawing "a circle fiom
east to north in sunwise direction" (Reichard Navaho Religion: A Study of Syrnbolism 162), as
designed in Figure 5 below.

FIGURE 5 : AYAH'S CRCULAR JOURLVEY iN "LULLABY'

As understood in Native American iraditional belief, these directions are significant to Ayah's

journey. The east is the direction in which ail journeys begin, the direction of renewal, of birth
and rebirth, and of illumination; it offers the ability to see clearly through complex situations

and over a long period of time, and to leam to see things as intercomected. While "facing

east," Ayah r e m s to the sustaining memones of birth, evaluates her many losses, and lems
to see herself in connection with al1 things. When one finally joumeys to the north, however,
one learns how to serve and guide the people with wisdom. The north is the place of winter,
the elders, true wisdom, the direction of completion and fulfillment (Bopp 62). It is afler

walking north to find Chato, and clirnbing the boulden to find shelter, that Ayah c m guide
Chato through death, and face the completion of her life, in harmony with al1 things.

These healing moments, placed on the hills or mountains, bring to rnind the

architectonic symbolim of the center as explained by Mircea Eliade. Cebolleta is a mining
town, situated near the lava cliffs thar border Mount Taylor, which is one of the most sacred

places in Navajo and Pueblo geography and a home of powefil spirits. (Lucero 1 ) Laguna
tradition locates Mount Taylor as the home of Spider Woman; the sacred Sipapu, or Place of

Emergence from the previous world, is there; this mountain is thus "a place of origins, rebirth"

(Todd 165). By moving back to the old stone hogan in which Ayah was bom and later gave
birth to her children, Ayah and Chato are already moving toward the center. The hogan is both

a birthing place and a b u d place. Birth and continuity are therefore linked here with death.

The hogan, the traditional Navajo home, is a circula dwelling consmicted as a deliberate

microcosm of the round earth. The quartered circle, representing the earth and the cardinal
directions, figures in many sandpainting designs as a qmbol of harmony in the universe.
Placed on the black lava boulders, Ayah's communion with nature thus takes place on what
Eliade calls the Sacred Mountain, "where heaven and earth meet," and which is an "axis

mundi," situated "at the center of the world" (Cosmos and History 16). While on this Sacred
Mountain, Ayah feels at one with nature: "It seemed to her that she could walk into the sky,
stepping through clouds endlessly" (46); and "Ayah saw that there was nothing between her
and the stars" ( 5 1). Iaskoski observes that "Though Ayah's brief journey to the bar and d o n g
the road home appear; outwardly to be rambling and dreary, inwardly it is leading

'sacred place' where she will experience healing" (LMS 29).

her to a

The summit of this Cosmic Mountain not only represents the highest point of the earth,
but also earth's navel, the center, the point at which creation began. Attaining the center,

according to Eliade, is equivalent to a consecration, an initiation, that repeats the 'cosmogonie
act' of creation. The symbolism of the center is thus also borrowed from embryology, hence

the recurrence of Ayah's mernories of birth during these healing moments on the Sacred

Mountain, and the importance of the 'belly' when d e a h g with pain. At these three points in
the story-both

at the beginning, leaning on the tree of life, and finally at the end, sheltered

among the boulders again with C h a t w t h e text is punctuated with references to the womb and
birth. In the opening pages, Ayah's train of thought leads her from lirnmie's blanket wrapped

around her, to the blankets her mother had woven in her childhood, and then to ''the moming
he \vas born," as 'Bis birth merged into the births of the other children and to her it became al1

the same birth" (44). The story's ending also includes the notion of birth, or re-birth, rather, as
Ayah Feels "Ihe rush so big inside her heart for the babies" (51). Chato, in his final sleep, is

restored to youth-"His

eyes were closed now and in the light fiom the stars and the moon, he

felt Young again'-and

lies in a fetal position, "on his side with his knees pulled up near his

belly for warmth" (5 1). The 'warm belly' refened to here is also a reference to the life-giving
and sustaining center, which cames life but also pain, as Ayah "carried the pain in her belly

and it was fed by evelything she saw," and again "the pain filled her stomach and there was no

room for food or for her lungs to fil1 with air" (47). This syrnbolism of the belly fürther links
Ayah to the Spider Grandmother figure who spins her web fiom the abdomen. Ayah had

borne Jimmie and her 0 t h children fkom her belly, and, like Spider Grandmother who creates
things by naming hem, she "named him for the summer rnoming" (44). Elsewhere, in the
prefatory poem to Ceremony, Siiko also links the story and Spider Grandrnother with the
symbol of the belly:

He rubbed his belly.
1 keep them here

[he said]
Here, put your hand on it
See, it is moving.
There is li fe here

for the people.
And in the belly of this story

the rituals and the ceremony
are still growing. (2)

Ayah's journey can thus be said to evolve in a spiral movement toward the center, a s

illustrated in Figure 6 below.

Beily. Embryo. hxis blundi, Sacred hlountliin

FIGURE 6: AYAH'S JOUELWY TOWhRD THE CE'SIZR iN "LULLABY"

Her joumey begins at Cebolleta creek, leaning on a tree, wrapped in Jimmie's blanket. Here

she is situated on the axial line which carries her closer to the embryo, the axis mundi, the

sacred mountain, or cyclical nature (1). From here, she travels through her thoughts to her
'historical tirne' and retums to the axial line, again in the boulders, in direct contact with
nature, this time with Danny and Ella. having nui away h m the govemment agents who want
to take her children (2). The reader then retums to Ayah's 'immediate' time, hm finding Chato
a l o y the road, and taking refuge with hirn among the boulders once again, wrapped inside

Jimmie's blanket, in a final symbiosis with nature (3). This movement brings her back in time,
fiom her 'immediate' present to her 'historical' past, to a prima1 moment of rebuth. The

joumey Ayah undertakes is a joumey toward the center, toward the womb, in a movement

from outer chaos and dismembennent to iniier peace and wholeness. Such working toward the
center is adapted to Pueblo beliefs, as their sand paintings work inward toward the center and
not outward from the rniddle as in Navajo sand paintings (Moss 149).

Many other elements of Navajo myth are present in the story, and also serve to further

understand the healing process at work here. The Yeibichei Song Ayah hem the wind and
snow singing is a sacred Song in a religious ritual. The t m Yeibichei can b e translated as

"Holy People," or "Yei People," who are powerfùl spirihial beings, creators and heders,
inhabiting sacred mountains, springs, and holy sites, and who represent certain natural forces

(Jaskoski LMS 26-27). They are called upon in ceremonies and rituals to heal the injured or
sick. The lyrics of the Song Ayah sings at the end of the story echo many Navajo sacred songs
both in the structure of the verse (repetitions) and in imagery (eaxth mother and sky father,

rainbow sister and wind brother). These elements-earth, sky, rainbow, and wind-are

also

found in Yavajo sandpaintings present in chantway healing rituals. The wind is "associated
with life and breath on cosmic as well as personal levels and is indeed an intimate l i n .

between the individual and the universe" (Jaskoski LMS 28). James McNeley informs us that
"Wind is conceived of as a single phenornenon, a deity fonned as it were of component Winds

which exist al1 about and within the living things of the w o r l d (17). Winds "speak" to the

person, protecting them and instructing the right way to behave.

3.

Memory, song, and story: the language of suwival

As Palmer explains, maintainhg the perfect balance of the universe "is accomplished
in part by remernbering the stones, the songs, the mythic traditions and using them in healing

ceremonies that are life-giving, regenerative. The people are sustained by remembering and
passine on what is deep in the rnemory, there to draw strength from" (102). Strengthened by
her memones, then, Ayah mends, through cerernony, song, memory, story, in the ways

described above, the broken web of her existence, and thereby follows a spiraling path toward
spiritual sunival. Ayah's circular web and joumey are best summarized by Palmer:
Ayah and the story Siiko has made of her both move in circles, move out across the

void, drawing the strands of the web into the perfect harmony of her healing lullaby,

the Song that is the appropriate and necessary conclusion and continuance of the story.
Ayah's lullaby and Silko's "Lullaby" intertwine to becorne one song, a Song of
healing, a ceremony for the living and for the dying. Ayah's ceremonial lullaby is a
creation song, a Song that "re-members" singer (storyteller) and listener, that "recollects" the web's strands by establishing the oneness of al1 things. "We are al1
together" it reminds us, with our mother earth, Our father sky, Our sister rainbow, Our
brother wind. They sing to us, and in singing, they once again create the world. ( 1 12113)

In her foreword to Border Towns of the Navajo Nation, a book of drawings by Aaron
Yava, Silko sums up her basic ideas which are largely retransnibed in "Lullaby." She writes:

I think Aaron says with his drawings what I attempt to say with my stories-that
Indian life today is full of tenor, death and g e a i suffenng, but despite these
tremendous odds against us for two hundred of years-the
alcoholism-we

racism, the poverty, the

go on living. We live to celebrate the beauty of the Earth and Sky

because the beauty and vitality of life, like the rainbow colored horses leaping, has
never been lost. The world remains for us as it has always been. One with itself and

us, death and laughter existing side by side as it does in Aaron's drawings. . . Aaron's
vision cornes down to hirn fiom the old ones who knew no boundaies between man
and Earth, between the beautiful and the ugly. They knew only the tmth. (Yava 3-4)

Per Seyersted also sums up Silko's basic ideas or concems-f?om
Ceremoni-on

the time she started writing

the basis of '%rom Humaweepi. Warx-ior Pnest" and "Lullaby" in the following

terms:
It is important to Native Americans that they keep open al1 life lines to their roots; by

building on the strength contained in their closeness to nature, they are better prepared

to withstand the white influence and to £ind the strength to face the realities of their
existence in modem, Anglo Amerka. (25)

When she awaits death with Chato, Ayah sings the lullaby which her grandmother had

sung for her, a Song for babies, "thereby joining death and life, suggesting that time is one and
endlcss, and that life, when rooted in the familiar soi!, is perpetud" (Per Seyersted 23). The

emphasis on the past and remembering in "Lullaby," and the relationship and relevance of the

past to the present (particularly in birth), illuminate the tirneless contexts that Silko draws from
as sources for the stories. In the stones that follow, "Yellow Woman" and "Tony's Story,"
Silko draws on the Yellow Woman myth, another female traditional figure, and witchery,
another element of traditional lore, placing them in modem contexts, in order to express

timeless and recumng cycles which bring the restoration exemplifieci in "The Man to Send

Rainclouds."

III. The ''Yellow Woman" section and the c'cycle from drought to
rain" section: spatial, temporal, and cultural coexistence in
"Yellow Woman," "Tony's Story," and "The Man to Send
Rain Clouds"

". . . stories
abotrr drasric things which
must be done
for [lie rvorld
to continue"
("COTTONWOOD Pm-{One: Siory of Sun House " S/or).re!ler-65)

"We need c e m i n tellers tu look after certain myths. The ones l'm Iooking ufier have afways been
uround "
6ilko qrd. in Barnes 7)
" Time recycles. . .

. Tinte returns to the past

"
( Anaya.

77ie Anuya Reader 127)

ï h e discussion in the previous chapter centers around the Spider Grandmother motif;
here 1 will continue with another traditional woman figure, this time the 'Everywornan' figure
Yellow Woman, or Kochininako, whose creative power and survival value also informs many
aspects of the subsequent short stories. The "Yellow Woman section" is in seveml ways a
continuation of the "Survival section" in that it again portrays a powerful traditional woman

figure, the grandparent generation, and storytelling-the

old ways and the old stories-as

a

means of re-creating self and the world, of shaping reality. However, in the Yellow Woman
section, instead of portraying contemporary characters delving into, reclairning, and thereby
sustaining the past through memory and story as in the nirvival section, the old ways are
transposed in and accommodated to a modern environment. Here, Silko's contact zone is no

longer a borderland where two opposing cultures are confioonted, but a borderland which blurs
boundaries of space, time, and culture in order to have h g 1 0 and Indian syncretically coexist

and form a unified whole, following Betonie's delineation of the notion of change and

accommodation as means o f suMval in Ceremony. In the 'section following the "Yellow
Wornan" story, the "Cycle f?om Drought to Rain" situated at the center of the book, Silko
makes clear the source of the destruction and violence she introduced us to in "Storyteller" and

"Lullaby." 'Tony's Story," in what Danielson cils the "Drought section" or the "Witchery
section" ("Grandmother Spider's Web" 340), presents the destmctiveness of witchery and the
ways in which it persistently affects today's community." As we move closer to the mythic in
Sto~teller,we simultaneously move from the destnictiveness of the historical and social
influence of white culture to the destnictiveness of the more mythx notion of witchery
(explicitly associated to the exertion of white power, both in ~eremony,"and in Stoyteller).
The individual and community's suMval in the face of such destruction depends, again, on
continuing the story and tradition through memory, but also on "reclaiming nothing less than
the solid ground upon which the community must finally depend for its suNival-the

practical

and spiritual creativity of human beingç working with the deities to assure the continuation of
a stable and h i t f u l world" (Danielson, "Grandmother Spider's Web" 340). nie continuation

of a stable and fniitfùl world is portrayed in "The Man to Send Rain Clouds" of the Rain
section, which develops thernes of creativity and community, through acculturation,
accommodation, and syncretism, balanced and reciprocal relationships that bnng the min.
Both "Tony's Story" in the drought section and "The Man to Send Rain Clouds" in the rain

section end with the promise of min. In the Yellow Woman tales as well, her adventure often
breaks the hold of a drought, has an impact on the cycle of rain, and therefore benefits the

community.

The Yellow Woman section and the cycle fiom drought to rain are combined here in a
single chapter because of the similarity of thernes developed in these three short stories. Al1
three texts-"Yellow

14

Woman," 'Tony's Story," and "The Man to Send Rain C1ouds"-

On the notion of witchcrafi, SiIko's views on witchery (Lagunar~7rche1-y
in general and rhe witchety present in
Ceremony), sec III 2 b, 92.
The cycle fiom drought to rain and the effects of witchery at the center oEtotyeI/er also compose the central
rinial rnovement ofceremony, which accounts for the fact that 1 will refer to Ceremony here to inform the stories
in this chapter.

!'

modify the traditional stories or figures (Yellow Woman and the witchery) or rites (of burial)
to make them part of a modem context. By analyzing what these stories have in commonthat is, the cyclical, reciprocal relationships they describe, and the syncretism they depict in

contemporary Amencan-Indian society-we

may gain insight into the circular notions of

timeless, continuai, and boundless processes particular to Silko's writing.

Along with

"Storyteller," "Yellow Woman" is considered, a foundational text in Silko's work as it
incorporates many of Silko's ideas, particularly the issues of boundary and identity.

In

Salyer's words, "The Yellow Wornan storia may provide the generative motifs for much of
Silko's work by virtue of including the ideas of relation, boundary, and identity as well as
time, story and sunival" (77). AAer a bnef exposition of the Native Arnerican sense of

timelessnessoand of Silko's intricate notion of space-time, the first part of this chapter will

attempt to study the cyclical, reciprocal relationships at work in "Yellow Woman" and
"Tony's Story." The chapter will then move fiom this notion of tirneless space to focus on
boundless space, analyang the ways in which Silko blun not only modem and traditional
identities, fiction and myth, but also syncretizes two opposing cultures, as exemplified in "The
Man to Send Rain Clouds," in order to posit productive reciprocal relationships and growth as
pan of a cyclical, continual process.

A.

Blurring the boundaries between pasi and present, and myth and
fiction

1.

Tirnelessness as a matrix of life and being in Native h e r i c a n
society and in Silko's aesthetics

As Pueblo scholar AIfonso Ortiz writes, "time in its Iinear, histoncal dimension . . . is

unimportant" for Pueblo societies compared to "cyclical, rhythmic time, time viewed as a
series of endlessly repeating cycles, on the mode1 of the seasons or

. . . plants" (qtd. in Per

Seyented 17). In a section on time and timing in her book, Navaho Religion (1 58-9), Reichard

hrther explains this notion of time as cyclical and etexnal repetition: %me is etemal, having

no begiming or end. Once an event has taken place, its effects may be repeated at any future
time; for instance, occurrences in the undenvorlds still affect tkis world and man." This notion
of cyclicai and ever-repeating tirne carries rnythic resonance, reflecting the archaic (premodem

or traditional) ideology of rihial repetition common to archaic societies which are, in Eliade's
terms, "indissolubly comected with the cosmos and the cosmic rhythm" (Cosmos and History
vii). This archetypal and sacred pattern of renewal and repetition mns opposite to what Eliade
terms "fallen time," which is "personal history" rather than "etemai recurrence" (27-8).
Cyclical time nins opposite to a Christian and modem notion of vectorial or historical tirne,
which is oriented toward an 'apocaiyptic' end of historyt6 Silko's notion of timelessness is
thus intricatrly linked to her mythic method, to the extent that her stones-particularly

"Yellow Woman" and "Tony's Story," in ways we shall m e r discuss-figure

as ceremonies

or ntuals which reactualize the sacred and indefinitely repeated history of the cosmos, the acts
posiied by gods, heroes, or anceston, that occurred ab origine, at the beginning of tirne. Thus

Silko's characters are archetypes, not in the Jungian sense of the tm (structures of the

collective unconscious), but in Eliade's sense of the tem-as

synonym for "exemplary modei"

or "paradigm" (viii). The gestures or acts of these archetypal characters acquire meaning and

value from their property of reproducing a primordial act, of repeating a mythic exarnple. The
primordial or mythic acts in "Yellow Woman" and 'Tony's Story" are, respectively, the
abduction of Yellow Woman, and the battle between the individual or community and the
witchery. But before we proceed to analyze these two stones, it is worthwhile to first examine
Silko's notion of circular, etemally returning tirne as revealed in her novels; this will serve to
in form the aspect of tirnelessness in "Yellow Woman" and 'Tony 's Story."

The traditional viewpoint on timelessness proper to Native Amencan and 'archaic'
societies accords with the notion of space-time that Silko depicts in her novels. In the

l 6 .'La notion d'éternel retour, qui implique ia représentation d'un temps cyclique, opposé à la conception
moderne et chrétienne d'un temps vectoriel ou proprement historique (orienté vers une 'Apocalypse' ou une fm de
l'histoire) constitue une ciornée spécifique de nature a circonscrire assez clairement l'objet de la recherche.
Certes, ce concept (...) revêt constamment Ia forme du mythe ou se traduit en des mythes diversifiés, tant dans la
mythologie gréco-latine que dans les mythologie orientales" (Chernain-Degrange(, 'EternefRerour Prologue).

following excerpt frorn Almanac of the Dead, which is part of the almanac notebook
fragments, she writes: "An experience termed past may actually return if the influences have
the sarne balances or proportions as before. Details may vary, but the essence does not change.

The day would have the same feeling, the same character, as that day has been described
having had before. The image of a memory exists in the present moment" (574-5). Elizabeth

H o h a n Nelson and Malcolm A. Nelson report having heard Silko say at a Writers and Books
master class in Rochester, New York, in 1993, that "Linear time is a complete fiction" (129).
Non-linear time structures Silko's narratives, which are, as we have previously seen in
"Storyteller" and "Lullaby," elliptical and achronological. We move fiom one space-time to
the other, as the sacred ntual of the past is repeated throughout the present.

In Cer2mony. as in "Tony's Story," the old-time witchery has an effect on the preseni,
just as the past experiences of war and childhood have their effect on Tayo's actual state of

mind. Here again are the three concentric 'voices,' or 'parts of the Indian expaieme'mythical, histoncal, and irnmediate-as

revealed in the previous discussion on "Storyteller."

The present, past, and future are no longer situated on a time line in these narratives, but the
present moment joins past and Future, thus becoming a cycle of repetiiion and re-enactment, a
"centenng process, a locus of consciousness and being forever becoming" (Bell 49). In
Ceremony,

which will serve to inform the stories studied in this chapter, the story evolves

through a continuing process of repetition and renewal, which are both foms of circularity. A

number of critics have noted this fonn of non-linear temporality in Ceremony. James Ruppert,
for exarnple, states that the stnicture of Ceremony '"discourages the reader fkom imposing a
strict chronological order on the narrative, thus reinforcing the perception that the novel

is a

simultaneous, unified moment that circles like the waves around a rock dropped in a quiet
pond, rather than a Iinear progression of events" ("Th2 Reader's Lessons in Ceremony" 80). In

the same manner, Louis Owens claims Silko's novel is "a rernembering, a putting together of
past, present, and future into a coherent fabric of timeless identity" (167).

As Betonie

explains. "This has been going on for a very long time now" (152); the witchery is continual,
"whirling / whirling / whirling 1 set into motion now 1 set into motion" (1 38); and the last lines

of the novel seem to declare that there is indeed no definite end to the story: "It is dead for

now" (261). Grandma's words at the end of the novel insist upon the theme of repetition and
the duplication of key events: "It seems like 1 already heard these stories before . . . only thing

is, the names sound different" (273). Time is etemally remnent and concentric, as Betonie's
calendars suggest: "He saw layee ofold calendars, the sequences of years confused and lost as
if occasionaliy the oldest calendars had fallen or been taken out from under the others and then

had been replaced on top of the most recent years. A few showed January, as if the months on
the underlying pages had no longer been turned or tom away" (120). The notion of time in this

novel, as in many of Silko's short stories, thus contains no fixed past or present, but is instead
a continuing process of on-going time repeated.

This circular and mythic narrative mns

oppoçite to the notion of linear, historical, or fallen time, and depicts a cyclical or mythic
aspect of time:
Linear time dissolves into a cycle of recapitulation and repetition. The tripartite
structure is actually a figurai design in which perçons, places, and events in the third
part of the novel, following the hoop transformation ceremony, are prefigured in the

first part in a series of figura1 signs of types and syrnbols; the second part is, of
course. the ceremony in the middle of the book. This figura1 design breaks down the
very notion of past, present, and future, and we have what Eliot referred to in a review

of Joyce's UZysses as a 'mythical' rather than a suictly linear 'narrative' smicture.
(Bell 39)
Bell considers ihis idea of cyclical and mythic time as confemng wholeness and meaning,
form and significance:

In the making of myths, ritual storytelling, in the ceremonies, we remove a segment of
tirne From the great flux and confer wholeness (roundness) upon it by controlling, by
ordering, by giving a shape and significance to what Eliot called 'the immense
panorama of htility and anarchy which is conternporaiy history.' . . . In Ceremony,
the disjointed parts are refocused through the power field created by the traditional
hoop symbol and converge in a cirnilar pattern of restoration and genuine renewal-

for the reader as well as for Tayo, the half-breed Indian in contemporary Ammica.
(Bel1 57)

There is therefore a concentric syrnrnetry and pattern of correspondence in the novel between
immediate time (Tayo's quest for healing), historical time (Tayo's reminiscences of WWII),
and mythic time (the old-time witchery), as Silko asserts the contemporary relevance of rnyth.
The main protagonists in "Storyteller," Ceremony, "Tony's Story," and 'Yellow Woman"
attempt to make the old mythic stones work for them in their immediate present. Such circular

time in the mythic narrative points to the eternally recurring patterns of birth - death - rebirth,

and the monomyth of separation - initiation - return, which these four characten m u t re-enact.
Tayo cornes to a profound understanding of this aspect of circular time when he finds the lost
cattle:

. . suddenly the tension snapped and hurled him into the empty room where the
ticking of the dock behind the curtains had ceased. . . . The silence was inside, in his
.

belly; there was no longer any h u q . The ride into the mountain had branched into al1
directions of time. He knew then why the old-timers could o d y speak of yesterday
and tomorrow in terms of the present moment: the only certainty; and this present

sense of being was qualified with bare hints of yesterday or tomorrow, by saying, '1
go up to the mountain yesterday or I go up to the rnountain tomorow.' (1 92)

Several cntics, namely Elizabeth Hoffinan Neison and Malcolm A. Nelson, have compared
Ceremony to "Yellow Woman." "Tony's Story" c m also be compared to Ceremony inasmuch

as witchcraft is an antagonist in both texts. In these huo short stories, as in Ceremony, Silko's

"mythic rnethod" offers a view of time as etemal recurrence rather than as historical

progression, or "fallen time," thus adding to the circular pattern in the structure of the
narratives. By transcending boundaries of time, Silko brings the past back into existence, and
posits the continuation of myth and the old stories within the present.

2.

The juxtaposition of contemporary and mythic tellings in Sükoys
fiction

In Cerernov, the contemporary and mythc tellings are juxtaposed: the boundaries
between the rnythic stories or poems and the actual namative are blurred. as are the boundaries

between Silko, the author's persona, and Silko, the storyteller's persona, or re-teller of the
thoughts of Spider Woman. Myth and fiction, poetry and prose, are thus i n t h n e d in the
central narrative of the novel, and are connected by the comrnon therne of cyclical patterns of
drought and fertility, and by the cyclical unit of the world-wide monomyth. The themes
comecting the mythic stories of Yellow Woman and of witchcrafi to the narratives of
Ceremoqv, "Yellow Woman," and 'Tony's Story," are the following: neglect of one's

traditional roles in life, cyclical patterns of drought and fertility, the abuse of power through
magic and witchery, and the need for reenacting the myth before the naniral harmony of the

earth cm be restored.
The witch stories and the stories about women who are abducted by kachinas are two
of "the prominent types of ceremonid stories" (Boas 2 17). By bringing the oral storytelling

tradition (past) into the shon story genre (present), by weaving ancestral or supematural
figures (Yellow Woman, the Kachina spirit, witches) into her narratives, Silko reconciles the
generic distinctions between fiction and folklore, short story and traditional storytelling, as

well as beîween fictional character and mythic figure.

Siiko figurally, stnicturally, and

s);mbolically incorporates sacred material from traditional Native culture in her work. In
Cederstrom's words, Silko uses myth "organically and centrally rather than mechanically and
peripherally" thereby distinguishing herself from other Native American contemporary writers

(255). Her organic use of sacred rnateriai provides stmctural coherence and demonstrates the
relevance of the old ways to modem iife. Silko's 'mythical method,'
that is, her incorporation of die oral cultur-including

to

borrow Eliot's tem,

myths, ceremonies, and iegends-

serves in her work as a way of ordering anarchicd contemporary history. Myth indeed
explicates actual happenings which at one time or other occurred in Silko's cornmunity-the
protagonist's liaison with Silva in "Yellow Woman," Tony's killing of the policeman in

"Tony's Story," as well as the community's resorting to the priest's holy water in ' T h e Man to
Send Rain Clouds." Like 'Tony's Story," 'The Man to Send Rain Clouds" is d s o based on
"goings-on" at Laguna and was written fiom a newspaper account and the subsequent gossip
about it. There was much gossip in the community as well about women abducted by Navajos,
or othenvise disappearing from their homes. Silko comrnents on the relationship between old

stones and current events in "Yellow Woman": ''1 finally put the two together: the adolescent
longings and the old stones, that plus the stories around Laguna at the time about people who
did, in fact, just in recent times, use the river as a meeting place" (Evers and Carr 95). The
interaction of mythc and everyday space yields meaning, as Krumholz reveals:
By eliding distinctions between genres and between old and new stones, Silko creates
a dynamic juxtaposition that duplicates the way in which meaning is created in the

oral tradition through a constant interaction between the stones and the material
circumstances of the c o m u n i t y , between the old stories and the on-going creation of
meaning. ("Reading and Subversion" 89)
Eliot argues that "the poet m u t develop a sense of the presentness of the past" (Adams 783).
By positing the presentness of the past through the reiteration of sacred material, Silko
provides structure and meaning, timelessness and wholeness, as well as a panem for the
relationship between the self and the world. Since ritual is a re-enactment of myth, Silko's
stories have a ritualistic content, as her characters repeat exemplary mythic acts in her stories.
This explains why Reyes Garcia likens Ccremony to a prayer: "The formal structure of

Ceremony, let me suggest, redesigns the intnnsic tension between pragmatic and mythopoetic
space . . . essential to prayer. In a genuine sense, Ceremony is prayer" (44).

By breaking up the distinctions between orallwritten, mythic/fictiond, and past/presentl

Silko posits the contemporaneity of Native Amencan verbal arts. As Clernents exphins, "she
clearly does not regard the oral literature of Laguna Pueblo as something purely of the past, to
be memorialized for the imaginative use of future readers of her work. On the contrary, she

views her own work as part of a still ongoing literary tradition, once purely oral and now at
lest partially written. Such is the major point of her book Siorytefier" (74). By refushg to

relegate Native Amencan myths and traditions to the past, Silko is resisting and re-ordering
dominant representations that white mainstrearn Arnerica have of Native Arnericans:

One of the central ways that Silko challenges dominant representations of Native
Amexicans is by contesting the relegation of Native Arnericans to the p s t , and by
breaking down the oral/written distinction that is used to support die past/present

(thernhs) dichotomy. Native American arts and storytelling were for a long time in

the acadernic purview of anthropology, and European anthropologist Johannes Fabian
argues that anthropologicd temporal categories served to constnict the colonized
'other' as part of the past, excluded fiom conternporaneity, in order to justi@ the
colonial mission. . . . The distinction between oral and written cuItures has been used
in anthropology to define the preliterate, prehistoncal, and primitive (that is, static
and dead) cultures in opposition to the Iiterate, historical, and, by implication,

contemporary (European) people. (Krumholz "Reading and Subversion" 9 1)
By placinç her stories in a contemporary setting, Silko is not merely preserving the old stories
and myths, but re-creating new stories out of the old. Siko's storytelling art is thus a process
of development, rather than preservation (Clements 74).

Her works are part of a major

heritage of oral expression, and in this sense Silko is said to be "one of several developmental
links in the chain that stretches into the past and probably into the future, her work

representing the natural growth of what has happened in the past" (Clements 75).

B.

The persistence of myih and timelessness in modern
environments: nafural and spiritual recruring cycles in "Yellow
Woman" and "Tony's Story"

In "Yellow Woman" and "Tony's Story," the protagonists corne to terms with
problems of identity. At first uncertain of her identity as Yellow Woman, the umamed Pueblo
woman eventually accepts her identity, which places her in the r e a h of her grandfather's
favoriie stones and thereby continues the storytelling tradition. Tony expenences the same
uncenainty regarding the policeman's identity as a witch, and as the policeman's identity is
made clear to him, so is his responsibility to fight the witchery for the continuation of the

community. In both narratives, the protagonists are plunged into a 'contact zone,' which not
only suggesü an hglo-Indian confrontation in terms of places, cultures, and societies, but
which introduces a contact zone in ternis of time, opposing the ancient and sacred to the
modem and secular. However, as we shall atternpt to reveal in the following sections, Silko's

contact zone does not merely imply opposition between notions of Anglo and Indian, modem
and ancient, secular and sacreci, present and past, but on the contrary makes them coexist

without boundaries of time and space.
The ancient stories (of Yellow Woman and of the witchery) are still alive in the modem

contexts of "Yellow Woman" and "Tony's Story." The old stories are the principal means by
which the protagonists direct their actions. This underlines the importance of the stoxy as
word and utterance, and its relation to identity, another feature cornmon to many of the stories

in this collection. The concepts which unite the word and story to identity were previously
mentioned in the first chapter, and are worth bearing in rnind when studying "Yellow Woman"
and "Tony's Story." In Silko's web of stories, the filaments of rneaning infom the stories
throughout. Therefore, let us repeat the major notions explained previously: 1 ) storytelling
and language are a means of individual and communal self-creation; 2) the fûnction of the

word is to create, to shape, a vision of the world (we should bear in mind again here that

Thought Woman created the world into being by thinking and uttering it, and that words in
Silko's rvriting are deemed to have a generative, vital, mythological verbal force); 3) there is

an intimate relationship between the storyteller and listener, as Silko herself writes: "The
storytelling always includes the audience, die listeners. In fact, a great deal of the story is

believed to be inside the listener, the storyteller's role is to draw the story out of the listeners.

The storytelling continues from generation to generation" ("Language and Literature" 50).
The listeners in these two short stones are Tony and the umamed Pueblo woman, who have
indeed listened to the old Stones and make the stories they have heard work for them.

This notion of the word as generative closes the gap between signifier and signified as
previously mentioned conceming "Storyteller" and "Lullaby." Wordswonh's concepts also
s e x e to inform "Yellow Woman" and "Tony's Story" in his statement that in the poern the
"feeling therein developed gives importance to the action and situation, and not the action and

situation to the feeling" (135). In this sense, Tony's feeling that the policeman is a witch, and
the umamed Pueblo woman's feeling that she is Yeilow Woman, transfonn the old stones of
wi tchery and Y ellow Wornan into modem realities which offer the proiagonists a sense of self

and enable the continuation of the community, principally through the telling of the stories.

Silva, in "Yellow Woman," tells the protagonist that the stories that have endured f?om the
past are still occumng and being created in the present, and will persist in the future when he
says: "But someday they will talk about us, and they will Say, 'Thase two lived long ago when
things like that happened."' (57) At various moments, the protagonists in these two stories
experience di ficul ty di stinguishing between imagination and memory!story (both are linked in

that the story is told, heard, and must be remembered in order to be told again). HaWig
listened to Old Grandpa's and Old Teofilo's stones about Yellow Woman and witchery, the
protagonists rernember those stories and at the same time reenact them, at certain points
wondering wheiher the? are imagining things or are indeed reenacting the stories. To this
cffect. Silko acknowledges that she is unable to keep separate story and memory: "No matter
how carehlly 1 remember, mernory gets al1 mixed together with imagination" (Barnes 51).

The word. or story? confers reality upon thought or imagination, and so the imaginations of the
Pueblo woman in "Yellow Woman" and Tony in 'Tony's Story" merge with reality, and that
reality is justified and even engendered by the old-time stories.

1.

Yellow Wornan in modern garb in the short story ccYeiiowWoman"

In rhe Yellow Woman section of Sroryreller, Silko asks her readers "to look at the
in terrelationships arnong her Yellow Woman stories, to understand the past's influence on the

present and the present's c o ~ e c t i o n to the past, to read backward and foiward
simultaneously" (Paimer 101). f i s timeless aspect in the story leads to the protagonist's
confusion as to ber and Silva's identity and relationship to the present. Elizabeth Hofiinan

Nelson and Malcolm A. Nelson compare these aspects in "Yellow Woman" to the aspect of
timelessness and identity in Ceremony when they write:

The protagonists of both 'Yellow Wornan' and Ceremony are conhised by time and
its seeming lack of relationship to reality but, as their journeys continue, they corne to

understand how to 'be here now.' As Tayo continues on his joumey, he doubts
himself and the ceremony he is participating in: 'al1 that was crazy. . . . [I]t was ail

superstition.' (Ceremony 194-5) Thzse doubts are similar to those of the narrator of
'Yellow Woman'; she often questions her new identity. In the end, however, both
Tayo and the narrator grow to understand, accept, and be pleased with who they've
become. ( 129)
On this point, Hirsch notes of the protagonist in "Yellow Woman," that "her experience in

living the reality revealed in her grandfather's stories has s h o w her the oneness of past and
present, of historical and mythic tirne, and of the stories and the people. More, she has given
the people another story and that, tco, 'must be done 1 for the world 1 to continue."' (169)

Hirsch Further claims that "by using cyclic rather than chronological stmcture, [Silko] more
strikingly evokes . . . the timeless significance of the oral tradition to the undentanding of

human exprnence" ( 174).
The sequence of events in "Yellow Woman" takes place in the course of two days,
starting with the narrator waking up beside the river with her Iover/abductor Silva, while the
sun nses. Together, they ride nonh on horseback up the mountain to Silva's stone house, then
in the direction of Marquez. When their joumey is intempted by the white ranch orner, the

u ~ a m e dnarrator rides back southeast aloneo stopping by the place on the river bank where
Silva had been sitting the first rime she saw him. then toward her village as the sun sets. Her
journey is thus circularosince she sets out frorn her home, then eventually retums to it, moving

with the directions of the Sun. The Yellow Woman section as a whoIe has a circula structure
according to Hirsch, who argues that "the six vignettes in 'Storytelling,' all variations on the

Yellow Woman abduction stories, bring what 1 have called the 'Yellow Woman' section of
S~oryteilerfull circle" (178). The protagonist's journey, like Ayah's in "Lullaby," is one to the

center: to the center of the self-the
writing-to

central question of identity common to much of Silko's

a mythic center materialized in the presence of Silva and Mount Taylor; and

finally to an dl-inclusive center revealing 'the oneness of past and present, of historical and
mythic time, and of the stories and the people" (Hirsch 169). The ensuing questions of

identity, rnyth, and inclusiveness will be the focus in what follows.

Before analyzing the protagonist's quest for identity and the boundaries crossed during
this quest, we rnust first explain the Yellow Woman figure as generic female character in
traditional Laguna Pueblo stones.

The color yellow represents "hctification, closely

associated with pollen"; "yellow corn is associated with femaleness" (Reichard, Navaho
Religion: A Srudy of Symbolism 187, 193). Such color symbolism is to bear in mind while

examining the Yellow Wornan figure. Like the Grandrnother Spider figure studied previously,
Yellow Woman, or 'Kochininako' in Keres, encompasses several, often arnbiguous traits: she
is a loyal, beautiful, and powerful woman in some stones; selfish, thoughtless, or a witch in

others. In this section of Storyteiier, Silko's focus is on the abduction stories, which tell of a
woman taken away from her husband and children by a powerfül and dominant male figure, in
the form of either Whirlwind man, Buffalo Man,Sun Man,Cliff Dweller, or a Ka'tsina spirit.

According to Ruoff,
Although the abductor in Silko's 'Yellow Wornan' is the conternporary of al1 these

figures, some of the details in her story more closely resemble the accounts of Cliff
Dweller (MaSctc'Tcowai) than of other abductors. For example, Cliff Dweller is
associated with the north, the direction from which Silko says the abductor kachina

came. In addition, both Cliff Dweller and the abducior in Silko's story leave their
women ternporarily to go hunting and bnng back meat. (1 1)
Ka'tsinas are arnong the supmatural beings closely identified with natual elements,
especiaily clouds and rain; a Ka'tsina can also be the spiritual essence or penonification of an

animal or a natural force. This supernatural being usudly Iives on Mount Taylor. He is "the
spirit from the north" ("Yellow Woman" 56).

Boas sumarizes the traditional abduction stories as follows:
A wornan is usually abducted by an evil kachina when she goes to draw water. AAer

encountering the abductor, the woman refuses io be taken away because she does not
know what to do with her water jar. The abductor then threatens her with death,
compels her to place the jar on the ground upside d o m , and then transports her by
various means to his home, where he gives her impossible tasks to perfonn lest she be

killed. (qtd. in Ruoff LO)

The result of these liaisons is ofien fiuitful, as they bnng the pueblo wbsequent benefits: the
end of a penod of drought, or in some stories, twin sons. As Ruoff explains, ''Through bearing
twins who subsequently become monster slayers or who simply bring new blood into the
Pueblo, Yellow Woman becornes a symbol of renewal through liaison with outside forces. In

addition to bnnging new life-to the pueblo, Yellow Woman renews it in other ways" (10). The

man in the Yellow Woman stories usually, by means of threat or other coercive persuasion,
has the woman accompany him to his mountain home, where he makes her perform a

superhuman task to Save her Me; this she accomplishes with the help of Spider Grandmother.
Silko's short story differs fiom the folk-tale or myth" in several ways. In the short story, the
woman is drawn into the reiationship as much by her own desire as by the man's. and there is
no superhuman task for the woman to perfonn in the short story, although Silva does dernand

of her that she do what he wants and that she fky some potatoes as soon as she enters his home.

Here, Silko adapts the traditional Yellow Woman stones to contemporary
circumstances, making her Yellow Woman "a modem woman, with al1 the confusion and
bewilderment a contemporary person would feel if thnist into the middle of an ancient story"

(Nelson and Nelson 12 1). "Yellow Wornan" thus focuses on the destabilization of identity-a

central theme in Storyteller, particularly in "Tony's Story" and "Yellow Woman." As in
"Storyteller," the protagonist in "Yellow Woman" is nameless, and in search of self. Silva
calls her 'Yellow Woman,' with no doubt as to her identity. The unnamed woman, during her

first encounter with Silva, says she is Yellow Woman, then disclaims it: "But 1 only said that
you were him and that 1 was Yellow Woman-I'm not reatly her-l

have my own name and 1

corne from the pueblo on the other side of the mesa" (55). However, afier first resisting her
inscription into the story as an impossibility-'?he
Yellow Woman can't mean us" (55)-she

old stones about the Ka'tsina spirit and

later accepts it: "This is the way it happens in the

stories, 1 was thinking" (56). She grasps the sirnilarity of her story to the traditional Yellow
Wcman stories which her grandfather "liked to tell . . . best" (55): "This is the way it happens

in the stories, 1 was thinking, with no thought beyond the moment she meets the ka'tsina spirit
and they go" (56). Like the old man's stories in "Storyteller," the grandfather's stones recur in
17

According to Parsons, Pueblo Indians make no distinction between folk-taIe and myth (3 1).

"Yellow Woman," with "There is one about Badger and Coyote

. . . " (55) and

"Yellow

Woman went away with the spirit fiom the north and lived with him and his relatives. She
was gone for a long time, but then one day she came back and she brought twin boys" (56).
The traditional stories which inform the protagonist's adventure therefore punct-uate the text,
reproduced and referred to by the characters- as metatext within the short story.

The

protagonist first aitempts to draw boundaries between the traditional stories and her own
adventure, claiming that ' k h a t they tell in the stories was real only back then, back in tirne
immernorial, like they say" (56). She also attempts to differentiate herself £iom Yellow
Woman by drawing boundaries between the past and present, modem and ancient: "Because
she is fiom out of time past and 1 live now and I've been to school and there are highways and
p i c h p tmcks that Yellow Woman never saw" (56). Jim Ruppert notes the protagonist's

"struggles to . . . establish time boundaries and boundaries between objective reality and
myths" (53). .According to Hirsch, this struggle "is part of the leaming process she undergoes

in the story. Newly awakened to her own imaginative potential, she has yet to discem the
propcr relationship behveen expenential reality and the timeless, all-inclusive mythic reality of

her grandfather's stories" (1 66).

However, only when she lets these boundaries fa11 does she corne to an epiphany, a
sense of self in relation to the stories and to a whole that conjoins myth and reality. Typical of

such epiphanies in Silko's characters is their ability to see themselves in relation to all else,

within an all-inclusive whole. Tayo cornes to such an understanding of his relationship to al1
things in Ceremony when he is able to "see himself in relationship to the entire universe"
(246). In "Storyteller," this epiphany again occurs sirnultaneously with the loss of boundanes:

"the boundaries had been swallowed by the freaing white" (30).

In "Lullaby," Ayah

experiences this loss of boundaries as well, toward the end of the story: "The sky cleareù.
hyah saw that there was nothing between her and the stars. The light was crystalline. There
was no shimrner, no distortion through earth haze" (51). Similarly, in "Yellow Woman," the

protagonist experiences the loss of boundaries between herself and the sky: "I was standing in
the sky with nothing around me but the wind that came down fiom the blue mountain peak

behind me" (57). In a more covert way, the protagonist cornes to an understanding of her

inclusiveness in nature on the second day of her adventure, when she awakes in Silva's house
in the rnountains, and reflects on her having departed from her home the day before, and

compares her acts to nature's: "1 didn't decide to go. I just went. Moonflowers blossom in the
sand hills before dawn, just as 1 followed him. niat's what I was thinking as I wandered along

the trail through the pine trees" (59). Sources of violence or division or the 'real' world

"surrounded by silence": "1 didn't believe that
disappear as she drowses on a rock in the su,
there were highways or railroads or cattle to steal" (59). With her search for identity,
therefore, comes a growing awareness of the land and nature around her and her place in it-a
phenomenon altogether consonant with her emerging identity if only because land and nature
are key components of that identity-and

just as she comes to this cosrnic perspective, so does

she realize she is becoming part of the stories her grandfather used io tell.

blany boundaries or border spaces in the story are aossed and re-crossed by Silva and

the umamed Pueblo woman, such as the river, the mountain, the different roads or paths, and
the di fferent pueblos. Looking out upon the ' k s t spread of valleys and plains" visible from

his home, Silva steps out "on the edge" and describes these boundaries: '"From here 1 c m see
the world. . . . The Navajo reservation begins over there.' He pointed to the e s t . 'The Pueblo
boundaries are over here.' He looked below us to the south, where the narrow bail seerned to
corne fiom. 'The Texans have their ranches over there, starting with that valley, the Concho

Valley. The Mexicans run some cattle over there too."' (57-8) The fact of his mstiing the

white ranchers' canle, just as he ako steak away the Pueblo woman, may be metaphoncal of
the crossing or trespassing of these boundaries. Such violation of taboo is also imperative to
the heroic quest or mission. The protagonist's aduitery therefore carries mythic importance,

and, placed within the mythic realm, is no longer an act of transgression of society's ethics, but
inscribed in the mythic hero's quest. Her adulterous adventure is not an illustration of the

operation of id, in Freudian ternis-that

part of the subconscious that propels us toward sexual

license and anti-social mayhem, (though that is the way it is more likely to be perceived by the
other mernbers of the cornmunity who have lost touch with the old stories and the older
eenerationsj-but rather, as a necessary part of the protagonist's adventure. In similar terms,

C

the Yupik girl's homicidal act in "Storytellei' wili be perceived by many-mostly

the whites,

and those mernbers of the community like the jailer who have lost touch with the old ways-as

an act of insanity, or by the lawyer-who is socially involved-as

an act of despair, revealing

her weakness, and powerlessness, ignoring the possibility that her act was on the contrary, an
empowering one. As Hirsch suggests, "Whirlwind Man [also referred to in the Yellow

Woman stories as Buffalo Man, or Kachina] will take her on a joumey beyond the boundaries
of time and place" (164). Her joumey beyond these boundaries gives her a sense of identity as
the Yellow Woman of her grandfather's stories, and an understanding of the complernentarity

and oneness of reality and myth united in story.
The wornan's state of consciousness in "Yellow Wornan" can be described as Iiminal,
caught between reality and myth. However, what Silko shows in this story is more than a

dream-state brought on by the persistence of the old stories. Silko instead gives the old stories
a contemporary existence, showing us. in Per Seyented's words, "how the traditional and the

contemporary can unite into a living reality" (20). By having her protagonist see herself and

her adultery in relation to the old story, Silko adapts the Yellow Woman stories to
conternporary circumstance and gives a mythic quality to everyday occurrence. The story is
therefore constitutive. Though the protagonist clairns to have "only said' (emphasis added)

(55) she was Yellow Woman, uttering it sufficed to make her becorne Yellow Woman, for as
we have acknowledged previously, the word carries generative power in Silko's work.
Momaday also writes of the generative power of the word as follows: "A word has power in

and of itself. It cornes fiom nothing into sound and meaning; it gives origin to al1 things.

.. .

And the word is sacred" (The Way to Rainy Muuntain 33). Although the character remains

unnamed throughout the story, Silva refen to her (and h a l l y so does the protagonist herself)
as Yellow Woman. In La Pensée Sauvage, Lévi-Strauss stresses the importance of naming as

an operator for classification. He distinguishes two types of classification, one which confirms
individuals. by naming them as belonging to a preordained class, a certain society, for example
(which is the case here); and another which is defined when individuals narne themselves,
thereby expressing their own subjectivity. Thus, the act of narning, though it may subject

individuals to the control of a social order, dso enables them to assm their own specific

identity. Thus the act of naming could stress the importance of utterance and the word as an
empowering and self-defining a d of survival.

Myth and reality merge as the protagonist, simply by imagining she is Yellow Woman,
effectiveiy cornes to embody the mythc figure.

This follows Momaday's notion of

imagination as constitutive, having often clairned that we are who we imagine ourselves to be.
As Emory Sekaquaptewa reflects, d o m h g the ka'tsina masks can also be constitutive: ''1 am

certain that the use of the rnask in the kachina ceremony has more than just an aesthetic
purpose. I feel that what happens to a man when he is performer is that if he understands the

essence of the kachina, when he dons the mask he Ioses his identity and actually becomes what
he is representing" (39). Sekaquaptewa's observation suggests that the protagonist's liaison

with Silva is "a gateway, a perfomative opening between the material and spintual worlds"
(Jaskosici, LMS 38). The realm of the rnythic is present in the protagonist's reference to the
Yellow Wornan figure of the old stories. and in her considering Silva as a ka'tsina. However,

myth is also present in the terrain evoked in the short story, for the characterd joumey brings

them through the foothills of Mount Taylor, the "blue mountain peak," (57) the most sacred of

mountains in Pueblo and Navajo belief.

Another motif through which we can read the

presence of myth in the story is the protagonists' resolve to eat and sleep before leaving Silva.
As Jaskoski notes, "Here is a motif resonant from folk-tales worldwide, fiom Prosperine and
the pomegranate to Pueblo witch-wife stories, in which eating is a part of the initiation into

witchcraft: the act of eating seals the individual's allegiance to an alternate mode of reality,
whether the Greek land of the underworld or the perverted spiritual reality of witchcraft" (LMS
39). When she awakes, she rejects her obligation to renirn home, and reasons that her family
can manage very well without her. She abandons her previous 'reality'-based, or everyday

identity to assume that of rnyth: "1 didn't believe that there were highways or railroads or cattle
to steal" and "there will be a story about the day 1 disappeared while I was walking dong the

river" (59) and she decides that going home "didn't seem important any more" (59).

The protagonist in "Yellow Woman" cm thus be said to reenact the Yellow Woman
myth. to recapitulate the rvents told in rnyth, and in this sense she and Silva are taking part in a

ritual. In Bell's terms, which he applies to Ceremony, but which are also of importance here,

"The act of telling and retelling traditional stories is itself part of prescribed rituals. Repetition
of story is comparable to recapitdation of ritual" (48). The fitual in "Yellow Wornan," like
the healing ritual in Ceremony, establishes the re-enactment of mythological events as a

necessary means of identification. The unnarned protagonist in "Yellow Woman," like Tayo,
is irnpelled to achieve or reappropnate her own identity through ritual, the re-enactrnent of

myth. The events of her life mn parallel to the rnythological events which she re-enacts

uithout fùlly deciding to, "with no thoughts beyond the moment," (56) urged along by the
powerful spiritual force embodied by Silva. By retelling and re-enacting myth through ritual,
by reniming to the old ways, there occurs a blumng of boundaries, as time becomes etemd
recurrence rather than linear progression, and myth persists within reality, as past penists

within the present.

The protagonist's joumey, in its recapitulation and repetition of the Yellow Woman
mytli, thus foilows the standard path of the mythological hero who "ventures forth fiorn the
world of common day into a region of supernaturai wonder: fabulous forces are there

encountered and a decisive victory is won: the hero cornes back from this mystenous
adventure with the power to bestow boons on his fellow man" (Campbell 30). Campbell

ourlines these classic stages of universal adventure, when he writes that "the adventure of the
hero normally follows the pattern of the nuclear unit

. . . : a separation from the world, a

penetration to some source of power, and a iife-enhancing retum" (35). The story suggests
that the protagonist's present-day environment, before her adventure as Yellow Woman, was
out of touch with the old ways, the past, hence the "cdl to adventure" (49). Upon her retum to

the pueblo, as the protagonist approaches her home, she rernarks: "1 could hem their voices

inside-my

mother was telling my grandmother how to fix the Jell-O" (62). This comic

comment inverts the notion of transmission, of passing down from generation to generation, as
indeed, instead of having the grandmother instrucî the mother in traditional ways, as her
grandfaiher had passed down the old stories, it is the mother who instructs the grandmother in
modem ways. As in "Storyteller," modem-day legal authorities are portrayed as useless, and
ohen attempt to inhibit the outcome of the old stories, another sign of Anglo-Lndian interplay

leading to inversion. In "Storyteller," the attorney would have the protagonist plead insanity,
or declare the storekeeper's death accidental, instead of acknowledging the continuation of the
story without any lies. In a similar way, here we are told that "the tnbal police would file a
report," (59) which would probably state that the woman had been abducted by a Navajo,

thereby going against the protagonist's desire for the Yellow Woman story to be told. In both
cases, modem society privileges, of course, a Euro-Arnerican legal system, to the detriment of

the stories. No one in her household besides hm grandfather, who is dead, believes in the old
stories which offer a context for what has happened to her: "But if old Grandpa weren't dead

he would tell them what happened-he
spirit. She'll come home-they

would laugh and Say, 'Stolen by a ka'tsina, a rnountain

usually do."' (59) As Ruoff explains,

the grandfather's belief in the tales in which the lives of the Pueblo were intertwined
with their gods has been transmitted to his granddaughter, who utilizes them as an

explanation for her temporary escape fiom routine. Her conviction that her own
expenences will serve the pueblo as a new topic for storytelling and that she herself

will have to become a storyteller to explain away her absence indicates that the
process will continue. ( 15)
Therefore, the unnamed narrator here, like the unnamed Yupik girl in "Storyteller,"
through the guidance of her grandfather's stories, keeps the old stories and beliefs alive by

going on her joumey to self-discovery, which brings her to a recognition of herself as Yellow
Wornm, and of her story as Yellow Woman's, as revealed in the final sentence: "1 was sorry

that old Grandpa wasn't alive to hear my story because it was the Yellow Woman stones he
liked to tell best" (62); the denouement of the short story also affirms the continuation of the

tradition of the Yellow Woman abduction stories, as the nmator reflects, having come to the
'end' of her joumey, "1 told myself, because 1 believe it, he will corne back sometime and be
waiting again by the river" (62). As Paula GUM Allen concludes in her article "Going Home,

December 1992," "Going always brings retum" (9). Following the pattern of etemal rehirn,
the protagonist eventually retums to her pueblo, and claims that "they will go one like before,
excepr that there will be a story about the day 1 disappeared while I was walking along the

river" (593. The protagonist will assume the role of storyteller and the story will continue, as

in "Storyteller." As Ruoffexplains, "She feels the only difference her leaving will make is that

a story about her disappearance will be created.

Like Yellow Woman and her human

counterparts, she will become the source for the continuation of the abduction tale in
contemporary oral tradition" (14). Also, by understanding h a present in ternis of the Yellow
Woman myth, she will find her way back to unity and identity, and her adventure will have

been h i t f u l for the community as it posits continuity. Retuming to the old ways has thus

given coherence to the new, and she thus becomes "part of a new (and renewing) set of
stories" (Nelson & Nelson 127). The protagonist's liaison with Silva as the embodiment of

Yellow Woman has a cultural holding action: Paula GUM Allen observes that Kochininako
acts as agent or catalyst-enabling the seasons to follow their appointed rounds, for example.

Throueh "liaison with outside forces," (Danielson "ïhe Storytellers" 205) however, not only
does she catalyze the seasonal progression, but, as Ruoff points out, she renews tribal vitality.

The effects of her adventure on society follow the pattern of the monomyth, as the last stage of
retum in the circular adventure of the hem corresponds to what Campbell terms "the retum
and reintegration with society, which is indispensable to the continuous circulation of spiritual

energy into the world, and which, from the standpoint of the community, is the justification of

the long retreat" (36).
We could tum to William Blake in order to further understand what Campbell t m s

the 'continuous circulation of spiritual energy into the world' which is brought on by the
protagonist's adventure. Blake has written that when we c m see imaginatively "the whole

creation will appear infinite and holy whereas it now appears finite and compt. This will
corne to pass by an improvement of sensual enjoyment" (Erdrnan 39). indeed, through her

liaison with Silva, the protagonist comes to see herself imaginatively as Yellow Woman, and
thereby gains a vision of the world as whole and continuing through the stories, as well as the

knowledge of a rnythic realm rnerging with reality. She comes ro see henelf, in Momaday's

words, "whole and etemal" (The Wuy to Rainy Mountain 12); or, as Hirsch States, her joumey
offers her a "perspective from which she can see the world new and entire" (164). "But

imaginative seeing on this morning afler," claims Hinch, '5s threatening to the nmator, for
seeing oneself whole demands eradication of those perceptual boundaries which offer the

security of a readily discmible, if severely limited, sense of self The narrator clings to that
historical, time-bound sense of self like a child to her mother's skirts on the first day of

schcol" (166). Yellow Woman's story, therefore, is essentially about the dangers and benefits
of discovenng a relationship between the self and the rnythic, spiritual, and natural worlds, by
the loss of boundaries. In Salyer's words, "By crossing and recrossing boundaries, she has
expenenced the saeed in a way that demonstrates the ultimate interrelationship of al1 things,
including the stories to the land and ideniity" (78). Silko reveals that what is operating in the
stories of Kochininako is "this comection between the human world and the animal md spirit
worlds. Buffalo Man is a buffalo, and he can be in the f o m of a buffalo, but there is this link,
and the link is sealed with sexual intimacy, which is emblematic of that joining of two worlds"

(Bames 57). Such a joining of these different worlds is hinted at in the name 'Silva,' which in
Spanish means collection or anthology (Salyer 75).

In the two stories Silko titles "Cottonwood" Kochininako leaves her husband and
family to elope with Sun Man in the first story, and with Buffalo Man in the other. In the first
story, her union with Sun Man is necessary for the continuance of the seasonal cycle, while in
the second story, as well as in "Estoy-eh-muut and the Kunideeyahs," Kochininako mates with

BuffaIo Man, and a witch, and her sacrifice leads to an alliance with the buffalo people and to
the end of a period of drought. Each poem in the Yellow Woman section "underscores the

communal consequences of Yellow Woman's action, and in each case those consequences are
positive. . . . The Cottonwood poems, placed where they are, suggest that however offensive
her actions may be to conventional morality, the narrator bnngs f?om her joumey with Silva a
boon for her people" (Hirsch 168). The uniting of the natural and mythic worlds with the
present world of 'cornmon reality' clearly appears in the passage in "Yellow Woman" when
the narrator, in Silva's home in the mountains, wanders "dong the trail through the pine trees"

and when going home "didn't seem important anyrnore"(59). At this point the narrator likens
her advennire to naniral processes, as mentioned earlier: "Moonflowers blossom in the sand
hills before dawn, just as 1 followed him" (59). Later, on the way to Marquez on horseback,
the narrator continues to find such similarities between what she sees or expenences and the
animal world, likening the geographical mmundings to the animai world: '&Thebail leveled

out on a narrow ridge that was steep on both sides like an animal spine" (60). The narrator
reflects: "1 saw every color that a cactus blossom can be; the white ones and the red ones were
still buds, but the purple and the yellow were blossoms, open full and the most beautiful of dl"
(60). In Pueblo iconography, the four colors mentioned here-yellow, white, and blue and red,

which together make purple-are

associated with other elements of the natural world such as

buttefilies or the four cardinal directions, dso present in this passage. According to Boas,

Yellow Woman is one of four sisten, the other three being Blue Wornan, Red Wornan, and
White CVoman. The four sisters represent the four colon of corn, and as Jaskoski notes, they
"personify the essence of corn, the all-important source of the people's subsistence" (LMS 34).
Essential harmony, uniting the four directions, the four colors, is thus restored by the narrator's
k'ellow Woman adventure. Although it may be misunderstood, her expenence in re-enacting
the traditional story "has s h o w her the oneness of past and present, of hisîorical and mythc
tirne? and of the stories and the people. More, she has given the people another story and that,
too, 'must be done / for the world / to continue."' (Hirsch 169)

2.

The persistence of witchery in "Tony's Story"

"Tony's Story?" the first of Silko's short stories to appear in print, is contained within
the Witchery section, at the physical center of the book, in which Silko "examines how

individual destnictiveness (witchery) affects the community" (Danielson, "Grandmother
Spider's Web" 340). Here, Silko "is in fact reclaiming nothing less than the solid ground upon
which the community must finally depend for its survival-the

practicai and spintuai

creativity of human beings working with the deities to assure the continuation of a stable and
fniithl world" (Ibid.). Sacred and secular therefore intemingle in 'bTony'sStory" in many of
the same ways as in "Yellow Woman," in order to restore nahiral and spiritual cycles. "Tony's
Story" thus deals with "the retum to Indian ritual as a means of coping with external forces"
(Ruoff 5). Here, the ritual concems the shooting of a state policeman by a traditional Pueblo,

convinced that the officer is a witch. Silko is therefore reclaiming "culturally insensitive
interpretations of witchcraft" (Danielson, "Grandmother Spider's Web" 341). Like Simon

Ortiz's "The Killing of a State Cop," Silko's short story is based on a historical event. Thus,
as a fictional rendering of an actuai historical occurrence, the short story is an act of
rernembrance in and of itself.

It fùrther portrays the art of storytelling as an act of

remembering the past and re-membering the comrnunity. The "United States vs. William R.
Felipe and Gabriel Felipe" case epitomizes the contlict inherent in the contact zone. As Evers
writes, "it remained for two Pueblo wnters, in fictions published some twenty years after, to

turn that small line segment of history into circles of forrn" (''The Killing of a New Mexico
State Trooper: Ways of Telling an Historical Event" 128). The following section will attempt
to analyze the 'circles of fonn' Silko draws in 'Tony's Story," focusing on the ways in which

she elides distinctions between truth and fiction, historical and mythic identity, and past and
present, through the use of imagination, rnemory, and a continuing generational pattern, in
order to posit natural and spiritual recurring cycles and their healing effect upon the

community and individual.

a.

Competing visions of seadar and sacreîi, modern and oncienr

As Salyer claims, the subtexts at issue here are those of truth and identity. Just as there

are bvo competing accounts of the protagonist's disappearance in "Yellow Woman" (is she
Yellow Woman, or has she simply been abducted by a Navajo?), so are there two competing
sones which would account difkently for Tony's homicidal act. The story can either be

about a person in authority who violates rules he is swom to uphold by unfairly harassing an
innocent person, who subsequently avenges his fiend by killing the unfair police officer, or
about a witch that has been Ioosed upon Tony and Leon, and is destroyed in the only way that
witches can be killed-by

buming (Sdyer 78). In both "Yellow Woman" and 'Tony's Story"

as well, the only individuals who might have understood the more mythic venions of the two

srories are the dead grandfathers; other individuals would put into question the truth and
validity of these accounts. In "The Man to Send Rain Clouds," where the white priest hesitates
between believing that he has been surnmoned with his holy water to an Indian burial or that

he has been 'tricked' and is unwittingly participating in an obscure harvest ritual, there are also

hvo competing versions. in al1 three cases, particularly in the f i s t two, the competing versions

oppose visions of secular and sacred.

"Tony's Story" is based on a 'tme' story, which occurred on the eleventh of April,
1952, when Silko was four years old. A New Mexico state trooper named Nash Garcia was

shot with a .30-30, and bumed in his patrol car. Two brothers, Willie and Gabriel Felipe were
subsequently arrested and sentenced to life impnsonment. In an interview with Per Seyented,
Silko reveals that "the accused not only told the psychiatrist he thought the state policeman
was a witch-it

was also used as a defense in court in the trial" (Jaskoski 109). Like Willie

Felipe and his brother, Tony believes that the police officer is a witch. The image of the police
officer as an Indian hater and the presence of witchcraft are two elements of the case which
Silko takes up in her short story. Funher insistence is made on the element of ûuth in the way
the story starts, with "It happened one sumrner" (1 23). By having the narrator directly address
the reader a s a storyteller would the listeners, inserting information on 'the way it was back

then,' further adds to the element of tnith: "they'll do that, you know" (128); "they always use

human bones" (125); "The guys who came back always talked like that" (125).

Such

parenthetical statements which the storytellednmator adds to the story often serve to inform
the listenedreader of 'the way it was back then,' directly addressing the listenedreader.
Examples of such eKects can be found at the bepinning of Storyeller, in the story about the
linle girl who ran away because her rnother wouldn't make yashtoah for her.

These

parenthetical notes to the story are written in italics, further distinguishing the intruding voice
of the teller, and are of a similar type as those in 'Tony's Story": '"Yarhtoah ' is the hardened
crusr on corn meal mush that curls up. The very narne 'yashtoah ' means it 's sort of curied-irp,

yt l h o w ,dried, just as mush dries on top" ( 8 ) ; "Thar f the wcry they did in those days. with a
strap across their forehead" ( 1 1 ) .

The other subtext at issue, according to Salyer, is that of identity, with again
contrasting ways of seeing the world. Silko blurs the boundaries between the identity of the
policeman as state police officer, or as traditionai witch, just as she blurs the boundaries
between tmth and fiction in the ways mentioned above. Whiie Tony has always lived on the

reservation, Leon has recentiy returned from a long absence in the m y , and his identity seems
to have been modified by his absence from the community. While Tony moves toward the
centedself7myth, Leon-in

ways similar to Pinkie, Harley, Leroy, Emo, and Rocky, in

Ceremo>y-has moved outward fiom the centedcornmunity/traditions.

Leon and his

counterparts in Ceremony have departeci fiom the community literally, as they leave the
reservation to enroll in the m y , but also figuratively, as they no longer believe in the old

Pueblo ways, and are determined to gain some recognition in the white world of mainstrearn
America, reclaiming their %rightsW (127) and their being "just as good as thern" (125). By

isolating themselves from the tribe, most of these characters deny themselves the necessary
interaction with the cornmunity, thereby participating in the destabilization of the right order of

the community. According to traditionai belief, the ensuing destabilization caused by Leon's

separatjon fkom the cornmunity enables the witch to resurface, in terms which shall be
explained later.

Like a11 of the stories in Sforyteller, 'Tony's Story" takes place within a contact zone,
where different cultures lay claim to the same space, a psychological/intellectual/physical

borderland. Some elements of Anglo-Indian interplay in this story are listed in the following
chart, in Table 1 below, which lays out the confionting elements of both cultures in the story:

1 Elements proper to the Anglo world
Secular
Present

H
~3

Ferris wheel*' 7 123)
hamburgers; wine; rnerry-go-round*; Cotton
candy*; snow-cone machine*; bingo tent
(124)
POP (125)
pickup truck; Kool-Aid (1 27)

1 Leon's

/

Elements proper to the Indian world
Sacred
Past
melons* and chili (123)
Corn Dance*; drum*; blue mountain* (124)

Tony 's arrow head

,3040

State police officer
the police officer's billy club (128)

-I
-l

witch

the witch's human bone or wand (128)
the kiliing of the witch as a ritual act of
heroism

FIGURE 7: ANGLO-IbTDIAN INTERPLAY M "TONY'S STORY"

Here, Silko accommodates certain elernents of modem society and replaces them in a more
mythic context: the billy club with which the police oficer daims to "like to beat Indians"
(128) becomes, in Tony's mind, fint a stick, then is likened to "the long bone" in Tony's

drearn: "It was like the long bone in my d r e m when he pointed it at me-a

human bone

painted brown to look like wood, to hide what it really was; they'll do that, you know-carve
the bone into a spoon and use it around the house until the victim cornes within range" (128).
The red light on the patrol car is whirling upon itself in the movernent of the witchery (126),
and the officer's dark sunglasses prevent Tony fiom looking into the eyes of the witch. By
placing these objects of modem white society into the context of ancient Indian culture, Silko
is again, through Angio-Indian interplay, blumng the boundaries between past and present,

sacred and secular.

1F

The eiements marked wirh an asterisk (*) invoive circular or revolving images.

The present here takes on a digerent, more mythologicai meaning, so that the killing of
die New Mexico State policeman is equated with the ceremonid killing of the witch. The

persistence within the present of the more rnythic past is made possible through imagination,
through the passing down fiom the older generations (in this case, old Teofilo), and through
memory. Imagination is of great importance in making the past resurface: "1 sat there beside
Leon imagining what it had been like before there were highways or even horses" (128).
According to Momaday, when imagination is paired with a historical event, it becomes a story:

"Do you see what happens when the imagination is superimposed upon the historical event? It
becomes a story. The whole piece becomes more deeply invested with meaning" (qtd. in
Evers "The Killing," 128). As in "Yellow Woman," there is the same longing here for the
knowledge of the older generations when Tony reflects: "1 kept wishing that old Teofilo could

have been there to chant the proper words while we did it" (128). Silko plays with the notion

of memory; she intends the reader, in reading the story, to remember the actual incident upon
which the story is based. She also pottrays Leon as unable to remember. The first mention

that is made of him rnakes it clear that he has taken on white ways and is out of touch with the
community: "He grabbed my hand and held it tight like a white man" (124). The narrator

rnakes this evident by reflecting: "Leon didn't seem to understand; he couldn't remember the
stories thar old Teofilo told" (127). His not remernbering the stories is linked to his not being
able to remember the Corn Dance in which he is asked to perform: "They asked me to dance
tomorrow-it's

o d y the Corn Dance, but I hope I haven't forgotten what to do" (124). This

foretells his inability to recognize the witch in the guise of the police officer. Unable to
remember the stories, and the dances, Lmn lives in what Eliade t e m s faiien time, and is thus
unable to remember the myths, for, as Rollo May asserts, "Memory depends mainiy upon
rnyth" (66). Leon's protection is his .30-30,not Tony's amulet, the arrowheads (a Pueblo

protection against witchcrafi), to Wear around the neck "for protection7' (127). However, Silko
again blurs the boundaries and inverts the roles here by having Tony, not Leon, shoot the

police oficer with the weapon, which is thereby accommodated to the ritualistic killing of the
witch.

Silko here, as in 'Tony's Story," 'The Man to Send R ~ Clouds,"
n
and "From

Humaweeyi, Wanior Priest," emphasizes the need to retum to the past, its myths, rituais, and
old stories and traditions in order to rediscover one's (cultural) identity, for, as Ruoff explains,

Only when ihis is done is one prepared to deal with the problems of the present.

However, Silko advocates a retum to the essence rather than to the precise form of
these rituals and traditions, which must be adapted continually to meet new
challenges. Through her own stories, Silko demonstrates that the Keres rituds and
traditions have W v e d al1 attempts to eradicate them and that the seeds for the
resurgence of their power lie in the mernories and creativeness of her people. (1 5)
Like the protagonists in "Yellow Woman" and "Storyteller," Tony cornes to the realization of
his own implication in the stories/myths, and in his recognition of this unity lies the continuity

of the stories, as well as the b a i s for his cultural identity. This can oniy corne about by
remembering, as Ts'eh decrees in Ceremony: "But as long as you remember what you have
seen, then nothing is gone" (242). Like Tayo's quest in Ceremony, and the Yupik girl's quest
in "Storyteller," Tony's quest for the 'myth of Fis] past is crucial," in Rollo May's words, "to

having a present identity" (48). Their quests follow the mythic structure, as described by
Scholes, Greimas, and Propp, explained in the previous chapter. Here, the Subjecr is Tony, the
Objecr is the restoration of the natural cycles within the comrnunity, and the policeman filis the

position of Villnin. Leon and Old 'Teofilo (who though dead, still has an influence on Tony)
may be placed in the positions of Helpers, and the Earth, as in "Storyteller," is again the
Dispatcher, the ultimate beneficiary (absorbing blood and rain).

Tony's belief that the policeman is a witch is also linked to his childhood memory of

'old Teofilo's stories,' and of his parents' warnings. Tony is always aware of the policeman's
hidden eyes: "1 knew that 1 couldn't look at his eyes," and "1 tried to keep my eyes away from
his" (126). He remembers to avoid the man's eyes, recalling "the time when I was very little
and my parents warned me not to look into the masked dancea' eyes because they would grab
me, and rny eyes would not stop" (126). Rollo May explains how myth and memory are

related to childhood in the foliowùig terms:
Some event occurs in our minds, in actuality or in h t a s y ; we form it in memory,

rnolding it Iike clay day after day-and

soon we have made out of that event a myth.

We then keep the myth in memory as a guide to future similar situations. . . . The

myth is formed by the child's endeavor to make sense of strange experiences. The

myth organites experience, putting this and that together and brooding about the
result. (66)
Therefore, the stories ["'thestories about witches ran with me" (125)], memones, and dreains
have a generative power, as they create the witchery. The word, too, as we have previously

mentioned, has a generative power here in that speaking of the witchery can make it appear: "1
knew that the cop was something temble, and even to speak about it nsked bringing it close to
al1 of us" ( 1 27). This is yet another instance of things "made concrete in the telling" (Swan

326).

b.

Witchew and the q d e f i o m drought to min

The belief in witchcrafl is associated with the Rio Grande Pueblos and southwestern
tnbes in general. Taylor daims that "'witchery' means different things to the white and to the
Indian. For the white, Indian ceremony is witchcrafi, while to the Indian the culture that steals
his well-being is witchcrafk" (58-59). Parsons defines the Pueblo concept of witchsrafi sirnply
as "power used improperly" (qtd. in Ruoff 5).

Ruoff explains that

'?O

Pueblo Indians,

witchcraft and immorality or crime are almost synonyrnous and the witch possesses the &ai&
pcople consider antisocial: envy, jealousy, revenge, quarrelsomeness, self-assertiveness,
uncooperativeness, and unconventionality" (5). In Reichard's ternis, "Sorcery is holiness put
to unianctioned uses,

control used for unholy ends . . . control tumed fiom its universal

purpose back to the original nature of the universe, but much worse than that since it is
manipulated, not primordial" ("Distinctive Features of Navajo Religion" 208-9). Witchery is
thus associated to the misuse of power, and indeed in 'Tony's Story," Silko uses the concept
of witchcraft as "power used improperly" (Ruoff 6). The treatment of witchcraft here is

significant in view of Silko's later treatment of the theme in Cerernony. Swan refers to
witchery as "the primary antagonist" in Ceremony (3 14). Silko explains ha views of witchery
in Ceremony in the following tems:

In the novel, I've tried to go beyond any specific kind of Laguna witchery or Navajo

witchery, and to begin to see witchery as a metaphor for the destroyers, or the
counterforce, that force which counters vitdity and binh. The counterforce is

destruction and death. 1 ûied to get away from talking about good and evil, and to
r e m to an old, old, old way of looking at the world that 1 think is vaiid-the

idea of

balance, that the world was created with these opposing forces. (Katz 193)

The state policeman is equated in the narrator's consciousness with the traditional
witch. The police oficer is explicitly identified as a witch in Tony's drearn, when he has not a
hurnan face but "only little, round, white-rirnmed eyes on a black ceremonid rnask" (125).

The color black is important as it is the color symbolic of the profane, and dong with the color
red, the "dominant color of sorcery" (Reichard, "Distinctive Features" 200). The policeman's

"dark image," "dark glasses," "black uniform," "black half-Wellingtons," "black gun belt"
( 1 26). and the "thick black smoke" (129) which rises h m the patrol car set on fire, associate

the policeman with the color black. He is also associated with red, in the blood that is spilled
when he beats Leon, at his own death, and in the lights on the patrol car which are aIso red.

These are the colors of "danger, war, and sorcery" (Reichard, "Distinctive Features" 197). In
Tony's dream, the police oficer is pointing a human bone at Tony, another elernent of
traditionai symbolism which serves to further identify the cop as a witch. As Swan explains,
"Witches use ghosts and materials comected to the dead to contaminate and min the living"

(3 19). According to Lavonne Ruoff, "Tony's dream serves as a fonn of clairvoyance, a

technique used by many pueblo tribes for detecting witchcraft or witches" (6). Witchcraft in
Savajo and Pueblo religion is a reversai of the nght order of things, a destructive rather than a

creative use of power, which is explicitly linked in Silko's stoties to Euro-Arnerican
manifestations of power that are li feless, arbitrary, and destructive to the community.

Commenting on the presence of witch stories in Laguna oral tradition and on the nature

of witchery, Silko states that when "everything is in good shape within the pueblo view, then
there's not going to be any witchcraft. . . . Witchcraft is happening when the livestock are
skimy" (Evers and C m 32). In the Keres tradition, trouble in nature, therefore, is a sign that

power is being selfishly used. Along with Leon's separation from the community, the police
officer's abuse of power thus sets the witcheiy in motion, as the drought results fiom the

dismption of harmony, witchcraft, bad thoughts or deeds, or from forgetting the old stones and

old ways. As Josiah reminds Tayo in Ceremony, "droughts happen when people forget, when
people misbehave" (47). Al1 of the stories studied previously begin with an assault by the
climate: "Storyteller" begins with the prophecy of an impending final winter; "Lullaby" begms
with references to the "thin," " s k i ~ y "cows, which, Ayah remembers, would gaze on "grass
already chewed 8at to the ground," and to the creek bed where "only a trickle of water flowed"
(43); and although there is no direct reference to the harsh climate in "Yellow Woman," the

old Yellow Woman stories it is based on al1 begin with a drought, which Yellow Wornan's
adventure puts an end to. The dry spell, in Pueblo mythology, is "a sure sign . . . that

something has gone wrong" (Ruoff 6 ) .

Tony is aware of the connection between the drought and the witchery, as Danielson
daims: "[Tony] irnmediately connects ihe suffenng of the drought-stricken earth with the
motiveless malignancy of the police oficer's attack on Leon ai the festival.

Both, he

concludes, are the work of witchery" ("Grandmother Spider's Web" 340). The story begins:
"It happened one summer when the sky was wide and hot and the surnmer rains did not come;
the sheep were thin, and the turnbleweeds tumed brown and died. Leon came back fiom the

army" ( 1 23). The several instances in which we see the dry ground soaking in blood instead of
wnter further link destructive power and drought. After hitting Leon and sending him to the

g o u n d ? the police officer stares "at the linle patterns of blood in the dust near Leon's mouth.

The dust soaked up the blood almost before it dripped to the ground-it

had been a very dry

summer" (124). Again when the policeman is killed, the narrator describes the spilled blood
being soaked up into the dry ground: "the sand between his legs and along his lefi side was
soaking up the dark, heavy blood-it

had not rained for a long time, and even the tumbleweeds

were dying" (129). Such references to blood on ground are always immediately followed by
references to the drought, thereby intricately linking the two notions in cause and effect. Tony
cornes to an understanding of the cause of the drought when he soaks up the heat into his body
while Iooking at the blue mountains-Mount

Taylor, which we may come to understand as the

emblem of mythic power in Silko's stories. The nanator reflects: "1 kept my eyes on the blue

mountains-not

letting them close-soaking

in the heat; and then I knew why the drought had

corne that summer" (126). These Iines associate the soaking in of the heat into Tony's body

wi th the several images of the soaking in of blood in the ground instead of rain. The witchery,

the land, the community, and the individual's mind and body are thereby cosmogonicdly

linked. Such interrelatedness recalls other stories previously studied. This explains how one
individual's alienation from the community (Leon's), or one individual's abuse of power (the
state policeman's), c m h m not only the entire community, but also the entire cycle of nature.
Such notions of wholeness, interconnectedness, dl-inclusiveness are symbolized by the circle,
as Cornel Pewewardy explains: "The circle is a sacred symbol of life and its interdependence.

Sections within a medicine wheel circle are al1 connected to each other, and what happens to
one section affects the others" (129).

The land and natural cycle are therefore intercomected with the events taking place in
the pueblo, in the same way as the individual in the present c m be interrelated with myth. The
policeman can therefore embody the figure of the witch, the protagonist in "Yellow Woman"
can embody the mythicai figure of Yellow Woman, as Tony, here, embodies the traditional
war captain or rnonster slayer figure. Lavonne Ruoff suggests that when Tony decides to

destroy the cop/witch,
he becornes a self-appointed pueblo war captain-a

role in which he iater involves

Leon. ï h e war captains represent the twin heroes Ma'sewi and Uyuyewi, who appear
in many Keres stories. The theme of the destruction of a witch by two young

giantesses or as Ma'sewi's single-handedly drowning Pa'cayani, whose tricks brought
drought and famine. Ironically, although Ma'sewi, the elder twin, appears most

fiequently in Laguna stories as a monster slayer, here the younger man is given this
role. (8)
Danielson's comment, in accord with Ruoffs view, firther interprets Tony's role as war
captain in the following tems:

The war captains were traditionally sanctioned to deal with necessary killing of
witches for the community. In the 1952 murder case upon which both Silko's story
and Simon ûrtiz's 'The Killing of a State Cop" were based, US. Department of

Justice Medical Center psychiatrist Dr. George Devereaux interpreted the killing as
aberrant even from Keres tradition, since, he said, witches were ordinady dedt Mth

by a medicine society, not individually. . . . Silko's story suggests that he may have
perceived the need for the traditional function of the war captain, but took it upon
himself because the pueblo's traditional sûuctures were not working. . . . We can thus

see Tony's action as recreating the traditiond institution as well as restoring the
natural balance by bringing min. ("Grandmother Spider's Web" 34 1)

Tony's link to the monster slayer figure, as the protagonist's association with Yellow Wornan

in the previous short story, "illustrates the common procedure wherein the individual becomes
identi fied with supematurals prominent in the legend" (Swan 320). Such identification
"allows the individual to establish identification with sacred powers on the one hand, which
leads to the extension of influence outward upon the univene on the other so that control

compels well-being" (Ibid.).There thus occurs a holistic reinstatement of harrnony at the end

of the story, in the coming of the rain clouds, which signal the end of the witchery as well as
the end of the drought. In the intercomectedness of body and nature, present and past, history

and myth, the "Old ways have found new trails for fulfillment to bring about 'transitions and
becomings' connecting al1 time and space" (325).

By fulfilling his rote as war captain, Tony enacts a healing ritual to counter witchcraft,
and puts an end to the witchery, thereby re-establishing order and balance in the natural cycle.
Rain is restored at the end of the story with the coming of rain clouds in the west: "in the west,

rain clouds were gathering" (129). Witchery cornes when the sun and moon are in the west, as
the references to the cardinal direction at the begiming of the story point out: "The sun was

dusty and low in the west" (124); and 'The moon had moved lower into the west" (125). The

witch/policeman's death simultaneously corresponds to the coming of rain clouds, and the end

of the witchery occurs where the witchery started, in the west; as Swan writes concerning the
witchery in Ceremony, "It is only right that it should face its ending in the same spot" (321).

The demise of witchcraft, furthemore, cornes according to the pattern of "whirling darkness"
exposed in Ceremony (260). The death of the witchery is prophesied in Ceremony by its

tuming upon itself in a whirling movement: ''the witchery would mm, upon itself, upon them"
(259).

As Lincoln claims, the witchery "witches itself: devouring its own belly in the

centripetal motions basic to PuebIo world views" (250).

Swan further explains that the

witchery is characteristicdly described as a "whirling f o m or mass of darkness," and that "one
must remove the ghost

. . . and kill the ghost dead so that it returns to s h i p a p t h e site where

the holy ones ernerged from the four lower worlds" (32 1). In "Tony's Story," whirling is

associated to the witch/policeman, in the whirling red light on the top of the patrol car: "1
looked back and saw the red light on top of the car whirling around' (emphasis added) (126).
When Tony kills the policeman, and sets fire to his car, the whirling of the witchery is

rendered apparent in the smoke: "The tires filled the wide sky with spirais of thick black
smoke" (emphasis added) (1 29).

The outcome of the story in the killing of the witcwstate police officer therefore makes
clear the continuation of the cycle of water and the community. The reader, however, is lefi to
doubt whether the rest of the community will envision the event as Tony does, for as Ruoff
ex plains,

The hero twins in the mythic past would have been praised for their witch killing. The
formation of rainclouds imrnediately after the murder seems to indicate that nature
approves Tony's act, which has rid the pueblo of a menace. Nevertheless, Tony will
be judged by neither Keres nor nahiral law but radier by non-Indian civil law. The

conclusion of the story makes clear that the exorcism rituai is complete. What the
conclusion leaves unclear are the consequences Tony will sufler for canying out the
ritual. (8)

Silko may be leaving us the task of filling in the blank at the end, by having us acknowledge
the outcome of the actual event of 1952. The mythic quests which the main characten pursue
in "Storyteller," "Yellow Womm" and "Tony's Story" result in the restoration of the

comrnunity; but the protagonists do not individually benefit fiorn their acts upon returning to
their cornmunities, where they will either be condemned or imprisoned by the community or

the Amencan legal system, for acts branded as criminal, devious, or insane. Therefore, the
mythic character pursues the quest, ridding the cornrnunity of evil, restoring the vital
storytelling cycle, or restonng the natnral cycle of rain, and despite the boon, the character is

consumed in retum, as is cornmon to many mythic advenhires. The absence of the characters'
fate upon the outcome of their heroic adventures is a recumng motif in many of Silko's short

stories. As in "Yellow Woman," readers are expected to formulate the reaction of the
community to the hero's r e m on their own terms. Just as readerç can only guess the final
faie of the Yupik girl in "Storyteller," they are left to wonder, in Tony's case, %bat life wi11
be like for him in a community now lacking a govemmental and ritual structure for dealing
with witches, a cornmunity encapsulated in a larger society that has power over, but is not part

of. the Indian communiîy" (Danielson, "Grandmother Spider's Web" 341). The legal system
is portrayed as ineffective when applied to the Arnerican Indian cornmunities depicted in

Silko's stories. Leon's experience in the military service has "taught him to cope with the
police oficer's violence by going through channels and demanding his rights from

-eovernment agencies" (ibid.).The failure of the legal system is yet another (tom) strand of the
spider web which follows throughout the collection. Ambiguity is still not lacking, however,

for Silko also criticizes the inadequacy of Pueblo law, as the following passage serves to
illustrate: "the interpreter read a passage out of the revised pueblo law and order code about
possessing intoxicants on the reservation, so we got up and left" (125). The informed Silko
reader is aware of the fact that Silko's social activism and outrage at injustice which is visible

in her stories first directed her to initially snidy Iaw in a program intended to help Native
Americans get their own lawyers. She denounced the American justice system in an interview
with Per Seyersted, claiming that "Once you're thrown in jail, unless you have lots of rnoney

for a fancy attorney, that's where you're going to stay" (qtd. in Jaskoski 110). She quickly
gave up law for writing and teaching, feeling that "it is more effective to w i t e a story like

'Lullaby' than to rant and rave" (Ibid.).
As the protagonist's liaison in "Yeilow Woman" is not evil, but does the world good by

restoring balance, so does the killing in 'Tony's Story" restore the fertility of the land.

"Tony's Story" blurs the boundaries of the contact zone, which reunite fiction and folklore,
tmth and imagination, history and myth, into a unified whole. Such blurring of boundaries
leads us to the next strand of spider web, the Rain section, which develops ensuing themes of

:vater and fertility, resulting from the acculturation, accommodation, and syncretism posited in
Silko's witing.

C.

Silko 's contact zone: acculturation, accommodation, and

syn cretism

1.

Silko's "folk-historîcal sensen

Afer explaining the ways in which Silko incorporates the past and myth into

contemporary fiction, and exemplifjmg this process in two of her short stories-"Yellow
Woman" and "Tony's Story"-1

will now tum to what some critics have temed Silko's "folk-

historical sense" in order to better grasp the notions of acculturation, accommodation, and
syncretism apparent in the last short story to be studied in this chapter, '&TheMan to Send Rain

Clouds." Eliot defines a writm's 'histoncal sense' as writing which

involves a perception, not only of the pastness of the past, but of its presence. . . . This
histoncal sense, which is a sense of the timeless as well as of the temporal and of the
timeless and of the temporal together, is what makes a witer traditional. And it is at
the same time what makes a writer most acutely conscious of his place in time, of his

own contemporaneity. ('Tradition and the Individual Talent" 784)
.As Clernents further explains, the writer using the folk viewpoint "perceives his or her work as
part of a continuing mistic heritage which begins with his culture's oral literature, owes its

prirnary survival to oral tradition, and continues to, or through, his or her own fiction, poems,

plays, or eçsays" (66). A writer's folk-histoncal sense therefore reflects "an awareness of the

relationship between Fis/her] work and tribal oral literatures" (Clernents 68). McHenry, in

mm, explains Silko's folk-historicd sense as a blming of art and history which affims
present vitality:

For Native American cornrnunities and communities of indigenous people throughout
the world, finding effective strategies of representing not only past history and culture
but d s o present vitality is a matter of great importance. In Sto?yteiler-as well as her
other major publications, Ceremony and more recently Almanoc of the Dead-Silko
forges such a strategy by walking a fine line: she functions as both artist and
ethnographer. Bluning the boundaries between art and social science, she is able to

introduce her readers to the fullness and kagmentation of her own pnvate Me and the
life of Laguna culture. (1 16)

The element of timelessness in Silko's writing, characterized by the bluning-or bringing
together-of past and present, oral and written, traditional and modem, and myth and reality,

is thus related to Silko's folk-historicai sense, as defined by the critics above.
Silko's folk-historicai sense thus reflects an awareness of an ongoing oral literary
heritage, which she portrays as a still vital way of life. Clements explains this view when he
wriies:

Part of her view

anses f?om the experiences of her own Native Arnerican group at

Laguna Pueblo, who still participate in a vital, holistic culture. Although the people of

Laguna are regarded as 'probably the most acculturated of al1 the New Mexico Pueblo
tribes,' the process of accul~rationhas not destroyed the traditional heritage; rather it
has provided a mechanism whereby that heritage has continued to flourish as a

complete entity into the late 20'~ century. Silko's folk historical sense therefore
reflects the idea that Native Amencan culture c m survive if it is flexible enough to
accommodate change. . . . Although change must occur for these traditional values to
endure, elements of the traditional heritage, firmly anchored in the traditional culture,

continue to exert their power. (72-73)

In this sense Silko's view differs h m Mornaday's; Mornaday, indeed, sustains his tribai
Kiowa tradition by 'hemorializing it," suggesting that aspects of Native Amencan culture,
"unchanged by the processes of modemization and acculturation, retain imaginative vitality

which his own writing preserves" (Clements 75). Silko's work, though, reflects the need for
the traditional hentage to accommodate change if it is to survive and grasp 2 0 ~century

imaginations. Clements further reveals the diffment views of the two authors when he writes:
The Kiowa author recognizes the demise of his tribal way of life except in the literary
expressions which he is presening and in the revivification of such ceremonid forms
as the Gourd Dance. But his rnemorializing allows the Kiowa heritage to continue to

evince imaginative vitality. The Laguna writer regards her hentage as a living entity
of which her own work is not so much a mernorial as a development which introduces

the kinds of changes essential for its continued life. Yet both writers share a historical
sense that is essentially foll-that

is, responsive to the lore and literahire of their

tribal cultures more than to the tradition of Western letter;. (75)
Therefore, like Momaday, Silko reveals the continuing influence of traditional hentage-the

most important feature of which is storytelling-on conternporary imaginations. However, her
view differs from Momaday's in her affirmation that the traditional culture "must

accommodate itself to its 20" century context by accepting some of the adaptations
engendered by acculturation and syncretism" (Clements 74).
The figure of the mixedblood epitomizes such adaptation, acculturation, and

syncretism. The mixed-blood characters-or other characters who, like the Yupik jailer in
"Storj-teiler." or Leon in 'Tony's Story," are Indian but are situated between two worlds,

moving more artificially toward white cdture and thereby losing touch with the Native
culture-are

omnipresent in Silko's writing, and this presence further informs Silko's

"mutlicultural, multiiingual, 'mixed' discoune" (Jaskoski "A Good Story" 66).

Siko's

rnother was a mixed-blood Plains Indian, and Silko's heritage is part Laguna, part Mexican,
and part white. The family lived in one of the Marmon houses situated near the river, below

the villaee, and Silko cornments on this meaningful position within the village: T h e y put us in
this place. 1 always thought there was something symbolic about that, sort of putting us on the
fnnge of things" (Evers and C m 94). Living on the ' f i g e of things,' the mixedblood's role

in much of Silko's writing is that of mediator between two cultures; James Ruppert, moreover,

significantly refers to Silko's art as "mediation":
Silko works with two different spheres of discourse, one of which is Native American
and the other conternporary American. She must engage each sphere so that she can

respond to previous and anticipated discourse, and yet tum that discourse around so
as to make it express cross-cultural goals. She must restructure epistemologically two
sets of perception and understanding. niis is a process that 1 cal1 mediation.

("Dialogism and Mediation in Leslie Silko's Ceremony" 129)
Ruppert hirther writes that the reader's acts of mediation "constitute Bakhtin's 'ideological
translation of the language of the other' into a perspective on the text that merges the different

spheres of discourse while continuing each" (134). "In 'Fences Against Freedom,' Silko
writes of her position a s a person of mixed ancesûy as the 'outer edge of the circle':
"Gradually 1 understood that we of mixed ancestry belonged on the outer edge of the circle
between the world of the Pueblo and the outside world" (102). Knirnholz r a d s Storytelfer as:
a novelistic work in which the convergence of competing cultural and ideological

discourses enables the reader to 'read' the Other across cultural differences. . . .
Instead of mediating between a dominant, normative discourse and a 'marginal'

discourse, Silko's Storyteller mediates between the Laguna Pueblo discourse and the
'mixed' discourse of the United States that already includes both the white and the
Native Americon. ("Native Designs" 67)

In Ceremony, Silko writes of a mixed-blood protagonist lost between cultures and identities in
the character of Tayo, but she ''turns the conventionally painful predicarnent of the mixedblood

around, making the mixedblood a rnetaphor for the dynamic, syncretic, adaptive qualities of
Indian cultures that will ensure survival" (Owens 26).

This is especially tnie in Ceremony, where Betonie is the spokesperson for mixedbloods. Betooie is of mixed origin himself (his grandmother was Mexican) and has the same
hazel eyes as Tayo, the protagonist. He acknowledges change as necessary to the continuation
and survival of Native American traditions, and posits change as a way of keeping traditional

culture active within the present. For him the ceremonies are "always changing" and b40nly
this growth keeps [them] strong" (126). Thus the ceremonies of the past are changed, renewed

in order to be repeated and re-enacted in the present. To this end his statement, which follows,
is especially poignant:

'The people nowadays have an idea about the ceremonies. They think the cerernonies
must be performed exactly as they have always been done, maybe because one slip-up
or mistake and the whole ceremony must be stopped and the sand painting destroyed.
That much is m e . They think that if a singer tampers with any part of the ritual, great

harm can be done, great power unleashed.

. . .That much c m be mie also. But long

ago when the people were given these ceremonies, the changing began, if only in the

aging of the yellow gourd rattle or the shrinking of the skin around the eagle's claw, if

only in the different voices fiom generation to generation, singing the chants. You
see, in many ways, the ceremonies have always been changing. . . . At one time, the
ceremonies as they had been performed were enough for the way the world was then.
But after the white people came, elements in this world began to shift; and it became

necessary to create new ceremonies. I have made changes in the rituals. The people
mistrust this greatly, but only this growth keeps the ceremonies strong. . . .She taught

me this above al1 else: things which don't shift and grow are dead things. They are
things the witchery people want. Witchery works to scare people, to make them fear

çrowth. But it has always been necessary, and more than ever now, it is. Othenvise
we won? make it. We won? survive. That's what the witchery is counting on: that we

will cling to the ceremonies the way they were, and then their power will triumph, and
the people will be no more.' (1 26)

Betonie, wi th his "Woolworth bags," "bundles of newspapers," and "piles of telephone
books," here demonstrates "Native Amencan adaptability or ability to recognize and make use
of new things. . . . Native Amencans have not only mastered the literary foms of the West, but

have also drawn on their own oral tradition as they shaped those literary f o n s towards their
own purposes" (Witalec 392).

Silko reveals that at the core of her writing "is the atternpi to identiQ what it is to be a
half-breed or mixed-blooded person; what it is to grow up neither white nor fully traditional

Indian" (qtd. in Per Seyersted 15). At the sarne time, she claims 'This place I am From is
everything 1 am as a writer and human being" (qtd. in Rosen 176); she is wholly a Laguna
Pueblo and will write about the place where she grew up; but at the sarne time, she is a mixed-

blood and therefore has been @en what Per Seyersted calls a "double vision," that is, the

ability and the freedom to see Laguna h m the inside as well as fkorn the outside. Silko's
'double vision,' like her folk-histoncal sense-both
C1ouds"-is

exemplified in 'The Man to Send Rain

posited here as a necessary means of survival for Native Americans living in a

white world and who consequentiy rnust deal with problems of adaptation and acculturation.
As Pa Seyersted writes, Silko's work deals with

Indians who, more than whites, suffer fiom the problems of acculturation. Living with
violence, and being unsure about their roots, they have to leam to face the reality of
their situation, to discover that things are not just black and white, to accept the past
and their origins, and to corne to terms with the problems of human nature, such as
the existence of evil; only then can they get rid of the winter in their blood and gain
sume sort of emotional wholeness. (42)

2.

Acculturation, accommodation, and syncretism in "The Man to
Send Rain Clouds"

"The Man to Send Rain Clouds" is one of Silko's early successes, and bears

resemblance to "Tony's Story" in several ways. Like "Tony's Story," Silko wrote 'The Man
to Send Rain Clouds" for a creative writing course while she was at the University of New

Mexico, and based the story on a newspaper account and the subsequent gossip about it; Silko

had just heard that an old man had been found at a sheep camp and had been given a

traditional burial despite the local pn'est's resentment for not having been called in. The story
was published in the New Merico Qziarterly and it eamed her a "Discovery Grant." This strand

of the web, the min section, "develop[s] themes of water and fertility" and "deais with water as
the artist 's source of nourishrnent," returning to "'themes of creativity and community"

(Danielson "G~andmotherSpider's Web" 343). Here, Silko continues with the issues of
"stories, survival, and the continuation of the ancient ntuals," (Salyer 8 1) but also presents the

notions of change, acculturation, accommodation. and syncretisrn, as further means of
survival. In RuofYs words, (4) "The Man to Send Rain Clouds" pomays 'The continuing

strength of Laguna traditions and the ability of her people to use alien traditions for their own
purposes." Through this instance of cultural clash between the Pueblo villagers' traditional

beliefs and the religious beliefs of the Caâholic pnest, Silko shows how Native Americans can
accommodate elcments of the white culture sunounding them to suit their own purposes and

beliefs and thereby ensure the fruithl continuation of the community.

Old Teofilo, who cames the same name as the inspinng storytelling figure of the elder
generation in "'ïony's Story," dies at sheep camp and must therefore be given a buriai
ceremony. The title of the short story alludes to the belief that the dead are associated with
cloud beings or kachinas who bring rain (Parsons 1: 172). The story stresses the importance of

ritual in Pueblo Indian life. It deals with an Indian family's observance of Pueblo funeral
rituals despite the local priest's attempts to convince them to adopt Catholic ones. In this story
again, Silko draws on the ceremonialisrn of the older oral stones in order to posit their

continuation. However, the narrator here, in contrat to the other stones, is detached and
omniscient, only briefly exposing the perspectives of Leon and Father Paul. As Jaskoski
States,

The narrative subordinates psychology, intemal conflict, and character development

to quiet, alrnost poetic description of the community's arrangements for Teofilo's
passage into his new role. The story is very short, and the relationships in it are
depicted with muted understatement; this lack of emphasis on the intrapersonal is
itself an indicator of the non-Western perspective the story offers. (53)
Silko's close description of the burial rite in this story grounds her within the ancient tradition

of Laguna storytelling as described by Boas: "A large part of these [prominent types of] stones
is taken up with detailed descriptions of ceremonialism, particularly when hunting, cures, or

meeting the kachinas are referred to. I am under the impression that the telling of the details of
the ceremonials is one of the most important sources of enjoyment in Laguna story telling"

(2 15).

After finding Teofilo dead, Leon and Ken immediately observe the first stages of the

fiineral rites, since neglecting to do so cm result in death or sickness because the ghost retum

(Parsons 159). They tie an eagle feather to the old man's hair and paint his face "so that he

may be recognized in the next world" (Boas 203). The ritual is completed afier offering corn
meai to the wind, by the prayer "Send us rain clouds, Grandfathci' ( 183). OId Teofilo's death

redefines him within the community as a kachina spirit associated with the cloud beings who
bring rain (Danielson "Grandrnother Spider's Web" 343). Such yeaming for rain "pervades
the songs, myths, iconography, religious observances, and symbol systems of al! the Pueblos"

(Jaskoski, LMS 55). Desigis are integral to Silko's art, as mentioned in the introduction, and
it is therefore interesting to note that the designs which are known to symbolize rain or rain

clouds in Pueblo art (particularly in hieblo pottery) are primarily circular, as s h o w in Figure
7 below.

FIGURE 8: SYMBOLIC PATTERNS OF RAM OR RAMCLOUDS M PUEBLO POTTERY (BUNZEL 93127)

As Per Seyersted notes of the h e b l o societies' view of death, the end of a person's life

is intricately linked to the continuation of the nahiral cycles of drought and min:

Pueblo societies see the survival of the group as more important than the existence of
the individual. That is, man is a minute part of an immense natural cycle and his deith

has nothing threatening in it because, afler a life which contained both the good and
the bad that al1 Pueblos brought with thern fiom Shibapu, he simply goes back to

where he came from, and in line with the communal thinking, it is hoped that his
spirit will help the group he leaves behind by retuming with min clouds. This is of

course wholly alien to Catholic thinking, which sees death in texms of the individual
rather than the group and which looks at it as one sinfùl mortal's final, critical
meeting with his Maker, in which it is hoped that the blessing syrnbolized by the hoiy
water will help. (1 7)
The importance of the natural cycles in the story is also stressed in the presence of the
coitonwood tree, which figures in myths about the retum of the Sun, and as Jaskoski explains,
"sets the story within the context of the myths explaining the great cycles of the seasons and
the place of humans within those cycles" (LMS 54). The cycles of the Sun and of the seasons
are indeed correlated to the burial. The scene is set in late March, near the vernal equinox,
mouncing the beginning of spring. Teofdo's death at this time of the year will thus affect the
rainfall in the following season. The position of the Sun as the story develops is linked
simultaneously to al1 the gestures of the burial ritual: Teofilo's body is found in the morning,
aHer sunrise, and he is lowered into the ground at the same time as the Sun disappean beyond

the horizon. These correlations which exist, in Pueblo belief, between the cycle of human Iife
and the natural cycles, point to the notions of wholeness, inclusiveness, interrelation, and
etemal recurrence which pervade Pueblo thought as well as Silko's writing.
When Louise suggests that Father Paul sprinkle holy water on the body, it is in keeping

with the tradition linking the dead with min clouds. As Ruoff daims in her reading of the
story, 'lhese Pueblo Indians have not abandoned their old ways for Catholicism; instead, they
have taken one part of Catholic ntual compatible with their beliefs and made it an essential
part of their own ceremony" (5). The reluctant priest takes part in the ceremony, eventually

agreeing to spnnkle holy water on the body before it is lowered into the ground. While doing
so, the priest wonden if there is a "perverse indian trick" involved, (185) if Teofilo is indeed
dead, or if this is only "something they did in March to ensure a good harvest" (185). He does
not

know of the connection between the burial ritual and the ensuing cycle of min. He is

reminded of something, however, when he sees the water swallowed up by dry earth, but, as

Salyer writes, "his training prevents him from seeing this act as Leon and his family do,
narnely, as an offenng for rain and by implication a good harvest" (82). The burial ceremony
is in fact a fertility ritual ensuring a good harvest, but the priest's habit of thinking in exclusive

binary categories prevents hirn from seeing the relationship.

He has a dim memory of

connection with the land: "He sprinkled the grave and the water disappeared almost before it
touched the dirn, cold sand; it reminded him of something-he

tried to remember what it was,

because he thought if he could remember he might understand this" (186). Father Paul,
however, is blind; certain passages seem to suggest that he has a dim, blurred, near-sighted
view, suggesting limited understanding.

The priest's eyesight is inhibited by shadows,

curtains, and sunlight, as in the following passages: ' n i e priest tumed away fiom Leon and
looked out the window at the patio full of shadows and the dining-room windows of the nuns'

cloister across the patio. The curtains were heavy, and the light from within faintly penetrated;
it was impossible to see the nuns inside eating supper" (1 85); and "the faces of his parishioners

were in shadow" (186). Further reference is made io his weak eyesight: "his blue eyes looked

tired" (185); and "there he was, facing into a cold dry wind and squinting at the last sunlight"

(1 86); also, "he turned the colored pages full of lepers and pagans without looking at thern"
( 1 85); he refers to Teofilo as "the r d blanket": "He Iooked at the red blanket, not sure that

Teofilo was so small," and '%me he was . . . ready to bury a red wool blanket" (156). His
blindness thus estranges Father Paul from nature and from the community.
While the priest, in his metaphorical blindness, is suspicious of mixing burial with
harvest, it is considered a natural thing by the mernbers o f Leon's family. who have an
inclusive world vision. Father Paul is unable to link his rituals of the Eucharist and Easter, for
example, to sirnilar myths and rituals.

The coming of rain is ensured by this act of

accommodation, that is, by accommodating a Catholic priest and his holy water to an Indian

buriai ceremony. Therefore, Leon is satisfied: "now the old man could send them big

thunderclouds for sure" (1 86). Here, therefore, is a comrnunity 'îvhose vision can embrace
ancient myths, long-standing traditions, motor vehicles, Father Paul, and even the king of
Spain" (Jaskoski LMS 57). It may seem ironical to assimilate such ancient Native traditions to
Catholic and modem paraphernalia However, as Salyer writes,
Such ironies were the very means by which Native Americans were able to continue

their traditional ceremonies under the scmtiny of white missionaries. By moving their

spring ceremonies to Easter or their winter solstice ceremonies to Christmas and by
adapting the rituals enough to pass as both, they were able to continue the traditions

in some form. No doubt Betonie would approve. (82)
We c m therefore read '&TheMan to Send Rain Clouds," as Jaskoski suggests, as a

"critique of single-rninded quests for authenticity and the pursuit of cultural survival through
svoidance of contamination" (LMS 56). This story, informed with Silko's folk-historical
sense, offers

a sense of culture not as a monologue whose purity must be maintained regardless of
the cost, but as a dynarnic process, a matter of strategic negotiations, respectfil
deliberation and consultaiion, a sensitivity to nuances of communication, and above
al1 a sense of proportion regarding which things are matters of principle that must be

maintained and which are secondary means that rnay be adjusted to suit the occasion.

(57)
In this story, Silko therefore portrays the contmporary melding of Native Arnerican and white

Catholic cultures and beliefs, while at the sarne time rnaintaining as matnx a strong traditional
storyteller's voice grounded in ancient ritual. tn doing so, Silko seems to declare that the
strength of Indian tradition "is not in rigid adherence to old ways, but in creative incorporation
of new elements" (Danielson "Grandmother Spider's Web" 343). Danielson goes on to daim
that in "The Man to Send Rain Clouds,"

modem Indian people not only create new ritual, but offer comrnunity to an outsider.
The gifl of water for the old man's spint cornes fiom the Catholic pnest whom Leon
induces to participate in the funeral, on Indian terms. . . . Nonetheless, his action

bnngs him to the edge of the community.

. . . The flexibility that can find needed

ritual power and extend the hand of community to the outsider assures the
continuance of life, like water and thunderclouds. (343 )

The Native Amencan communal and cosmic order revealed in "The Man to Send

Rainclouds" completes the reader's transposition fiom Anglo world view to Indian world
view. Through this transposition, the two worlds are brought together, as we have seen in this

section, into "a vital, heterogeneous unity-a

crucial ability in a world where wholeness is

essential and division or fragmentation causes illness" (Owens 103). In his discussion of
Momaday's Hozrse Made of Dawn, Louis Owens writes that "with Momaday the Amencan

Indian novel shows its ability to appropriate the discourse of the privileged center and make it

'bear the burden' of an 'other' world view" (92). Moving laterally to the next strand, the

following chapter develops the idea of dismpting, subverting the 'dominant' discourse, and
decentering the implied authority. As Louise, Leon, and

Ken subvert the language of the

Church by assirnilating it into their Native Amencan cosmology, so do the characters in the
Coyote section çubvert language by subordinating it to a subversive or 'marginal' means of
expression, particularly tluough the use of humor. The Laguna Regulars in "A Geronimo
Story" pretending to pursue Geronimo and purposefully never finding him, as well as Sonny
Boy's humoristic voice in "Coyote HoIds a Full House in his Hand," are means of dealing in

an intermediary culture with two conflicting sides; these are subversive ways of surviving in a
'polyglot contact zone.'

IV. The "Coyote" section: resisting, subverting, and decentering
the 'dominant' discourse in "A Geronimo Story" and
"Coyote Holds a Full House in his Handn

As 1 have previously stated in the introductory chapter, the structure of this thesis is

based on Knimholz's understanding of Storyteller as a titual of initiation into Laguna language

and aesthctics through concentric circles of meaning (see Figure 1). As we arrive at the final
section of Stovteller, the Coyote stories "reconsider the Survival section, but now the Indian

perspective and traditions p a s judgment on the white world" (Knimholz "Native Designs"
7 1 ). Knimholz's perspective on the stnicture of Storyteller presents the book as a ritual of

initiation inasmuch as it tiinctions as a "'vehicle or process for the transformation of the
reader's imagination" (70). n i e previous stones provide a context within which the reader can

interpret the stories. Storytelling, tirne, identity, initiation, ritual and myth, are parts of a
context, or 'filaments of the web'-insofar

as they involve circular concepts-which

the

reader has accretively learned to recognize as distinctively Native American. Completing the
shifl toward a Native American perspective-after

centenng her stones on the mythic figures

of Thought Woman or Spider Grandrnother, Yellow Wornan, Kachina, and War Captain or

Monster Slayer-Silko

employs the Coyote figure in her last two short stories in Storyteller.

The Coyote figure, the Native-Arnerican tnckster figure of the southwest, bnngs us back to

previous filaments of the web to consider the question of suwival, which we addressed in the
fint two stories of the collection-b'StoqtelW

and "Lullaby." With these final Coyote

stories, the author seems intent on de-centering our view-point in order to make us b'uunderstand
this world differently" (256) and understand the stories in the last section of Stotyteller as taies
of subversion.

A.

The Coyotefigure: an initiation into Coyote humor and
subversion

1.

The Coyote figure

Coyote is the ultimate survivor and shape-shifter, whose il1 deeds continually lead him
to death, but whose death is never permanent. Coyote stones center around his propensity for
trickery, deception, lechery, gluttony, and immorality. His tricks always fail, and often turn
back on him. Coyote is responsible for the changes that take place in the world, which again
links these stones to the previous section in which we considered change as a vital element

within the community. Coyote, then, continues and epitomizes the change, continuance, and

creation which S ilko asseris in the previous section of Sfoyteller, and through the character of
Betonie in Cerernony. Scheler writes of Coyote as a figure embodying change, creation, and
continuance in the following terrns: "Most typical of the figure is its starnina, curiosity, and
malleability. Coyote is continually changing, growing, moving, retuming, always adding new

meaninç and making new things possible. No matter how many great losses he suffers or how
many times he is defeated, he doggedly keeps renirning" (9). Although his motives are usually
self-centered, the results of his acts are beneficial to humanity. In Knirnholz's words, "Here
Silko introduces a mythic figure who represenis human foibles and human creativity, as well

as the power of Native Arnencan, and human, survival" ("Reading and Subversion" 104).
According to Danielson, "Coyote, like Grandmother Spider, is a maker figure, albeit a spirit of
disorder, appetite, play, and potential.

Coyote's disorder becomes part of Grandmother

Spider's orderly world in the last section of Stotyteller" ("Grandmother Spider's Web" 345).
Coyote's propensity for violating taboos is beneficial, as is the protagonist's adultery in
"Yellow Woman." The subversive, playful, or revisionary nature of the Coyote stories posits,

in Danielson's words, "a new synthesis, a new balance": "Whereas the preceding section of
Stoqtefler looked to love and ceremonial interchange to reveal a wholeness and balance, the

Coyote section suggests that out of chaos, exaggeration, the improper and the silly, the
unlovely and the divene corne creativity and the possibility of a new synthesis, a new balance"

(346). Just as Silko ciaims to be the embodiment of Thought Woman in Ceremony, and the

inheritor of a Spider Woman-storyteller lineage, so too can she be seen as Coyote figure: "As
we see the face of the author behind the Thought Woman mask of Ceremony's prefatory poem

or behind the myths and Coyote tricks of Storyteiler, we realize that of course there is a
Thought Woman and a Coyote behind the Author mask" (346).

Therefore, for a full

understanding of the two short stories in the Coyote section, the reader must understand the

Coyote figure, as wcll as the storyteller figure-or Silko as authonal figure-as

changing,

subverting, and transcending forms (oral and written), and power dynamics, while at the same

time assuring, as Grandmother Spider, the continuation of the stones and the community.

2.

Subversion as process of initiation for the reader

In rhis section, Silko, in the sarne ways as Coyote, challenges received notions of
reality. The oppressive white discoune is gradually marginalized throughout Sforyteller.

Kmmholz suggests that
the stnicture of the book . . . be envisioned as a butterfly: the two halves of the book
provide two sides to a Native Amencan perspective-on one side the sadness and
struggle, on the other the humor and subversion-and

both parts are necessary for a

hiIl understanding of power relations. At the same time, through the progressive
movement of the book, Silko deflates the 'dominant' vision of a 'dominating' systern
of power. ("Reading and Subversion" 104)

In the Survival section, the "Gussucks" and govemment agents have and exert the power to
poison, judge, imprison, dismiss, and evict Natives, and alienate children from their parents.
In "Storyteller," "white discourse has the power to Iiterally imprison dissenting discursive

positions; as long as the Yupik girl refuses to conform her story to a sanctioned white version,
which would mean a destruction of her entire sense of meaning and identity and, perhaps, of

the world . . . , she is branded crazy or criminal" (Kmmholz, "Native Designs" 67). In
"Lullaby," the white govenunent authorities succeed in separating Ayah from her children by
using the written language and enforcing their discursive system upon her and her children.

From there we move on to the Yellow Woman section and the Drought section, in which the
oppressive and threatening white ranch owner and police officer are killed by Silva and Tony
respectively.
characters-such

Finally, in the Rain section and Coyote section, the figure of the white

as Father Paul in "The Man to Send Rain Clouds" and Major Littlecock in

"A Geronimo StoryY'-are

no longer oppressive and menacing, but on the contrary,

unauthoritative, disregarded, uncomprehending, ineficient, ha1f-blind to their surroundings.
This serves to justiS, Krumholz's daim that "Silko marginalizes and decenters the 'dominant'
white discursive position thereby leaving readers without what may be for many a normative
discursive foothold" ("Native Designs" 67).

Such marginalization and decentering are part of what Knimholz calls the readers'
''rinial of initiation" which gradually brings thern to a Laguna perspective: "a reading that

cmphasizes the potential for the text to transfomi consciousness and social stmctures"
("Reading and Subversion" 90). In order to do so, SiIko draws upon the traditional Coyote
figure, as cxplained in the following statement:

Stovteller begins with stories that correlate with, and repudiate, the Euromencan

representation in which American Indians are tragic figures, scattered remnants of a
dying culture. As the reader moves through the book, she/he gains greater farniliarity

with Native American stones and perspectives. The final stories of the book use the
humour and subversion of Coyote stories, stories of the quintessential Native
Amencan trickster, to show !he vitality and humour of Indian culture, while also
laughing at the dominant representations of power, of history, and of American
indians. Silko engages with the t m s of the dominant culture and then rnoves them

progessively into a Laguna context, shifting the reader's perspective fkom one
interpretive position to another. ("Reading and Subversion" 9 1)
In this sense, Silko's Stoytelier cm be t m e d 'resistance litmature,' as she appropriates the
ternis of the colonizer, tums them around, subverts them, challenges thern. In ber study of

postcolonial literatures, Barbara Harlow argues that "the dynamics of debate in which the
cultural poli tics of resistance are engaged challenge both the monolithic historiographical
practices of domination and the unidimensional responses of dogma to thern. . . . the emphasis

in the literature of resistance is on the political as the power to change the world" (30). In an
interview, Silko speaks of the ways in which her art c m be a subversive weapon:
Certainly for me the most effective political statement 1 could make is in my art work.
1 believe in subversion rather than straight-out confrontation. i believe in the sands of

time, so to speak. Especially in America, when you confiont the so-called

mainstream, it's very inefficient, and in every way destroys you and disarms you. I'm
still a believer in subversion. 1 don? think we're numerous enough, whoever "we"
are, to take thern by storm. (Coltelli 147-48)

3.

Myth and spirituality and the written form: from a 'safe' Native
American expression for the status quo of white American society,
to a subversive means of expression against colonial force

In her integration of myth and spinhiality in her writing, Silko challenges and decenten

authoritative discursive systems, moving away from myth as 'safe' Indian literary expression
for the status quo of white Amencan society toward myth as a subversive means of expression
açainst colonial forces. Walters explains the ambivalent position of myth in American Indian
literature when she writes:
Seldom were Indian witers in genenl published in the eariy part of the century when

their work was controversial, political, or pro tribal; and what was published and
circulated at the time has since oflen been deemed 'sentimental'. One needs only to
study a bibliography of Native Arnerican literature to confirm that the kinds of things

which have appealed to the American publishers on the Native Americans are those
works which are 'safe' and unthreatening, which do not disturb the status quo of the
Amencan society. Consequently,

MYTHS AND LEGENDS is a category of literature

that has been more readily accepted by publishers. Ironically, it is often fiorn this very
topic, that many lndian fiction writers d m v upon to create the substance of their
stories, stories which, needless to Say, have often been relegated to an obscure place
in Amencan Fiction. Obviousiy the record shows that a good deal more myths and
legends have been published by Indian writers than creative tiction and even now,

there is some confusion as to Amencan Indian identity based upon the kinds of things
that have been published here-to-fore. (35-6)

Therefore, the use of myth in Native Amencan literahire, once considered 'safe,' is here
rendered a powerful means of expression, a weapon against colonial forces; and Silko uses

myth as a tool to change and decenter ideas about Amencan Indian peoples and cultures. Just
as Silko redefines a circuiar, mythic notion of time in hm writing by her use of storytelling

strategies and her integration of myth, so does she redefine notions of power:

[Silko] redefines spirituality [/rnyth]'9and its social power. . . . Stones are spiritual
processes of creating and revising meaning in which meaning is fluid, shifting,

relational, and in process. . . . spirituality redefines power. Insofar as power is located
not in technological, economic, or military domination but in the spiritual realm, the

'dominant' society does not, in fact, dominate. This conception of power does not
substitute for a material analysis of power but complements it. ( b m h o l z "Native
Designs" 73)
Taylor aiso sees Silko's use of the written medium as an act of reappropriation, of
reclairning what has been lost through encounters with the dominant American culture, that is,
the oral storytelling tradition that has been 'recorded' and 'preserved' in written form by

anthropologists. He maintains that the literature of American Indians "has rnoved well dong
in its strategic process of reappropnating From the mainstream American literary economy

sornething of its own sacred, or 'secret,' story tradition, which the white has taken and
transfomed along with other cuitural goods to perpetuate a comforting image of the Indian as

an object of siudy and nostalgie reflection" (24). Taylor argues that by reappropriating the
story in written fom, Native American writers themselves, however, regenerate the form of

oral storytelling, using the written fom as a 'mahice for reempowerment':

If the stolen thing cannot be recovered-and

even if recovered, their passage through

enemy hands seriously weakens their power-their

force must be regenmted in other

forrns. Since the enemy's own literary shapes are potential matrices for
19

For the purpose of this argument, 1 will equate Knimholz's 'spirituality' with the more precise t e m 'myth,' to
which, 1 believe, Krumholz's vicws adequately rippIy.

reempowerment, the European drnanac has a form and content the American Indian
can appropnate for his own use, and the arm of the enemy is the most appmpriate tool

for resisting him. (45)
Therefore, not only does Silko mediate between two cultures, two media, but she decenters the
dominant discourse, both in her use of myth and of the written medium. The written medium
is subverted insofar as it no longer serves a dominant discourse, but rather a 'marginal' form of

expression.

Power dynamics are shifled, border becomes cenier, as ' n i e narrative

progressively marginalizes the dominant discourse and initiates the reader into an Indian
reading of the world" (Krumholz, "Native Designs" 72). As Krumholz writes,
Silko shifts the power dynarnic of the dialogic by marginalizing the dominant
discourse. Although the preponderance of economic and political power in the United

States is clearly still controlled by white Christian men, Silko's strategy begins with
the assumption of a more equal power dynamic in the cultural, discursive, and

spiritual [mythic] realms. In many ways this hlfills the deconstructive irnpetus of
'border' discourse as well, since the point is that there is no 'pure' United States
culture or language to begin with. By redefining the discursive spheres that Storyteller
mediates, Silko has already begun to bridge the cross-cultural space for the reader.
("Native Designs" 67)
In the final section of Storyteller, Silko thus iinks her storytelling art to the Coyote
strategies of humor, change, transformation, creation, and particularly subversion. As 1 shall
point out in the following paragraphs, Silko employs Coyote's strategies of subversion in the
last two short stories of the collection, "A Geronimo Story" and "Coyote Holds a Full House
in his Hand," to decenter power relations, placing the Indian at the center, and white authority
at

the periphrry. By arriving at such a reversal of p w e r relations at the end of her book, Silko

has attempted to make us "understand this world 1 differently," (256) following the exarnple of

her "Grandpa Hank," who apparently inspired Captain Pratt. In order to achieve such an
understand ing, however, the reader, Captain Pratt, and the adolescent Andy, have al1 been
initiated, through storytelling, into a language and aesthetic system of myth, humor, and
subversion.

B.

Theprocess of initiation and subversion as exemplifed in "A
Geronimo Story": Iearning the language of sumival

1.

Reading the text as a ritual of initiation

Krumholz suggests that we read Storytelier as a ritual of initiation, and further states
that "A Geronimo Story" "exemplities the process of initiation that Siuquteller as a whole
enacts" ("Reading and Subversion" 105). She describes "A Geronimo Story" as "an initiation

ritual for Andy, as he learns new places and the unspoken relations between Laguna and white

men" (104). Knimholz draws hrther parallels between Andy's initiation and the reader's,
stating that 'The narrative voice of a mature Andy follows the young Andy as he leams,

ihrough the subtlety of his uncle Siteye's humour and wisdom, about the ability of the tnckster
to tum white authority back on itself. The reader is put in the same position as the young
Andy" (105). The pmcess of tracking Geronimo therefore becornes "a metaphor for Andy's

initiation process, as he leams not only how to find him, but why theydo not seek him.

.. .

The process of tracking and the idea of the hunt also become metaphors for the reader's

initiation, as we trace through the subtlety of Silko's humour to figure out what Andy has

fi y r e d out" ( 107). Jaskoski, in tum,reads "A Geronimo Story" as a "process of discipiine
and education in fundamental Laguna values, a process that . . . offers the strategies that cm be
used to maintain autonomy" (63). In "A Geronimo Story," Andy and the reader literally

undertake a joumey during which Uncle Siteye and Silko will initiate them into Laguna

çtrategies of humor and subversion, by positing ianyagdthe word/storytelling as instruments
of power.

2.

Metastory I metamph: diverting the myth of the adventure of the
hero from man hunt to deer hunt

-

Like "Tony's Story" and "Storyteller," "A Geronimo Story" includes the word 'story'
in its title, thereby pointing to its metafictive quality. Several stories ranging from myth to
anecdote are embedded in "A Geronimo Story." The structure of the short story follows the
tripartite construction of the monomyth of departute-initiation-retum, and starts with Andy
narrating the preparations for the departue of the Laguna scouts on their journey to track
Geronimo-the
1 07)-for

"Ultirnate trickster figure" (Salyer 83; KNmhoIz "Reading and Subversion"

the U.S.A m y . The central narrative is a first-person re-telling of this past journey,

which brings the reader back and forth in Andy's consciousness as he remembers and recounts

past occurrences: the story of how Siteye hurt his foot, almost compromising his taking part in

the joumey; the story of how he got his first horse; the Navajo myth of the origin of the lava
beds; and the story of how Siteye and his father taught him to "rernember the way" (218).
h d y also recounts the stories Siteye tells dunng the joumey: a story about the massacre of a

white settlement by the Apaches; and the story of his encounter with a snake that heiped him
find his way home. The older Andy also comments extensively on Siteye's storytelling art,

and on his own story, making parenthetical additions throughout, in the ways proper to the
storytelling tradition, such as: "It was years later that I heard how some white people felt about
Captain drinking Indian tea and being married to a Laguna woman. 'Squaw man.' But back
then 1 wondered what Siteye was talking about" (2 15).

There are three storytellers here-Leslie Silko, the author of the short story; Andy, the
narrator; and Siteye. As in "Storyteller," the stones within the story are related to each 0 t h in
a concentric way, and they al1 concern the major theme of Andy's initiation. The Navajo myth

portrays the volcanic eruption which rreated the lava boulders as "a great pool of blood from a

dangerous giant whom the Twin Brothers killed a long time ago" (217). This myth relates the
story o f a heroic adventure, a man hunt, of the kind Andy's joumey first promises to be.

Siteye's anecdote echoes this myth, for it too is an account of the traces of a violent and bloody
encounter: dunng a previous expedition to track Geronimo, the Laguna Regulars and US.

soldiers corne upon the dead bodies of an entire settlement of white men, women, and children

who were rnassacred, presumably by "Geronimo or some Apache" (2 15). These two stones-

the battle between the Twin Brothers and the giant, and the massacred village-along with
Andy's digressions on the acquisition of his first horse, and on Siteye's instruction, "stand out

in Andy's memory as signifiant markers in the joumey toward manhood that he recounts"
(Jaskoski, LMS 62). Silko, here, appears to be diverting the initiation myth; instead of going

on with a man hunt, a violent encounter, which often characterizes the classical rite of passage,
the story in fact dissolves into a deer hunt, an expression of community; and Andy's lesson is
not how to kill the giant by drawing blood, but how to "destroy his enemy with words," (222)

how to tell a story, and how io "remember the way," both literally and figuratively.

3.

Rewriting history as a means of resistance

Again, as in 'Tony's Story" and "Yellow Woman," Silko blurs distinctions between
history and fiction in "A Geronimo Story," using history in the service of the story. Geronimo

is the "ultimate tnckster figure" in this short story, which is one arnong many Geronimo
stones. The Geronimo figure here bnngs us back to the theme of suMval as studied in the
first chapter, since, as Dee Brown asserts in Bury rny Heurt al Wounded Knee, the war that

Geronimo fought was "a war of sunival" (377).

The stories about Geronimo have

transformed the historicd figure into a rnythic figure, as Jaskoski daims: "As with other
histoncal fi y r e s who have undergone the transformation into myth, 'Geronimo' lives far more

in the S ~ O ~ Ctold
S about him than in the historical record" (LMS 57). This short story is unique
nmong Silko's stones as it takes place in the 1880s, when Geronimo and his band were

clinçing to their independence in the mountains of Arizona and New Mexico, where they were
pursued by soldiers and bounty hunters. Laguna Regulars were recruited by the U.S. Cavalry

to help track the notorïous Geronimo. In the short story, Andy the narrator recounts a trip he
had taken when he was an adolescent boy, where he went dong with his Uncle Siteye, the

other Laguna Scouts, and Captain Pratt to assist Major Littlecock in locating Geronimo.

Jaskoski interprets the historical context as follows:

The historical context of 'A Geronimo Story' provides openings and possibilities that
the ngid colonial structures of 'Tony's Story' preclude: the New Mexico Temtory of
the 1880s is the site of a genuine contestation of power, and unlike the impotent tribal
authorities of 'Tony's Story,' the Laguna Regulars are a genuine, functioning military
force representing an autonomous comrnunity. (Jaskoski LMS 59)
Therefore, Silko continues here with notions of accommodation in a contact zone in which
differences and boundaries are transgressed. Although the Laguna Regulan ride with the U S .
Army, they remain independent and autonomous, and succeed in hirning the journey to their
advaniage: Geronimo is not caught, and the trip, for them, arnounts to a fhitful deer hunt.
Also. though Captain Pratt is white and functions with the U.S. Army, he is fully integrated
into Laguna language and custorns, as he is "not like a white man at d l " (215).

Every history of subjection also contains a history of resistance; here, Silko is reading
one against the other. The story is set within the context of the 1880s and the subjection and

scgregaiion of the North American Indians, who, in the story, are regarded as bestial by the
settlers, who make them sleep in the stables. However, the story is also placed within the
context of resistance of such subjection, in the figure of Geronimo, and in the Laguna

Re~wlat-s'subversion of white authority. In three passages in the story, Andy atternpts to

understand why they are setting out to track Geronimo when the Laguna Regulars and Captain

Pratt know they will not find him. Siteye tells Andy: "Geronimo isn't down there. So we're
going down" (2 14). Shortly afkr, when Andy remarks: "Maybe next time 1 come we'll find
Geronimo" (2 14). In response to this, Siteye merely gnints "like he didn't agree with [Andy]
but didn't want to talk about it either." In a further exchange between Andy and his uncle, the

reader, as well as Andy, come to a fuller understanding of the 'man hunt' in question here:

Before 1 went to sleep 1 said to Siteye, "You've been hunting Geronimo for a long
time, haven't you? And he aiways gets away."
"Yes," Siteye said, staring up at the stars, "but 1 always like to think that il's us who
Set away." (222)

According to Krumholz, Siteye's sentence "cm be read two ways-either to mean that it is
'us' who escape fiom Geronimo, or that he is 'us."' ("Reading and Subversion" 106) This

again bnngs us back to "Storyteller" where there is the sarne conhision between hunter and
hunted. Siteye explains that there were caves in the lava rock where their Laguna ancestors
could take refuge from pursuing enemies: "'In little caves they lefi ponery jars full of food and
water. These were places to corne to when somebody was afier you."' (217) In r e f h n g to
Laguna anceston being tracked, and hiding from their enemies in caves, Siteye links their

situation to Geronimo's. This further participates in the confusion between hunted and hunter,
as the story raises the question of who the hunterled is-the

Laguna Reylars, the US. Army,

or Geronimo. Silko here subverts power relations, as the Laguna Regulars are in fact fooling
the US. A m y , while pretending to collabonte with it against Geronimo. Knimholz considers

ihat "the sarcasm and subtle humour of Silko's story suggest that the Laguna 'collaboration' is
both a strategy for survival and a deception of the white military authonties-a

pretense of

collaboration" ("Reading and Subversion" 107). Just as Geronimo can be seen as a tnckster or
Coyote fisire, by fooling and escaping fiom the A m y that hunts him, so c m the Laguna
Regulars be portnyed as Coyote figures, in ways that Danielson explains:
Pratt and the regulars take on a role familiar from many post-contact stories in which

Coyote becomes a defender of lndianness by fooling the white people. These

tricksters oppose white authority by doing exactly what the white cavalry officersfoolishly-want,

telling them what they want to hear up to the last moment, collecting

some pay for their trouble, and going off io hunt deer. This tirne the Coyote spint
serves appetites, the welfare of the people, and the ritual cycle of the hunt.

("Grandmother Spider's Web" 349)
Not only does Silko mix short story and history, but also short story and farnily history
or biographical reference, in the figure of Captain Pratt. In Silko's family history, a George H.
Pradt (or Pratt) indeed existed, who accompanied the Marmon brothers to Laguna in the 1800s

(Ruoff 3). However, Jaskoski notes that "there is a much more well-known Pratt whose

actions Silko's story glosses. Captain Richard Pna, founding headmaster in 1879 of the
Carlisle Indian boarding school, coined the infarnous mono 'Ki11 the lndian and Save the Man'

to sum up the Indian education program's goal of eradicating Native cultures" (LMS62).
Furthemore, Captain Pratt the 'Squaw man' also refers to Silko's great-grand fatha Robert G.

Marmon, who also married a Laguna woman, and as we are told in "Fences Against Freedom,"
also "endured the epithet 'Squaw man."' (1 O4) A photograph placed right after "A Geronimo
Story" shows Robert G. Marmon with "The Laguna Regulars in 1928,43 years after they rode

in the Apache Wars" (272). By blumng these distinctions between fiction and history and
family anecdotes, Silko gives her short story historical authenticity, while also attesting to the
survival of the Laguna Regulars. However, the author also transgresses these boundaries in
order to subvert actual history into a cry for resistance with mythic resonances. Krumholz
explains Silko's use of historical evidence in photography as rewriting history as a means of
survival:
By bnnging together the photograph with the story, Silko demonstrates how history

can be rewritten as a Coyote story, which should subsequently enable the reader to
reread history. In Silko's version, the power relation generally assumed is reversed.

Her story suggests that the Laguna did not act in complicity with white people against
other Indians, but instead that they had found better ways to survive white domination
than direct retaliation. ("Reading and Subversion" 107)
We can draw on the poststmcturaIist theories of New Historicism to grasp the comection

between history and storytelling or narration, and the ways in which stories of the past may
serve to redefinc or rewrite alternative historical versions. New iiistoricism reIies on three
major principles: 1) there are two meanings of the word 'history': (a) 'the events of the past'
and (b) 'tellinç a story about the events of the past.' According to Poststruchiralist thought, the

first sensr is untenable, as it is clear that history is always 'narrated.' 2) There is no single
'history,' only discontinuous and contradictory 'histones.' 3) 'History' is always a matter of
telling a story about the past, while using other tcxts as Our intertexts (Selden 105).

4.

'Remembering the way': the protective and identitying value of
language

a.

Storytelfing as strategyfor szirvivafand identification

In "A Geronimo Story," language is prirnarily story, in that it serves to "rernernber the
way," define identity and assist survival.

The story continues, is never-ending, and is

generative, as Andy remarks in the short story, which calls to mind the Yupik girl's remarks on
the old man's storytelling in "Storyteller": "It was beautifùl to hear Siteye taik; his words were

carefùl and thoughtful, but they followed each other smoothly to tell a sood story. He would
pause to let you get a feeling for the words; and even silence was alive in his stories" (215).
As in ather stories in Sio-teller, as well as in "From Humaweepi, Wamor Pnest," language is

a means of identification and an instrument of survival. In "A Geronimo Story" and in '%rom
Hzrniaweepi, Warrior Priest," the young protagonists report the words, songs, prayen, jokes,

and stones of their respective mentor-uncles, Siteye and "the old man." Throughout the text,
Andy recounts Siteye's storytelling and singing, which he remembers as part of his initiation.

In the same way, in "From Humweepi. Warrior Priest," Humaweepi, simply by living with
and listening to the old man's songs, prayers, and stories, leams to become a priest: as

Hurnaweepi says to himself, "1 have been leaming al1 this time and 1 didn't even know it"
(162). At age nineteen, Hurnaweepi goes with his uncle, the old man, on a joumey of

initiation which is quite similar to Andy's, inasmuch as it leads him to "remember the way"

through close contact with nature. During the joumey, he Mens to the old man's songs,
prayers, and stories, and eventually comes to sing one of his own, only realizing what the

words mean when he ends the song: "It wasn't until he had finished singing the Song that
Humaweepi realized what the words said" (166).

Both Humaweepi and Andy experience a climactic sense of oneness with nature when
they dnnk from an icy cold stream or lake. Drinking fiom the stream, Andy cornes to a
realization of his place in nature: "Precious and rare," 1 said to myself, "water that 1 have not
tasted, water that I may never taste again" (223). When he cornes upon the rock in the form of
a bear, in the lake, Hurnaweepi instinctively sings the "bear song" which he knows fiom

having heard his uncle sing it. By uttering the Song, Humaweepi enacts his rite of passage to
adulthood and pnesthood. Both Andy and Humaweepi have become storytellers, as they relate
this story of their initiation journey in the text. Andy is the grown narrator in "A Geronimo

Story," and recounts his journey. Humaweepi starts by telling the other children of his life
with his uncle the old man, and at the end of the story, Humaweepi, an older narrator, recounts
what his uncle used to tell him when he was young.

By narning Humaweepi's uncle "old man" and having him and Siteye initiate the young
men, Silko is again insisting on the subsistence and importance of the generational pattern.

Both Humaweepi and Andy, at one point in the stories, reflect on their uncles' aging; Andy
reflects: "1 looked at Siteye. His long, thick hair was begiminç to tum white; his thighs
weren't as big as they once had been, but he's still strong, I said to myself, he's not old" (2 14);
Humaweepi senses the need for him to continue in his uncle's steps:
The old man's hair had been white and long ever since Humaweepi could remember;
but the old face was changing, and Humaweepi could see the weminess there-a
weariness not fiom their littie joumey but from a much longer time in this world.
Someday he will die, Humaweepi was thinking. He will be çone and 1 will be by

myself. 1 will have to do the things he did. 1 will have to take care of things. (165)
The generational pattern that Silko draws in these two stories as well as in "Storyteller," is a

continuing cycle where beings are bom, are initiated, and die, after passing on their knowledge

in the form of stories. Just as the Yupik girl in "Storyteller" assumes the role of village
storyteller when the old man dies, so wil1 Humaweepi assume the role of priest when the old
man dies. The Yupik girl and Humaweepi have both been initiated into the art of storytelling
and priesthood, respectively. Silko again posits the survival and continuation of storytelling in
".A

Geronimo Story," in which Andy the narrator continues the storytelling Iine by

remembering and recounting the story.

Also, many characters in these short stories experience an epiphany in which their

stories or songs and the land mage; charactm such as Ayah, the Yupik girl, and Humaweepi
experience climactic encounters with their naturai sunoundings. In "Storyteller," "Yellow
Woman," and "Lullaby," such epiphanies occur near a river. Also, in the context of Andy's

initiatory joumey in "A Geronimo Story," a visionary moment occurs when he stops to dnnk

fiom a mountain strearn: ''Cold water-a

snow Stream.

I closed my eyes and drank it.

'Precious and rare,' 1 said to myself, 'water that 1have not tasted, water that 1 may never taste
again."' (223) Siteye's words and songs are organically linked to the land. As I stated in the

previous chapters, the word is generative, and the same is tme of songs, which, in "A
Geronimo Story" and "From Humaweepi, Warrior Priest," literally create what is uttered.
Sitcye's songs of rivers in the sky recreate such rivers in his nephew's thought: "Siteye was
singing a spring Song to the stars; it was an old Song with words about rivers and oceans in the

sky. As 1 was falling asleep 1 remember the Milky Way-it

was an icy snow river across the

sky" (2 17). Song is here transfonned From utterance into thought. The description of the old

man's sinçing in "From Humaweepi, Warrior Pnest" also points to the generative aspect of

song, which 'becomes' or 'is' what it sings of, as in the following passage: "The songs were
snowstorms with sounds as soft and cold as snowfiakes; the songs were spring and rain and
wild ducks returning. Humaweepi could hem this; he could hear his uncle's voice become the

night wind-high-pitched

and whining in the trees" (emphasis added) (1 65). Therefore, the

pattern or the 'way,' the characters' epiphanies, and songs, are intimately Iinked to nature and
the earth, in that they do not merely imitate nature, but generate natunl phenornenon.

5.

The initiation rite: learning the language of resistance in the contact
zone

o.

The subversive po wer of language

Andy's apprenticeship during his initiation rite teaches him how to use language as an
instrument of power. A branch of Poststructuralist thought asserts that discouse is involved in

power. Foucault in particular shows that social and political power works through discourse."
The Bakhtin School (combining Fomalism and Mmism) is also concemed with language as

a disruptive force. As Selden explains, "Verbal signs are the arena of continuous class
stmggle: the ruling class will always try to narrow the meaning of words and to make social
signs 'uni-accentuai', but in times of social unrest the vitality and basic 'multi-accenhidity' of

lin y i s t i c signs becomes apparent as various class interests clash and intersecr upon the ground

of language" (17). Bakhtin stressed "not the way texts reflect society or class interests, but
rather the way language is made to disrupt authority and liberate alternative voices" (Selden

17). The dialogue between Captain Pratt and the Laguna Regulars on one side, and Major

Littlecock on the other, illustrates the subversive use of the dialogue form. In her use of
language which includes subversive and marginalized elements, Silko gives voice to

subversive ideas and questions the prevailing social order.

In the fint chapter, we examined language as a means of empowerment, of
identification, but also as a means of colonial oppression. In "A Geronimo Story," as Jaskoski

notes, a white man, Captain Pratt, invokes the protective value of language: when Major
Littlecock makes a sexuai dur in English against the Laguna men, Siteye responds jokingly in
kind in Laguna; the reader understands Siteye's words, translated from Laguna on the page,

whereas Major Littlecock does not understand what is said. The white reader here is situated
within the Laguna 'zone,' along with Captain Pratt, who, when asked to translate, clairns
ignorance: "I'm sony, Major, but 1 don't speak the Laguna language very well" (221). As is

the case for Leon in 'Tony's Story" and Chato in "Lullaby," mediating between the two
lanpages can be dangerous for a Native American; however, for a white person like Captain

Pratt, speaking the Native language decenters him, puts him in another center in which he can
participate in the subversive joke. For the first time in Storyteller, we encounter a charactex,
Siteye, who speaks "in good English" (220) and is not destroyed by his knowledge of the
language. In this story, Major Littlecock is the one who is defated, as he fails to understand
not only the Laguna language, but his very own language. Although Siteye tells him "in good
English" that Geronimo is not where the Major thinks he is, the Major insists, and
?O

Sec Foucault, Language, Counter-Memory, Pracrice.

acknowledges his failure: "Littlecock mounted; he had losf and he knew it" (222). The word
"lost" makes clear that the battle that is waged here is not between the Laguna Regulars and
Geronimo, but between the Laguna Regulars and the U.S. A m y ; and in this battle, the most
lethal weapon is language, or the word, as Siteye instmcts Andy: "Anybody c m act violentlythere is nothing to it; but not every person is able to destroy his enemy with words" (222).
Littlecock's use of the term "master" can be interpreted as an "indexical" sign (Selden 53)
which is associated with colonialism, its referent? Major Littlecock's colonial attitude is then
made evident in his use of his own language as well as his attempt to "master" indigenous
languages. Jaskoski seeks a literary/histoncal allegory in the passage:

Some of the earliest work on the preservation of American Indian Ianguages was

undertaken by m y officers who had leamed the languages of the people they were in
the process of conquering, and the pretentious major may be an allusion to them. . . .

In "A Geronimo Story" the character of Littlecock fuses soldier and scholar in a
personification of obtuseness that may serve as a cautionary exernplurn for the reader
who tries to compreheod a stoiy, a language, or a culture, but who brings only

utilitarian values and a cold intellectualism to the matter. (59)

6.

Humor as a means of empowemzent, subversion. and resistance

iokes, curses and insults are tools or weapons in the discourse of the Laguna Regulars,
who are presented as combatants in the contact zone rather than scouts for the U.S. Army. As

Jaskoski notes, "the Laguna men understand the uses of language in power negotiations, as is
clear from their own critique of the comments they make at the expense of Major Littlecock
and the white community" (LMS 59): "We were al1 laughing now, and we felt good saying

things like this. 'Anybody can act violently-there

is nothing to it; but not every pmon is able

to destroy his enemy with words."' (222) Silko employs the same strategy with the sexual
innuendo in Major Littlecock's name. #en

the major insinuates that the scouts cannot sleep

''The 'indexical' sign is one o f three typa of sign-'indexical,'

'iconic,' and 'symboIic*distinguishedby

Amencan philosopha C. S. Pime: "The 'indecical' sign isassociateci, possibly causally, wirh its referent, e.g.
smoke as a sign of fire, or clouds as a sign of min" (Selden 53).

in the kitchen as it would imply a nsk for the white women in the house, and tells h e m to
sleep in the stables, Siteye responds in a joking manrier in his native language: '"You are the

one who has a desire for horses at night, Major, you sleep with them."' (221) This sexual slur

destabilizes Major Littlecock, causing him confusion and anger. His first reaction is to ask
Captain Pratt to translate for him, but the dismptive strength of the joke lies in the
impossibility of translating it. Captain Pratt, by choosing not to translate the joke, places
himself within the Laguna discouse. There ensues a series of jokes and durs on the part of
the L a y n a men, directed at the major, and Pie Town:
We walked d o m the arroyo, joking and laughing about sleeping out with the horses

instead of inside where the white soldiers were sleeping.
'Remind m e not to come back to this place,' Mariano said.
'1 only came because they pay me,' George said, 'and next time they won? even

be able to pay me to come here.'
Siteye cleared his throat. '1 am only sony that the Apaches aren't around here,'
he said. 'I can't think of a better place to wipe out. If we sec them tomorrow we'll tell

them to corne here first.' (22 1)
The comic perspective of the story participates in Andy's apprenticeship: "Littlecock's insult
and the men's response to it are part of Andy's initiation into the conflicting mores of the
contact zone in which he lives" (Jaskoski, LMS 59). The reader as well is initiated into a

Laguna perspective through humor, as Vine Deloria, Jr. writes in Custer Died Fur Your Sins:

One of the best ways to understand a people is to know what makes them Iaugh. . . .

Irony and satire provide much keener insights into a group's collective psyche and
values than do years of research.
It has always been a great disappointment to Indian people that the humorous

side of Indian life has not been mention4 by professed experts on Indian Affairs.
Rather the image of the granite-faced gmnting redskin has been perpetuated by
Amencan rnythology. (1 46)

Humor in particular is ernployed in Storyteller as a means of ernpowerment and s u ~ v a i as
,
well as for initiation. Knirnholz explains that humor is indeed a means of reinterpreting

history and subverting power relations:

In "A Geronimo Story," Siko uses humour to estabiish a relationship with the reader
and thus to insinuate the reader into another way of understanding Native Arnerican

history and people; the humour becomes a means of reinterpreting history, power
relations, and strategies for survivai. Humour, the predominant feature of Coyote
tales, is an essentiai ingredient in Silko's construction of a Native American
perspective in the last section of Storyteller. (Krumholz 107-108)
Humor is the predominant feature in the last story of the collection, "Coyote Holds a Full
House in his Hand," a comic trickster story, which will be exarnined in the following section.

C.

Humor, subversion, and storytelling in "Coyote Hdds a Full
House in his Hnnd"

1.

Connecting the reader back to beginnings: the Coyote section as a
continuation of the Survival section

"Coyote Holds a Full House in his Hand," which is the last of the eight short stories in
S t o ~ r e l l e r ,links the reader back to the first section of the collection, the SuMval section.

With the Coyote section, Silko brings us full circle to a reconsideration of the Survival section,
thereby insisting on the circula structure of the whole. Both "Storyteller" and "Coyote Hoids

a Full House in his Hand" depict in diferent ways a brutal side of Indian life. In these two
siories, as in Cerernony and Almanac of the Dead, Silko comrnents on the dangers of alcohol
abuse. Because of prevalent racist stereotypes, discussion of alcohol abuse often meets with

resistance among Native American people. Other Native American writers, such as Welch,
Momaday, and Erdrich, also explore this question. In "Storyteller," the Yupik girl's parents
are so desperate for alcohol that they unknowingiy consume canned heat and die, leaving their

daughter orphaned. This theme of the mother, dead h m alcohol abuse, who leaves her child
orphaned, also appears in Ceremony in the characier of Tayo's mother, and is w d e l y
illustrated by Yava in one of his drawings, reproduced in Figure 8 below.

Moreover,

destructiveness brought on by alcohol abuse underlies "Luilaby," in which Chato takes what
comfort he can for his countless losses in bottles of wine purchased with the govenunent
checks. When Ayah goes after Chato, resolved to bring him home, we are again reminded of
another of Yava's drawings, in Figure 9. Sonny Boy, the main protagonist in "Coyote Holds,"
is dso depicted as an alcoholic, with his "liver troubles" and his "stocking up" on alcohol

before leaving town, "because he had to" (258). Jaskoski explains Silko's need tu address
such grim realities of Native Amencan reservation life as an attempt to subvert racist

stereotypes: ' T h e portraits of Chato, Ayah, and Somy Boy recuperate the complicated inner

lives of individuals whose complexity and humanity too often become erased under labels like
'bag lady' or 'dnink"' (75).

FIGURE 9: %OTHER A N D CHILD" (Y.+VA)

FIGURE 10: 7-lELPMGHER OLD AIAN.' (YAVAI

This last story of the final section of Storyteller also links us back, through a reflection

on stoiytelling as a survival strategy, to the first filaments of the web, thereby suggesting
continuation, as Danielson explains:
So whiie "Coyote Holds a Full House in his Hand" at first looks like a quit rather than

an ending, we must remember that we have been reading a spider web, circular and
whoie. A spider web does not shoot off into space. It connecis back to the beginning-the

ongoing life of the people. Spider Woman may enlarge the web. The story is

not over; it is just at a resting place. The people's Iives will continue, as much

because of laughter as because of ceremony, as much out of appetite as out of love.
Balance, community, and creativity are d l . Silko claims from her tribal woman's
traditions, her nuturant woman-centered rnythology, and her woman's experience that
this is so. ("Grandmother Spider's Web" 35 1)

The Coyote figure and the Grandmother Spider figure are both related to beginninçs; they are
pivotal in Laguna myths. Through such similarities, therefore, the Coyote section brings us
back to reconsider the Survival section, to rcconsider the ways in which storytelling posits
survival and regeneration; here, however, Silko posits survival through Coyote humor and

subversion. Babcock writes that such tncksters "belong to the comic modality or rnarginality
where violation is generally the precondition for Iaughter and communitas'" ( 1 58).

2.

The regenerating power of storytelling for the individual and
community, through the use of humor

In contrast to the serious tone of "Storyteller" and "Lullaby," in "Coyote Holds" Silko
employs comedy, "even though such stories may not bc intrinsically fùnny" (Lace 95). Silko
does not see a separation between humor and tragedy in Native Amencan thought. At Laguna,
"humor's Iink with the most grave and serious moments has aiways been acknowledged"

" Turner uses the rem "cornmunitas"instead "comrnunity" to refer to relationships between people niher than
mcre proximity. Cornmunitas involves spontaneous, immediate, concrere relations rather than reIations dictated by
abstract structures ( 128).

( i d ) . Like "A Geronimo Story," this story involves trickery and humor. It centers on Somy
Boy's adventure in attempting to outdo his Hopi rivals, by winning the sexual favors of the
women in a village. The central character is the perfect Coyote figure: lazy, lecherous,
gluttonous, lying and self-justiQing. In a classic Coyote trick, he satisfies his appetites, in the
y i s e of a medicine man, by inventing a false curing ritual that involves feeling the thighs of
al1 the women in Aunt Mamie's clan, supposedly in order to cure her dizzy spells, and to win
over Mrs. Sekakaku's sexual favors. His kick heals Aunt Mamie's illness, winning him Mrs.

Sekakaku's desire, and gives hirn a story to tell, in his many reinventions of himself in his
stories and pictures. In his role as tnckster figure, Sonny boy's subversive creativity posits
continuation and survival through the use of humor. As Danielson writes, "Who knows what
part the power of suggestion played or how much Aunt Mamie and the other women colluded
in the trick? Who cares? The point is, the new ceremony works. It cornes out of that ferment
of iincontrolled crcativity that supports survival" ("Grandmother Spider's Web" 35 1 ).

James Wright notes the quality of oral storytelling in "Coyote" when he observes:

"Corne to think of it, 1 felt as much like a listener as a readei' (Lace 93). Like the other short
stories in the collection, this story goes back and forth in the central consciousness of Sonny

Boy, relating stories within stories, which again can be seen as concentric circles constructing
Sonny Boy's identity. Jaskoski points to Silko's use of comma puncniation as a sign of a
"fluid, almost stream-of-consciousness mode" or a "continuous, unintempted Stream of image
and association" (LMS 69). Another sirnilarity with the stmcture of the other stories in the

collection is that the central story ends with the main protagonist continuing the storytelling
y carries with him a story of his own, as
tradition with a story of hedhis own to tell. S o ~ Boy

well as photographic evidence of his ûiurnph, reminiscent of the way Silko attaches

photographs to her stories in Storyteller. Therefore, S o ~ yBoy is included within the
storytelling tradition insofar as he is created right out of the Coyote stories, but also because
Sonny Boy is a storyteller himself in the short story. His stories, though created out of chaos,
suggest renewal through humor. In order to achieve his goals, he draws on his abiiity at
storyteliing: "He knew he could be a lawyer because he was so good at making up stories to
justifi why things happened the way they did" (259). The reader perceiva, however, in his

linking storytelling to the judicial systern, that S o ~ Boy
y is wrongly confusing story with lie,
hence the humor of the story. He c h e s his pichires with him so that "he could tell people

about himself while they looked at the photos in the plastic pages of his wallet" (260). The
pictures, which, as previously stated, serve to comect reality and story, or history, are also
falsely used here since they are meant to suggest connections that do not exist in his life, and
are therefore also attached to the lie. 1 suggest, however, that we consider Sonny Boy's

inventions not as lies, but as subversive jokes told by Silko. The multiple jokes about his
sexual exploits are created out of the tellers' imaginations, and whether or not they are m e , the

point is that they make us join in the laughter of the "cornmunitas." For Jaskoski, Sonny Boy's
stories, and the stories told about him, denote "a communal activity, a live performance in

speech, gesture, and expression" (LMS 70). In discussing the short story with Wright, Silko

clainis that her "interest is in what allows us to laugh at stories which are not altogether funny

in and of themselves, but become funny when people begin to recall and tell other stones
about related incidents" (Lace 95).
Despite his lirnited understanding of things, Somy Boy uses storytelling as a means of
identification, and a way to construct reality, his story. Finally, "Coyote Holds a Full House in
his Hand" completes a retlection on language as a means of identity, and reality construction,

adding the importance of humor. It is as Jaskoski States:
We have corne full circle from the inflexible protagonist of "Storyteller," who denies

al1 languages but her own and for whom al1 stories but her own are lies, to the
complaisance of S o ~ yBOY, for whom difference in language is virtudly
rneaningless, as he hean al1 stories end up being the sarne story, whether told in

English, Spunish, or Laguna The differences between these protagonists could not
seem more polar, yet they share a realization of the necessity and power of story and
the act of storytelling. . . . both "Storyteller" and "Coyote Holds a Full House in his
Hand" end on a note of regeneration, with both protagonists preparing to share their
stories with audiences eager to welcome these new additions to the communities'
riches of knowledge and understanding. (LMS 76)

3.

Subverting the monomyth: Coyote humor as subversive ereativity
and marginality

With the humor typicd of the traditional Coyote stones, Sonny Boy embodies the

tnckster figure, sharing the lecherous and glunonous appetites and the obsession with fat
characteristic of the mythic Coyote figure. Silko's text is humorous and subversive first and
foremost by placing a "good for nothing" (258) in the position of a mythical figure, and also in
having her character set out on a mythically stnictured adventure of the hero. Like Andy in the

previous story, Sonny Boy also feels that "something in his life was about to change because
of this trip" (260). His adventure can be seen as a joking (sub-)version of the monomyth, as it
follows the outline characteristic of the ongin myths for cerernonies. In the context of the
short story, Sonny Boy sets out in the hope of sleeping with Mrs. Sekakaku, and remembering

the advice on womcn given to him by the old men of his community. The hero expenences a
cal1 for adventure, brought on by a herald. In the short story, Mrs. Sekakaku's letters may be

interpreted as the "underatimated carriers of the power of destiny" typical of the cal1
(Campbell 37), since they motivate his trip to Winslow. Typically the hero then follows a

transiï yration, a "rite, or moment, of spiritual passage," (5 1 ) which in the story may
correspond to Somy Boy's 'transfiguration' into a medicine man for the purpose of his

mission. The '?hreshold" (Ibid.) is passed when he manages to be in a room with al1 the
women of the clan, who are willing to receive his treatment. The ceremony which he invents
rnables hirn to feel the thighs of ail the wornen in Mrs. Sekakaku's clan and he thereby
succeeds in satisQing his sexual appetite. He wins a "decisive victory" (Campbell 30) when

Aunt Mamie clzims: "1 feel better already. I'm not dizzy" (264). Once the 'rite' is cornpiete,
he knows the winds have tumed and "Laguna luck" (265) is with him to ensure sexuai success,

as Mrs. Sekakaku's dog is no longer the favored male in her house: "Mrs. Sekakaku was acting
very diffaent now-when

they got back to hm house she kicked the little gray dog and

blocked up the oven door with an orange mate" (264). Once the heroic adventure is complete,
"the h m cornes back from this mysterïous adventure with the power to bestow boons on his

fellow man" (Campbell 30); similarly Somy Boy is eager to return to Laguna to share his story
and pictures, with at last "something important to tell the old man" (265). Silko therefore
subverts the monomyth by having an alcoholic and debased 'anti-hero' as main protagonist of

her story stmctured as a myth. In so dokg, Silko asserts bhcontrolledcreativity" (Danielson,

"Grandmothm Spider's Web" 351) or the chaotic creativity proper to Coyote, and decenters
the monomyth in order to re-center marginality.

Conclusion

The final section of Storyteller therefore brings the reader back to the beginnings of the
book, to reconsider storytelling and the word in general as a survival and healing strategy. The
reader's joumey thus resernbles Ayah's in its circularity, moving from tears in the web, from

stories of white domination ("Storyteller," and "Lullaby"), to a numirant relationship with the
past and myth ("Yellow Woman," "The Man to Send Rain Clouds," and "Tony's Story"), and
finally to a peaceful oneness with nature ("A Geronimo Story"). Sloryreller, as Danielson

"speaks into being the creative community of Thought Woman and Grandmother

W ~ C S ,

Spider" ("Grandmother Spider's Web" 352). These two mythic tigures are carriers of stories,
of language, and therefore carriers of memory and identity.

In the Survival section, by

employing the Grandmother Spider figure and her storytelling strategies for survival and
heaiing, Si1ko demonstrates the ritual and continua1 process of language. By telling-or re-

telling-the

stones, Silko is mending the web of self and comunity. The Yellow Woman

figure is central to the Yellow Woman section, in which mythic figures reappear and merge
with present-day identities and environments, directly affecting the natural cycles. Such
timelessness in Silko's stories points to her organic use of myth, which she does not uphold
above and isolate corn al1 else, but fully integrates into the modern-day contact zone of Native

and Anglo- Arnerica.

By re-telling stories of the past, and bringing traditional mythic figures back into
existence in her stories, Silko provides structure and meaning, the pattern of a relation between

the self-or Native Amencan identity-and

the world both p s t and present. Silko posits

continuity (of Native American life and tradition), wholeness, and timelessness, as myth and
fiction, past and present, intertwine in the circularity of the narratives. By combining the oral
tradition or storytelling into her writing, Silko reconciles past and present, myth and 'reality,'
myth and fiction, and de-marginalizes the Native Amencan perspective.

Traditional

storytelling and myth thus participate in the Qrcuiar structure of the short stories, which runs
parallel to the circular patterns in the content of the stories-that

is, such circular themes as

et emal recurrence, renewal, and interconnectedness. The circular designs present in such

themes, dong with an awareness of the symbolism of the circle in Native Arnerican beliefs,
lead Silko's reader to a greater understanding of the Native American perceptions of the

notions of time, ceremony, ritual communal healing, and cosmic order. As Hirsch states, ". . .
here, after dl, is where the people live their lives and it is this sense of life being lived, of life
timeless and ongoing, changing and evolving, contradictory and continuous, that Silko
expresses with grace and power through her melding of oral tradition and the written word in
Sto~teller"( 1 8 1).

In the last two stories of the book, Silko-who has moved from the Spider
Grandrnother fi y r e to the disruptive Coyote figur+-employs humor as a means of survival
but also as a way of subverting and deflating the dominant white power stnicture. The reader

has thus undergone an initiation ritual, in Knimholz's terms, and has been de-centered fiom a

ilnglo- to a Native-American perspective. As Kmmholz explains,
While the six thematic sections construct a dynarnic intertexhial reading process, they
are also organizcd into a narrative s t n i c t u r ~ a n da ritual structure-in the book as a

whole. Stowteller begins with the lndian perspective in danger-disrupted,
encroached upon, and subsumed under a white system of values and power-and

it

concludes by reinforcing Indian visions and values in vital interaction with the
changing world. The narrative progressively marginalizes the dominant discourse and

initiates the reader into an Indian reading of the world. . . . By progressing from
stories of white power and domination to a humorous view of the illusions of white
power, Silko deflates the 'dominant' vision of a 'dominating' system of power, but

she also rnakes clear that both views-of Native American oppression and powerare necessary for a full understanding of power relations. ( "Native Designs" 72)
The circular structure of the stories, linking end back to begiming, minors the circular
structure of the book as a whole, which in tum reflects the circular structure of the reading
process as described by Knimholz.

Silko's position on 'the edge of things,' her mixeci-blood identity, fully places her
within the contact zone previously described. Within this zone, she joins oral and written,
traditional and modem, thereby following the 'trickster dynamic' of 'bridging incongniities.'
Bo Schder further explains such 'trickster dynarnics' when he states that:

Always on the road to new artistic discoveries, testing new ground and mixing it with
the old, contemporary Native Amencan writers leave literary marks in order not to
lose track of their dreams, and they challenge received notions of reality, political as
well as aesthetic and spiritual. Coming from tribal oral traditions and explonng and

expanding the possibilities contained in a foreign language (for some), in the wntten
medium, and in alien expressive foms, they 'progress simultaneously on different

planes of thought ... bridging incongmities, combining opposites', as Kenneth Lincoln
phrases it when describing Cree world and trickster dpamics. Inherent in this
'opposite thinking' and in the publication of Native Arnerican Iiterature lies the
poiential for political mobilization, understood by increasing awareness and
expression of and participation in Native ways of constructing and understanding the
world. (10)

Silko here is not only reiterating traditional stories and myths, but also reinventing thern within

today's contact zone so as to reclaim power and identity that have been lost through
colonialism: power over one's body ("Storyteller"), one's children ("Lullaby"), the mythic

stones of one's culture ("Yellow Woman" and 'Tony's Story"), and one's language
(particularly in "Storyteller" and "A Geronimo Story"). By telling these stones of Native
Amencan survival, of Native American mythic occurrences within the preseni, and of Native
Arnencan subversion, Silko is resisting the dominant order of rnainstream Arnerica. As
Hendenon daims, "for biack and women writers [and, 1 would add, for Native American
wornen writers], such an avowal of tradition in the subdominant order, of course, constitutes
an operative challenge to the dominant order" (20). In the seven short stories analyzed in this

thesis, Silko thus fully exposes the associative, syncronistic, and mythic matnx of storytelling,
and makes it a tooi, or weapon, for Native American survival, healing, identification, and

subversion, through the etemal recurrence of the past and rnyth, within the contact zone of
Native and h g 1 0 America.
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